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This thesis aims to historicize the Nepalese community in Singapore by 
examining the two distinct groups of Nepalese that “reside” in Singapore. In this context, 
community is defined as a group of individuals who hail from the same country, share the 
same nationality, have similar shared histories, and speak the same language albeit their 
different regional, sub-linguistic, ethnic, and religious orientations. The first group refers 
to the six decade long movement of the Nepali Gurkhas - lāhures - that is distinguished 
by a British colonial heritage. The second group refers to the recent arrival of the new 
lāhures - Nepali professionals, restaurateurs, middle-skilled workers, students - over the 
last twenty years. In general, there is a dearth of scholarly literature pertaining to this 
minority community. Formed under the Singapore Police Force, the Gurkha Contingent’s 
guarding role in Singapore is well-known. However, there is a considerable lacuna in the 
socio-political study of the Gurkha Contingent.  
 
The lahures have been historically represented as hardy, loyal and brave, and this 
has subsequently fed a discourse that extols a stereotypic image of them. In the process of 
conditioning the identity of the lahures, they have come to function as a gated 
community in Singapore and it is within this paradigm of thought that stories of heroism 
intersect with the anxieties of repatriation and transience. In light of the policy secrecy 
surrounding the data pertaining to the Gurkhas, the socio-political aspects of the Gurkha 
families is an untold story, or more precisely a taboo story that cannot be told.  As a 
result, the Singapore Gurkhas continue to remain visibly invisible, and their ‘absence’ 
from Singapore echoes a resounding silence of their history. This thesis critically assesses 
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the Singapore state’s construction of the Gurkhas as ‘neutral’ and ‘politically impartial’ 
individuals, and further analyses how this neutrality rhetoric serves to underscore a 
unique set of terms and conditions that police and discipline the Gurkha Contingent. The 
Gurkha families confined residence at Mount Vernon Camp, and their repatriation to 
Nepal elucidates two acts of discipline.  
 
Contrary to the lāhures, the new lāhures are able to interact freely with 
Singaporeans. However, this group forms part of a larger migratory cycle given their 
complex transnational intents.  Despite their polarised positionalities, this thesis argues 
that both groups of Nepalese live in permanent transience in Singapore. Within this 
framework, the institutional parameters that simultaneously include and exclude select 
groups of Nepalese from Singapore, the controversies conditioning a citizen and non-



















Nepali Words                                                        
 
Bhānjā - nephew (sister's son). A popular term used to refer to sons of Gurkhas   
               who are born in Singapore 
 
Bhānjī - niece (sister's daughter). A popular term used to refer to daughters of   
              Gurkhas who are born in Singapore 
 
Bindi - a sticker adorned on the forehead by Nepali women to indicate their Hindu   
            identity 
 
Bhitra - inside 
 
Bigriyo - broken 
 
Dasaĩ/ Daserā - A 15-day long Nepali festival that falls usually in October. It is     
                          customary for ṭikā (vermillion) to be applied on the foreheads of   
                          the younger relatives.  
 
Dhal Bhāt - A Nepali traditional set meal that includes rice (bhāt) and other items    
                    like lentils (dhal) 
 
Gundru – Preserved dried green vegetable 
 
Gorkhā - A district in Nepal  
 
Gorkhāli - Refers to the inhabitants of Gorkhā and their language. It has become a   
                 collective term to regard all the Gurkhas who hail from various regions   
                 of Nepal.   
 
Jāt - Caste, social class, tribe 
 




Khukurī - A traditional knife used by the Gurkhas during warfare and also during   
                 the festive celebration of Daserā to slaughter a buffalo 
 
Lāhure - Gurkha. It has also become a blanket term to refer to all the Nepalese   
               who go abroad to work 
 
Naya Barsa - New Year 
 
Rudraakṣa - A special type of seed from a tree that is used in rosaries 
 
Samāj Sevaa - Social Service 
 
Sāri - Traditional attire clad by women 
 
Sekuwā - Roasted meat 
 
Sipāi - Soldier 
 



















ASP – Assistant Superintendent  
CBS – Central Bureau of Statistics 
CPF- Central Provident Fund 
CPL - Corporal 
GC – Gurkha Contingent 
GCE O’level – General Certificate of Education for Ordinary Level 
GCSPF- Gurkha Contingent Singapore Police Force 
HDB- Housing Development Board 
INSP – Inspector  
LCPL – Lance Corporal 
NATHM- Nepal Academy of Tourism and Hotel Management 
NIDS- National Institute of Development Studies 
NS- National Service 
P.A.P- People’s Action Party 
PC- Constable 
SACEPS- South Asian Centre for Policy Studies 
SGPA- Singapore Gurkha Pensioner’s Association 
SGT- Sergeant  
SLC- School Leaving Certificate 
SPF- Singapore Police Force 
UNIFEM – United Nations Development Fund for Women  
WNSO -Worldwide Nepalese Student Organisation  
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The Gurkhas are popularly known to guard key installations in Singapore.  
Otherwise, little is known about them publicly. When Mas Selamat Kastari escaped from 
the Whitley Detention Centre in February 2008, the Gurkhas made a rare appearance in 
Singapore’s newspapers. Parallel to criticisms on the Gurkha’s oversight that led to the 
escape of the detained terrorists were newspaper articles, e.g., “Legend of the Gurkha 
Warrior”2 that valorized the bravery, loyalty and discipline of the long-standing Gurkha 
Contingent. Later that year, in July 2008, an article entitled “Ex-Nepalese Prince and 
Family Relocate Here”3
 
, shed light on the heterogeneous nature of the Nepalese 
community in Singapore, and drew attention to the non-Gurkha Nepalese who have 
settled in Singapore. Who are these Gurkhas, and why are they an integral part of 
Singapore’s national security? If they are truly crucial, why are they repatriated, and thus 
disallowed to settle in Singapore? Their exclusion is paradoxical given that other groups 




                                                 
2 Ravi Velloor. 2008. “Legend of the Gurkha Warrior.” The Sunday Times, 27 April: 18. Also see, Teh Joo 
Lin. 2008. “Hunt For Mas Selamat Into Week 5: Next Search to be more Targeted.” The Straits Times.  27th 
March (See Appendix 3).  
 
3 Jamie Ee Wen Wei. 2008. “Ex-Nepalese Prince and Family Relocate Here.” The Straits Times. 20 July. 
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The Lāhures of Nepal 
 
In Singapore, the legendary guards are referred to as ‘Gurkhas’. However, the 
expression ‘Gurkha’ is seldom used by the local Nepalese who prefer instead the term 
‘lāhure’. During my fieldwork in Nepal, respondents would often ask me, “so which 
lāhures have you met so far?”. Gurkha is an anglicized version of the hill town Gorkhā, 
and it is a term used to denote one’s vocational identity.  
 
In the early nineteenth century, Nepalese hill men who served in the Sikh Army at 
Lahore were termed ‘Lāhures’ which effectively translates to one who goes to Lahore. 
Following a special treaty signed between the government of Nepal and the Khalsa (Sikh) 
government in 1839, Nepalese hill men went to Lahore to join the army of Sikh King 
Ranjit Singh.4 A Gurkha who has travelled abroad is popularly known as a lāhure in 
Nepal. A prefix is attached to the term lāhure, depending on the country of their service, 
e.g., Singapore lāhure, British lāhure, Brunei lāhure, Hong Kong lāhure, etc. It has been 
argued that what all the men who are called lāhures share is a relation to a foreign place, 
an experience of a world beyond the familiar.5
 
  
Nepal has had an ambivalent relation to migration, and this is evident in their 
poetry. Local poems and songs reflect the practice of becoming a lāhure and the 
                                                 
4 Kansakar Vidya Bir Singh. 2003. “International Migration and Citizenship in Nepal.” In His Majesty’s 
Government (HMG/N), Population Monograph of Nepal. Central Bureau of Statistics. Kathmandu. Nepal. 
pp.92-93. 
 
5 Mary Des Chene. 1991. Relics of Empire: A Cultural History of the Gurkhas, 1815–1987, Ph.D. 
dissertation, Stanford University, Ann Arbor: University of Michigan International. p.237. 
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challenges caused by this migration to the social and emotional life of the family. Some 
poems and songs denounce this common practice, and view the lāhures as a national 
humiliation since their patriotism to Nepal is displaced. Tirtha Shrestha, one of the 
emerging poets in Pokhara during the 1950’s, dislikes even the word lāhure. In his poem 
‘Lāhures Flower: I Want to Change your Name’, he writes that: 
“the lāhure flower is a shameless flower to bloom in front of a woman (lāhure’s 
wife) suffering from pains of widowhood”.6
 
 
On one hand, there are poems and songs that valorize the recruitment of the lāhures by 
drawing attention to the bravery attached to serving in a foreign army. On the other hand, 
some poets denounce the tradition of becoming a lāhure and instead encourage their hill 
men to accept the meager material conditions of their homeland.  
 
The New Lāhures of Nepal 
 
The term lāhure has come to be increasingly used as a blanket term to refer to all 
the Nepalese who seek foreign employment. In their publication about Nepal’s 
international labour migration, Seddon, Adhikari and Gurung (2001) have chracterised 
the new movement of Nepalese abroad as ‘The New Lahures’. In 1991, Des Chene 
postulated that men who undertake civilian jobs in India, and those who travel to Saudi 
Arabia and the Gulf states to work in the oil fields are called lāhures, regardless of 
whether they have first been soldiers.7
                                                 
6 Jagannath Adhikari and David Seddon. 2002. Pokhara: Biography of a Town. Mandala Book Point. 
Kathmandu: Nepal. p.175.  
 One informant in Singapore remarked that: 
 
7 Mary Des Chene. 1991. Relics of Empire: A Cultural History of the Gurkhas, 1815–1987, Ph.D. 
dissertation, Stanford University, Ann Arbor: University of Michigan International. p.237.  
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Lāhures no longer refers to just the Gurkhas. It also refers to those going to the 
Middle East or elsewhere. My father was a Singapore lāhure, but I am a new 
lāhure since I am doing a medical related Ph.D in Singapore - Anonymous 
Bhānjā 2.  
 
In Singapore, apart from the Gurkhas - lāhures - there are other groups of Nepalese - the 
new lāhures - who in growing numbers reside temporarily or permanently. They include 
Nepalese who emigrate to Singapore in search of job opportunities, primarily in the food 
and beverage sector; students who look to Singapore to further their education, mainly in 
the field of hotel management, tourism and hospitality; and a sizeable number of 
professionals who temporarily or permanently work as engineers, doctors, educators, etc. 
 
Situating the Thesis 
 
The movement of the lāhures to Singapore over the last sixty years can be 
considered to be the first phase of the Nepalese emigration to Singapore. Given the 
distinctiveness in their job scope when compared to the militant Gurkha, the advent of 
these new lāhures over the last twenty years can be regarded as the second phase of 
Nepalese emigration to Singapore.  
 
The Gurkha Contingent is located beside the Mount Vernon Crematorium, and it 
grimly signifies how the serving Gurkhas and the repatriated Gurkhas have for years 
buried their experiences and cremated their exigencies in Singapore. My thesis aims to 
unearth the buried narratives of the Gurkhas, and to extrapolate the hitherto hidden 
migratory experiences of the Gurkha families. This is an attempt to write them back into 
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a history that has negated their well-deserved place in the chronicles of Singapore. By 
placing emphasis on the socio-historical trajectory of the Singapore Gurkhas, this 
research seeks to elucidate how the Gurkha Contingent figures into the Singapore state’s 
initiatives to maintain a multiracial society. 
 
The first question revolves around the lāhure’s foreigner positionality in 
Singapore. Why are the Gurkhas an indispensable part of the Singapore Police Force? 
What are the principal roles of the Gurkha Contingent, and have they evolved over the 
years? Why do Gurkha families live in seclusion at Mount Vernon Camp, and are 
thereafter repatriated to Nepal? What are the identity quandaries plaguing Gurkha 
families, and how do they sustain a Singapore identity in Nepal upon their repatriation? 
This research critically analyses the underpinnings of the Singapore state’s neutrality 
rhetoric pertaining to the Gurkha Contingent, and draws attention to the unique terms and 
conditions that police and discipline the Gurkha Contingent.  
 
The second part of the research question focuses on chronicling the movement of 
the new lāhures into Singapore. What are the domestic polices in Nepal and Singapore 
that contributed to the emigration of the new lāhures? Why are the Nepalese concentrated 
in the food and beverage sector in Singapore? Importantly, are the new lāhures a part of 
or apart from Singapore? Finally, how do they sustain a Nepali identity in Singapore, and 
negotiate the various other identities defining them? In addressing these questions, I 
argue that the new lāhures form part of a larger migratory cycle given their complex 
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transnational intent. Furthermore, the immigration related challenges they encounter in 
prolonging their stay in Singapore hinder their long term settlement.  
 
A perplexing question that this thesis seeks to address is how and why the lāhures 
and the new lāhures have been differentially constructed by the Singapore state. While 
the Gurkha Contingent remains a distinct entity given their disengagement from 
Singapore and to Singaporeans, the new lāhures are given the opportunity to interact 
freely with Singaporeans, and to even integrate. I argue firstly, that there is an intra-
communal state discourse pertaining to the Nepalese community that renders visible their 
distinct positionalities in Singapore, and secondly, that inspite of their distinctiveness 
from each other, both groups of Nepalese are sojourning settlers in Singapore.  Their 
paradoxical migratory position serves to explain the title of my thesis - “Travelling 
Dwellers: Nepalese Lāhures in Singapore”. Both the lāhures and the new lāhures live in 
a situation of permanent temporality, and the title of the thesis alludes to the transitory 











Broadly speaking, there are two types of literature on the Gurkhas. Generally, 
various books and articles posit the Gurkhas from a panegyric standpoint, and only a 
scanty few scholarly works critically analyze the Gurkha phenomena. Works that valorize 
the Gurkha recruitment include books by David Bolt (1969) Gurkhas, Byron Farwell 
(1984) The Gurkhas, and E.D Smith (1997) Valour: A History of the Gurkhas, and Peter 
Harclerode and David Reynolds (2003) Gurkha: The Illustrated History. 
 
The aforementioned books shed light on the early origins of the Gurkhas’ in 
Malaya, and offer a glimspe into the Gurkhas role in Singapore. Bolt’s chapter on “The 
Band of Brothers” provides an insight into the early development of the Gurkha presence 
in Malaya. Farwell’s book paints a global picture of the Gurkhas’ involvement in both  
World Wars and their participation in various other battles across the world. The chapter 
entitled “World War 2: South-East Asia” relates to Singapore, as it provides interesting 
insights into the dilemmas that the Gurkhas faced when Singapore was under the 
Japanese Occupation. The loyalty the Gurkhas displayed to the British and the early roles 
played by the Gurkhas in Singapore are highlighted in this book. Similarly, E.D Smith 
draws our attention to the integral function played by the Gurkhas in Southeast Asia 
during the post-war period. In his final chapter, “Wars in Peace”, Smith provides a 
detailed account of the role of the Gurkhas in Malaya during the Malayan Emergency, 
and in Indonesia during the struggle over “Greater Indonesia”. The Gurkhas’ involvement 
in Southeast Asia, particularly in Malaysia, Burma, Singapore and Indonesia is 
illuminated in a handful of books that venerate the bravery and loyalty of the Gurkhas. 
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The Gurkhas are also exalted in books written by British or Scottish officers who 
commanded or worked alongside the Gurkhas. These include: Bruce Niven’s (1987) The 
Mountain Kingdom: Portraits of Nepal and the Gurkhas, Scott Leathart’s (1998) With the 
Gurkhas: India, Burma, Singapore, Malaya, Indonesia, 1940-1959, and John Parker’s 
(2005) The Gurkhas: The Inside Story of the World's Most Feared Soldiers. Bruce Niven 
commanded the Gurkha Contingent in Singapore for twenty five years and his book 
provides a pictorial overview of the Gurkhas. Scott Leathart commanded the Singapore 
Gurkha Contingent for ten years, when the Gurkha Contingent was in its incipient stage. 
His book is a memoir based on his recollections as an officer, and he intimately describes 
the experiences of the Gurkhas during the tumultuous period of the Japanese Occupation, 
the Second World War, the Malayan Emergency, and the racial riots that confronted 
newly independent Singapore. Several chapters describe the early years of the Gurkha 
Contingent in Singapore and these chapters include: “The Gurkha Contingent”, “The 
Hertogh Riots”, “The Contingent Expands”, “Singapore 1953/54”, “Riots and Self-
Government”, and “Farwell, Singapore”. These chapters bring out the lives of the Gurkha 
families in Singapore, and how they adapted to the Singapore lifestyle. Finally, John 
Parker, a former British officer in charge of the Gurkhas, bases his account on both 
personal recollections and interviews conducted in Britain and Nepal. He brings out the 
emotional turmoil of the Gurkhas, and attempts to trace the history of ten military 
regiments, spanning a period of hundred and eighty-four years.  
 
On one hand, the aforementioned books laud the Gurkhas, and the bravery and 
loyalty of the Gurkhas form the backbone of these books. On the other hand, there are 
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works that critically analyse the ‘martial race’ theory to torpedo the invincibility of the 
Gurkhas. Some books include: Cynthia Enloe’s (1980) Ethnic Soldiers: State Security in 
Divided Societies, and Lionel Caplan’s (1995) Warrior Gentlemen: "Gurkhas" in the 
Western Imagination. Both these scholars have furthered their critical analysis of the 
Gurkha recruitment in book-length chapters, and they include: Lionel Caplan’s (1995) 
“Martial Gurkhas: The Persistence of A British Military Discourse on “Race””, and 
Cynthia Enloe’s (1996) “Ethnic Soldiers”.  
 
Mary Des Chene is another prominent scholar who has written extensively about 
the Gurkhas. Some of her many works include: a PhD dissertation, “Relics of Empire: A 
Cultural History of the Gurkhas, 1815–1987” (1991); a journal article, “Soldiers, 
Sovereignty and Silences: Gorkhas as Diplomatic Currency” (1993); and a Himal South 
Asia article, “Loyalty versus Equality” (1997). By and large, Des Chene critically 
explores the tradition of Gurkha recruitment, and argues that the bartering of the Gurkhas 
to Britain enabled Nepal to maintain her sovereign status during the period of colonial 
expansion. She also makes the case that the soldering of Gurkha bodies is a valued 
currency as the Gurkhas embody the coin of international diplomacy in Nepal. 
 
In addition, there are two Nepalis who have written academic pieces on the 
Gurkha recruitment. The Ph.D dissertation by Pratyoush Onta entitled “The Politics of 
Bravery: A History of Nepali Nationalism” (1996) assesses the political positioning of 
the Gurkhas within the larger history of Nepal, and explores the implications that the 
Gurkha recruitment has long had on Nepal’s nationalism. A  Masters thesis by Om 
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Prakash Aryal entitled “Legal Aspect of Gurkha Recruitment: An Overview” examines 
the legality of the Gurkha recruitment to countries apart from Britain.  
 
Intermittently, there are articles written about the Gurkhas in local Nepali 
magazines or newspapers. These include magazine articles published by Himal and 
Himal South Asia, and some articles written in 1991 include: Manisha Aryal’s “To Marry 
a Lahuray”; Chaitanya Mishra’s “Three Gorkhali Myths”; Anup Pahari’s “Ties that Bind: 
Gurkhas in History”;  Bijaya Lal Shrestha’s “Planning Ahead for the Gurkhas”; and  
Deepak Thapa’s (1997) “Mercenary Position”. Generally, these works debate on the 
mercenary position of the Gurkhas, the divided loyalties of the Gurkhas who serve in 
foreign countries, and the national humiliation that the Gurkhas are deemed to bestow 
upon Nepal.   
 
Over the last twenty years, there has been a gradual metamorphosis in Nepalese 
emigration pattern to the rest of world. Nepalese hailing from various parts of Nepal have 
ventured into new territories to make a living. According to the 1961 Nepal census, “the 
destination and magnitude of emigration from Nepal had been increasing in countries 
beyond India to the oil rich West Asian countries, and to developed and developing 
countries of East Asia, South East Asia, Europe, Australia and North America”.8
                                                 
8 Kansakar Vidya Bir Singh. 2003. “International Migration and Citizenship in Nepal.” In His Majesty’s 
Government (HMG/N), Population Monograph of Nepal. Central Bureau of Statistics. Kathmandu. Nepal. 
pp.116-117.  
 By the 
early 1990s, “employment opportunities became available for Nepalese workers not only 
in the Middle East (Saudi Arabia, Qatar, UAE) but also in East and Southeast Asia (Hong 
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Kong, Brunei, Japan, Korea, and later Malaysia)”.9 In light of the expansiveness of  
Nepalese migration, “there is a saying among Nepalese that ‘Nepali ra aloo jaha pani 
pahincha (Nepalis and potatoes, they are found everywhere)’.10
 
 
Scholarship on Nepal’s international migration is still in its infancy as there is 
only a scanty few works on this subject. Scholarly works that provide an insight into this 
phenomenon include a book length chapter by David Seddon, Jagannath Adhikari and 
Ganesh Gurung (2000), entitled, The New Lahures: Labour Migration and the 
Remittance Economy of Nepal.  In addition, a number of journal articles have burgeoned, 
and they include: Bhim Prasad Subedi (1991), “International Migration in Nepal: 
Towards an Analytical Framework”; Ramesh K. Dhungel (1999), “Nepalese Immigrants 
in the United States of America”;  David Seddon’s “Foreign Labour Migration and the 
Remittance Economy of Nepal” (2002), and “South Asian Remittances: Implications for 
Development” (2004); Keiko Yamanaka’s, “Nepalese Labour Migration to Japan: From 
Global Warriors to Global Workers” (2000), and “Changing Family Structures of 
Nepalese Transmigrants in Japan: Split-Households and Dual-Wage Earners” (2005); 
Elvira Graner and Ganesh Gurung (2003), “Arab Ko Lahure: Looking at Nepali Labour 
Migration to Arabian Countries”; Stephen Frost (2004), “Building Hong Kong: Nepalese 
Labour in the Construction Sector”; and Tom O'Neill (2007), “ ‘Our Nepali work is very 
good’: Nepali Domestic Workers as Transnational Subjects”.  Furthermore, HIMAL 
                                                 
9 Keiko Yamanaka. 2005. “Changing Family Structures of Nepalese Transmigrants in Japan: Split-
Households and Dual-Wage Earners.” Global Networks- A Journal of Transnational Affairs 5 (October): 
340.  
 
10 Kanak Mani Dixit. 1997. “Lowly Labour in the Lowlands.” HIMAL South Asia, (Jan/Feb) 10 (1): 11.  
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South Asia and Global Nepali are two local Nepal-based magazines that have published 
articles on Nepal’s international migration.  
 
      India has traditionally been the oasis for Nepalese seeking a livelihood and it 
has witnessed massive numbers of Nepalese who cross the open border between India 
and Nepal in search of seasonal or long-term jobs. Kanak Mani Dixit, highlights the 
prevalence of Nepalese in India. He writes that majority of the Nepali migrants are most 
conspicuous in low-paying jobs, and they include young boys in restaurants and dhabas, 
illiterate factory labourers, domestic help, drivers, chowkidaars, ayahs.11 Although the 
Nepalese have ventured into far-flung countries, India continues to be a prime 
destination.12
 
 There are various books and articles that solely explore the migratory 
history between Nepal and India.  
India is not the only place where the Nepalese undertake menial jobs. Although 
there are Nepali professionals in America, there are a huge number of Nepalese who 
undertake jobs that are obsequious in nature. An article written by Sanjay Manandhar in 
1993, entitled, “Is the Grass Greener in America?”, argues that “Nepalis romanticize 
‘America’ even when living a B-grade lifestyle in the United States. Among parents, 
siblings, relatives, friends and neighbours, this reverence is not so much for the individual 
as for the land that they have touched”.13
                                                 
11 Ibid.,11-13. 
 Manandhar’s views are reinforced by a recent 
 
12 At roadheads all over Nepal’s Tarai, from Mahendranagar on the western border to Kakarbhitta in the 
east, there is a continuous flow of Nepalis on the way to jobs in India and returning on leave. Ibid.  
 
13 Sanjay Manandhar. 1993. “Is the Grass Greener in America?” HIMAL, (Jan/Feb), 6 (1): 37. 
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Himalayan Times article that highlights that getting a US visa no longer seems to get 
several Nepalis any closer to living the “American dream”.14
 
 This indicates the lack of 
upward mobility among the Nepalese community in America almost two decades later.   
              Similarly, in East Asia, Keiko Yamanaka’s article on “Nepalese Labour 
Migration to Japan: From Global Warriors to Global Workers”, demonstrates how despite 
the stringent immigration policies in Japan in the early 1990s, Nepalese unskilled 
workers were able to emigrate to Japan. She examines the nature of their employment in 
Japan and compares the undocumented Nepalese with those documented Nikkeijin and 
Japanese.  In her second article entitled, “Changing Family Structures of Nepalese 
Transmigrants in Japan: Split-Households and Dual-Wage Earners”, Yamanaka explores 
the changing patterns of family responses to international migration and sheds light on 
the increasing participation of married women in the global workforce. Stephen Frost, in 
his article on “Building Hong Kong: Nepalese Labour in the Construction Sector”, draws 
the reader’s attention to the disparity between the theory and practice of Hong Kong’s 
laws towards the Nepalese. He states that the Nepalese face “varying levels of 
discrimination and are confined in the construction sector to low end labouring work with 
little chance of upward mobility”.15
                                                 
14 Sabin Chandra Acharya. 2009. “Recession Hits Nepali Diaspora in the US.” The Himalayan Times. 31st 
March.  
 Frost postulates that although the Nepalese 
construction workers have been a formidable part of Hong Kong’s landscape, they have 
been an invisible community.  
 
15 Stephen Frost. 2004. “Building Hong Kong: Nepalese Labour in the Construction Sector.” Journal of 




Apart from East Asia, the Middle East is one of the most popular regions for 
Nepalese emigration. There is a high demand for foreign labour to develop the oil 
industry and infrastructure of the Gulf States, and the Nepalese undertake menial jobs in 
areas like construction and road maintenance.  Elvira Graner and Ganesh Gurung’s article 
on “Arab Ko Lahure: Looking at Nepali Labour Migration to Arabian Countries”, 
demonstrates the crucial importance that remittances play in Nepalese household 
economies. However, unlike the governments of Bangladesh and Pakistan that 
encouraged their citizens to emigrate to the Middle East, there has been a change in the 
Nepalese government’s stance in this matter.16
 
  
With regard to Southeast Asia, Malaysia has especially become a prime 
destination among Nepalese seeking foreign employment. A recent newspaper article in 
the Himalayan Times, entitled “Malaysia Reduces Foreign Workforce”, estimates 
400,000 Nepalis in Malaysia making it the fourth top Nepali labour destination market.17  
Given the huge numerical figure and growth in the number of Nepalese working in the 
unskilled and semi-skilled workforce in Malaysia; in the manufacturing sector, service 
industries and in the private security business, Nepal’s residential mission/embassy was 
established in Kuala Lumpur in June 2003.18
                                                 
16 Bhattarai highlights that, the Government of Nepal imposed restriction for Nepalese to go to Iraq after 
the brutal killing of 12 Nepalese youths in August 2004. Reports say that Nepal is the single largest source 
of foreign workers in Iraq after the US-led invasion in 2003. Over three dozen Nepalese security personnel 
have been recruited to guard the Baghdad International Airport alone. For further information, see, 
Devendra Bhattarai. 2008. “Destination Iraq.” Global Nepali, December: 14-15. 
  Despite the prominence of the Nepalese in 
 
17 2009. “Malaysia Reduces Foreign Workforce.” Himalayan Times, 30 March.  
 
18 http://www.nepalembassy.com.my/about_us.html. Accessed on the 19 November 2009.  
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Malaysia, and their growing presence in Singapore, there is a huge void in the scholarship 
concerning the Nepalese in Southeast Asia. Thus far, there is no book or book length 
chapter that centre on the Nepalese emigration to Southeast Asia. 
 
Broadly speaking, issues concerning Nepal’s international migration have 
received more attention by scholars at the turn of the 21st century. Nepalese emigration to 
India, America, East Asia (Japan and Hong Kong), and the Middle East, has been studied 
by some scholars. The reasons for out-migration, the institutional frameworks that hinder 
or facilitate international migration, the significance of remittance flows, changing family 
structures, and the growing gender dimension to Nepal’s international migration, are 
altogether areas that have been explored in scholarship, though more research still needs 
to be done.   
 
 My thesis aims to contribute to the literature on the Nepalese Gurkhas, and on 
Nepal’s international migration by gravitating towards the Southeast Asian sphere and 
focusing on the Nepalese community in Singapore. The prevailing literature on the 
Gurkhas and on Nepal’s’ international migration will only skeletally frame my thesis 
since these works lack a direct bearing to my field of research.  The recent arrival of the 
new lāhures in Singapore has reshaped the dynamics of the Nepalese community, and my 
thesis intends to historicize both the lāhures and the new lāhure group by contextualising 





During the initial stage of data collection, there were two major difficulties 
affecting my research. There is a severe lack of data directly relevant to my field of study, 
and this was further compounded by the inaccessibility to the information concerning the 
Gurkha Contingent. Given their predominant role in Singapore’s national security, 
acquiring data on the Gurkhas has been an uphill task. The issue of confidentiality was 
constantly raised among the ministry officials and potential Gurkha informants.  In short, 
the exiguous nature of the data on the Nepalese community Singapore, laid the 
foundation for a grounded fieldwork in both Singapore and Nepal.  
 
My attempts to go through the formal channel of acquiring data from the 
Singapore government officials did not reap any benefits. To begin with, even the 
National University of Singapore (NUS), upon request for information on the number of 
Nepalese students studying in NUS replied the following: “The University has a Data 
Protection policy in place”19. In an attempt to obtain information on the Gurkhas, I had 
initially sent out emails to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Home Affairs, 
Singapore Police Force, Immigration and Checkpoints Authority, and Ministry of 
Manpower. Emails boomeranged with replies that stated:  “we will not be able to accede 
to your request for an interview with Gurkha officers”20
                                                 
19 Siti Fatimah Mahmood. Email correspondence. Management Assistant Officer, Registrar’s Office. 
National University of Singapore. 27 August 2008. 
, “we have carefully considered 
 




your request but regret that we are unable to assist you in the matter”21, and “we are 
unable to provide you the data and statistics on the Nepalese community in Singapore”22
 
.  
Only Charlotte Loh from the Ministry of Home Affairs assisted my query in a short 
paragraph that shed light on the role of the Gurkha Contingent in Singapore. 
The rejections to my email queries further aroused my curiosity about the 
Nepalese community, and in particular the Gurkha Contingent. I decided to make random 
trips to Little India with the hope of chancing upon serving Gurkhas, thinking that they 
would be open to an interview. As I conversed with them in Nepali, the smile on the 
Gurkhas faces faded away in no less than five minutes, and I was left with nothing other 
than a confirmation that he was a serving Gurkha. Something I had already figured out by 
his Mongoloid appearance and tough built. Some of them would politely tell me that they 
would like to help me out but were afraid to do so fearing that they would breach the 
rules and regulations imposed upon them. In an attempt to assist me, some of them would 
quickly remark, “Why don’t you look at Wikipedia? It is all there” or “Have you read 
Mountain Kingdom by our ex-commanding officer?”. Rejected email responses, a 
website, a book, and an automatic “Sorry…but it is confidential”; these were primarily 
my ‘sources’ during the first few months of my research.  
 
I realized that I was not going to make any headway if I chose to go through the 
formal channel of data collection. One possibility that emerged was to turn towards the 
                                                 
21 Shamrudy A K. Email correspondence. Senior Customer Relations Executive Customer Relations 
Branch. Immigration and Checkpoints Authority of Singapore. 26 August 2008. 
 
22 Noridayu Binte Idris. Email correspondence. Customer Service Associate Executive. Ministry of 
Manpower, Singapore. 27 August 2008. 
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retired Gurkhas. Since the Singapore Gurkhas are repatriated to Nepal after serving for 
approximately twenty years, I assumed that the retired Gurkhas would be more open to 
an interview. With this vague preconception about friendly retired Gurkhas, I pinned my 
hopes on my fieldtrip to Nepal. Tracing the retired Gurkhas and getting in touch with 
them was an arduous task. Most of the new lāhures are not relatives of the Gurkhas, or 
were distantly related with little or no contact to the Gurkhas.  As a result, I had to call 
various Nepalese in Singapore to get just one Gurkha contact.  
 
My fieldwork spanned approximately two months, with most of my time spent in 
Kathmandu, and a fortnight spent in Pokhara. Unfortunately, my preconceptions about 
forthcoming retired Gurkhas were hamstrung as I was once again confronted with 
hesitant responses. One of them told me that, “I will meet you but I will not tell you 
everything that you may need”. Another informant said, “Actually, our pension might get 
affected if we defame the Singapore government in any way. Sharing our grievances 
outside of the Gorkhāli community is discouraged”. And finally another informant, in an 
effort to avoid an interview said, “I am busy the whole day. If you want, you can come at 
7a.m. to my house”, and this is extremely early considering that even offices in Nepal 
begin work at about 10 a.m in the morning. At some points during the first few days of 
my trip, I literally dreamt of submitting a blank thesis  
 
However, this was the most minor setback because all the other Gurkhas whom I 
spoke to would instantaneously welcome me to their homes, and they were more than 
happy to share their experiences in Singapore. They were delighted and I often received 
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special treatment simply because, as most of them would nostalgically tell me, “You are 
from Singapore, and we were there once…”. Furthermore, there was an element of 
curiosity among the Gurkhas as to why a Singaporean, and that too a non-Nepali, would 
be interested in their migratory experiences. From a sociological standpoint, I would be 
considered an ‘outsider’ since I am a Sri Lankan Tamil by ethnicity. Nevertheless, 
majority of the Gurkhas were intrigued by my ability to converse with them in bigriyo 
Nepali, and even more amused that I had learnt basic Nepali in Germany. This aided in 
bridging my ‘outsider’ positionality. I was nicknamed ‘Hema Gurung’ by some of them; 
a sign that they had warmly welcomed me into their community. In all, I met about 
twenty retired Gurkhas with their families included in some cases, and the second chapter 
of my thesis is largely based on my oral interviews with them. 
 
For further data collection relating to the Singapore Gurkhas, I visited the 
“Singapore Gurkha Pensioners Association” in Kathmandu and, the “Gurkha Memorial 
Museum” and “Singapure Tole” vicinity in Pokhara. Ministry of Foreign Affairs was 
another place I visited to obtain information on the bilateral relations between Singapore 
and Nepal pertaining to the recruitment of Gurkhas. In order to obtain information about 
the Nepalese concentrated in the food and beverage sector in Singapore, I met individuals 
from Nepal’s’ Academy of Tourism & Hotel Management (NATHM). I also visited 
Nepal’s Ministry of Education to obtain statistical data on the number of Nepalese 
students studying in Singapore. Generally, for information pertaining to both groups of 
Nepalese in Singapore, I interacted with various academics, politicians, lawyers, and also 
visited research institutes like the Martin Chaudhry Library, Centre for Nepal and Asian 
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Studies (CNAS), Nepal Institute of Development Studies (NIDS), and Nepal Centre for 
Contemporary Studies (NCCC). Kathmandu Post, Himalayan Times, HIMAL South Asia 
Magazine, Global Nepali Magazine, and Gorkha FM are just some of the many media-
related destinations where I gathered articles pertaining to my research.  
 
My fieldwork in Nepal led to an extension of my fieldwork in Singapore since I 
acquired contacts through the respondents I had met in Nepal. I interviewed eight 
individuals who were formerly part of the Gurkha milieu whom today are Singapore 
citizens. Generally, I had no issues interviewing the new lāhures in Singapore and they 
were forthcoming in assisting me with my research. Over the last two years, I have 
interviewed ten Nepalese professionals, and thirteen Nepalese from the food and 
beverage sector (e.g., owners, chefs, waiters, managers, etc) with whom I conducted 
semi-structured interviews. I always interviewed various other businessmen, academics 
and ministry officials. Data gathered is also based on observations made about the 
Nepalese community during the festive celebrations conducted in the restaurants. I would 
frequently visit the various restaurants to note the changes and continuities that have 
taken place over time.  
 
 As I delved deeper into the history of the Nepalese restaurants, I came to find out 
that there is no clear demarcation between the individuals from the Gurkha Contingent 
and the individuals working in the restaurants. There are two Nepali restaurants in 
Singapore that appear to have linkages to the retired Gurkhas, e.g., wife, daughter, son-
in-law. For some reason or another, there is discomfort among some interviewees in 
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openly acknowledging their direct or indirect ties to the Gurkha Contingent, and one can 
only speculate based on accounts of other interviewees.  
 
Permanent Residency and citizenship in Singapore among individuals from the 
Gurkha Contingent is one of the most sensitive issues plaguing Gurkha families.  Many 
potential respondents were either discerning about what to share and how much to share 
with regards to this issue, or simply chose to evade an interview altogether by telling me 
to meet the other Nepalese in Singapore.  Often times, it took a while for some of them to 
gain my trust, and admittedly being able to converse in basic Nepali made many of them 
feel at ease, and it hastened the process of persuading them to assist me with my research.  
 
In terms of archival material, the National Archives of Singapore was beneficial 
to my thesis. I was able to acquire photographs of the Gurkha Contingent during the early 
years of Singapore, listen to audio visual and sound recording about the Nepalese 
community in Singapore, and obtain some relevant speeches made about the Gurkha 
Contingent.  Newspaper articles by the Singapore Press Holdings and, online newspaper 
articles by Lexis Nexis Academic have also been useful sources of information.  
 
All in all, accounting for both my fieldwork in Singapore and Nepal, I have 
interviewed and corresponded with seventy-five individuals, and this includes: retired 
Gurkhas and their families living in Nepal; restaurateurs, professionals and Gurkha 
families in Singapore; and ministry officials, ambassadors and academics from both 
Singapore and Nepal. By means of a descriptive analytical approach, my thesis intends to 
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qualitatively explore the Nepalese community in Singapore. An examination of the 
Nepalese community in Singapore impinges upon a variety of factors, and therefore my 
research seeks an interdisciplinary method as a framework of analysis. Primary sources in 
the form of oral interviews, archival material and colonial office records will constitute 
the backbone of my methodology. In an effort to postulate the community against a 
broader framework, my analysis of the primary sources will be framed alongside theories 
on diaspora studies and transnationalism.  
 
Structure of the Thesis 
  
In Chapter One, the theoretical dimensions relating to the Nepalese community in 
Singapore will be framed with respect to the literature on transnationalism and diaspora 
studies, and further juxtaposed against the three-pronged foreigner taxonomy - Foreign 
Talent, Foreign Worker and Foreign Student - that categorize foreigners in Singapore. 
Specifically, I argue that Nepalese form a quasi-diaspora in Singapore. 
 
Chapter Two historicizes the Gurkha Contingent, and assesses the neutrality 
rhetoric surrounding the Gurkhas foreigner positionality in Singapore. Contrary to 
notions that typecast the Gurkhas as being disciplined by nature, this chapter aims to 
illustrate the ways in which the Gurkhas have been disciplined by the Singapore state. As 
a case study, this chapter will also demonstrate how some Gurkha families managed to 




Chapter Three frames the migratory dynamics pertaining to the new lāhures in 
terms of Singapore’s and Nepal’s domestic polices towards foreign labour employment, 
the role of social networks in facilitating the expansion of Nepalese ethnic restaurants, 
and the intermediary role played by agents in spearheading the motion of migration 
among the Nepalese students. The advent of the new lāhures in Singapore serves to 
highlight how some groups of Nepalese are perceived to be harmless to the social 
structure of Singapore. However, in spite of the opportunity to integrate into Singapore, 
the decision to settle in Singapore is often wrought by uncertainty among the new 
lāhures. This chapter examines the technical issues curtailing their long-term settlement, 
and further assesses the complex migratory intent of the new lāhures that hinder the 
formation of an established Nepalese community in Singapore.  
 
Chapter Four deals with the identity formations of the Nepalese community. It 
will first explore how a Singapore identity is sustained in Nepal vis-à-vis repatriated 
Gurkha families, and second, illustrate how a Nepali identity is sustained in Singapore. 
This chapter also seeks to highlight the heterogeneous identities of the Nepalese 
community in Singapore. A Gurkha identity has subsumed a multi-faceted Nepali 








Quasi-Diaspora: A Unique “Settlement” in Singapore 
 
 The Nepalese community in Singapore is simultaneously present and absent from 
the wider Singapore society. On one hand, over the last twenty years, the presence of the 
community has been illuminated by a proliferation in the number of new lāhures - 
restaurateurs, professionals, semi-skilled workers, and students - in Singapore. On the 
other hand, is an earlier trajectory of Nepalese immigrants comprising Gurkhas - lāhures 
- and their families who live in a circumscribed camp and have been continuously 
obscured from the landscape in Singapore. This effectively ensures their social 
disengagement from Singapore and Singaporeans. In this chapter, the dichotomous 
complexion of the Nepalese community will framed against Singapore’s three-pronged 
foreigner taxonomy, and further postulated against theories on transnationalism and 
diaspora studies. In particular, I argue that the Nepalese community forms a quasi-
diaspora in Singapore.  
1.1: Situating the Nepalese in Singapore’s Three-Pronged Foreigner Taxonomy 
 
 
One way to begin conceptualizing a frame for the community is through the 
political attitudes and policies promulgated by the post-colonial Singapore state vis-à-vis 
emigrant groups.  Singapore’s three-pronged foreigner taxonomy - ‘foreign talent’, 
‘foreign worker’, ‘foreign student’- have become common catchwords employed to 
categorize the foreigners’ position in Singapore. Generally, the Nepalese in Singapore are 
represented in all the segments of this taxonomy, although the Gurkhas offer a different 
standpoint in rethinking the three-pronged classification. Broadly speaking, Nepalese 
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emigration to Singapore is typified by a tripartite pattern - Gurkhas; professionals, 
restaurateurs and middle-skilled workers; and to a lesser extent, students. 
 
The importance of ‘foreign talents’ to Singapore was stressed during former 
Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong’s 1997 National Day Rally speech. The impending need 
to develop Singapore into a “brains service mode”, “an oasis of talent”, and ultimately the 
“talent capital” of the new economy23 was emphasized. Skilled professionals, managerial 
workers, and executive professionals originating from Western (e.g., United Kingdom, 
America, Australia, etc) and Asian (e.g., India, China, etc) countries are regarded as 
‘foreign talents’ in Singapore. They are holders of an Employment Pass - either a P1 
(S$7,000 or more), P2 (S$3, 500 or more) or Q1 (S$2,500 or more) - depending on their 
salary.24
 
 Eventually, the basic thrust of this ‘foreign talent’ policy is to orientate them 
towards making Singapore their permanent residence.   
The ‘foreign talent’ category was further bifurcated in 2004 when “S Passes were 
introduced as a new category for middle-level skilled foreigners such as technicians”.25
                                                 
23 Brenda S. A. Yeoh and Natalie Yap. 2008. “Gateway Singapore: Immigration Policies, Differential 
(Non) Incorporation, and Identity Politics.” In Marie Price and Lisa Benton-Short, eds., Migrants to the 
Metropolis: The Rise of Immigrant Gateway Cities. Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse University Press. p.189. 
 
To qualify for an S Pass, applicants need to have a degree or diploma level qualification 
 
24http://www.mom.gov.sg/publish/momportal/en/communities/work_pass/employment_pass/about_the_pas
s.html#Eligibility. Accessed on 8 June 2010.  
 




in order to earn a prospective salary of at least S$1,800.26
 
 However, technical issues - 
renewal of the Pass which is dependent on a range of other predisposing factors - curtail 
the ability for this group of ‘foreign talent’ to easily settle down in Singapore.  
In contrast to the ‘foreign talents’, the ‘foreign workers’ in Singapore confront 
various control measures that forbid their long-term settlement. The ‘foreign workers’ 
comprise a low skilled workforce, and they undertake jobs such as construction workers, 
domestic maids, cleaners, and manual workers. As a control strategy, work permits (or 
“R Passes”) are given to ‘foreign workers’ earning S$1,800 or less a month.27 Foreign 
workers are disallowed to bring their spouses into Singapore, and this indicates that state 
policy is targeted at “ensuring that they remain temporary and are easily repatriated in 
times of recession”.28
 
  In short, the ‘foreign workers’ in Singapore are a transient 
population.  
The third category of foreigners comprises ‘foreign students’. There has been a 
growth in ‘foreign students’ at all levels of schools and tertiary institutions in Singapore. 
The official slogan of ‘Singapore: The Global Schoolhouse’ fashions Singapore as an 
educational destination. Singapore is tapping on its numerous strengths - English-
                                                 
26http://www.mom.gov.sg/publish/momportal/en/communities/work_pass/s_pass/about_the_s_pass.html. 
Accessed on 8 June 2010. 
 
27 Yeoh and Yap. “Gateway Singapore: Immigration Policies, Differential (Non) Incorporation, and 
Identity Politics.” p.189.  
 
28 As part of this overall policy of transience, the work permit system circumscribes family formation, 
dependents are barred, and marriage to Singaporeans or Singapore Permanent Residents is disallowed. And 
for foreign domestic female workers, getting pregnant amounts to repatriation. For further information, see, 
Brenda S.A. Yeoh. 2007.  “Migration and Social Diversity in Singapore.” In Tan Tarn How, ed., Singapore 
Perspectives 2007: A New Singapore. Singapore: World Scientific Publishing. pp. 50-51.  
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speaking environment, high educational standards, law and order, and “squeaky clean”, 
“nanny state” reputation - to achieve the aim of increasing the number of ‘foreign 
students’ from about 66,000 in 2005 to 150,000 by 2012.29
 
 The strategy of marketing 
Singapore as a global educational institution has witnessed the influx of foreign students 
from regions such as East Asia, South Asia and Southeast Asia.  
 On the one hand, the presence of Nepalese professionals, restaurateurs, semi-
skilled workers, and students in Singapore can be explained in terms of contemporary 
initiatives taken by the Singapore state to attract ‘foreign talents’ and ‘foreign students’.  
In an effort to attract ‘foreign talents’ Singapore warmly welcomes foreign professionals 
and middle-skilled workers from Nepal. This strategy is responsible for the advent and 
increase of the Nepalese professionals in Singapore. In addition, the S-Pass initiative 
offered a window of opportunity for middle-skilled Nepalese trained in the food and 
beverage sector or other service oriented industry to be gainfully employed in Singapore. 
Furthermore, as Singapore pitted herself as a global education hub, Nepalese students 
flocked to Singapore in pursuit of educational opportunities in the field of hotel 
management, tourism, and hospitality.  
 
While the newly arrived Nepalese immigrants fit Singapore’s ‘foreign talent’ and 
‘foreign student’ taxonomies respectively, a curious question that arises is how best to 
situate Gurkha families in the larger discourse of foreigner classification. The continued 
presence of the Gurkhas in Singapore can be explained by a colonial immigration 
heritage. Following her independence from Britain, the Singapore state continued to pride 
                                                 
29 Ibid.,p.52.  
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on the Gurkhas as an elite militia for two reasons. Firstly, the Gurkhas are perceived to be 
supra-talented soldiers since they constitute a ‘martial race’, and the successful branding 
of the Gurkhas as martial warriors particularly captivated the sentiments of then Prime 
Minister Lee Kuan Yew. Secondly, in view of the integral role that the Gurkhas played in 
quelling Singapore’s racial riots in the 1950’s and 1960’s, the Gurkhas have been 
perceived and constructed as a neutral force.  
 
As for the first reason, the state has discursively characterized the Gurkhas as 
being eugenically superior to the other major races in Singapore.  The Gurkhas are 
thought to be innately imbued with warrior-like qualities that make them a ‘martial race’. 
The ‘martial race’ theory expounds that warlike individuals inherit martiality through 
blood from their ancestors, and they are found in hilly regions with a cooler climate.  This 
describes the climate and environment in regions of Nepal from which the Gurkhas 
originate. Both these factors have contributed to making the Gurkhas a ‘martial race’, 
therefore making them militarily talented and suitable for soldiering.   
 
 From as early as the nineteenth century right up to the twentieth century, the 
Gurkhas captured the hearts and minds of various individuals as they became an 
ubiquitous part of the various wars and battles that were staged around the world. The 
Gurkhas branded themselves as brave, loyal and legendary fighters. This is a sentiment 
that impacted the Singapore state during the Japanese Occupation (1942-1945) where in 
the face of side-switchers, the Gurkhas were believed to have displayed absolute loyalty 
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to the British. In particular, the Gurkhas captured the imagination of then Prime Minister 
Lee Kuan Yew who wrote in his memoir that: 
There were some soldiers who won my respect and admiration ... The Gurkhas 
were like the Highlanders. They, too, marched erect, unbroken and doughty in 
defeat. I secretly cheered them. They left a life-long impression on me. As a 
result, the Singapore government has employed a Gurkha company for its anti-
riot police squad from the 1960’s to this day.30
 
  
The Gurkhas were popularly known to work as bodyguards to then Prime Minister Lee 
Kuan Yew and to other ministers in Singapore, and they continue to do so today. They 
are venerated for their martiality and loyalty, and are valorized as exemplary foreign 
servicemen in Singapore.  
 
Secondly, as part of the Gurkha discourse spun by the state, these legendary 
warriors are prized because they have been constructed as a neutral force since they hail 
from a foreign country. They are thus valued for their impartiality. For this reason, and 
coupled with their role in guarding key facilities and key political personnel in Singapore, 
the Gurkha Contingent has for the last sixty-one years been residing in a secluded camp 
area at Upper Aljunied road.  Mount Vernon Camp is a residential area with defined 
boundaries that physically mark out the Gurkha community from the rest of society in 
Singapore. It effectively ensures that the Gurkha families remain Nepali citizens, and thus 
a foreigner in Singapore. Indeed, the Gurkhas are literally a ‘foreign talent’, but contrary 
to the state’s conventional perception and treatment of foreign talents, the treatment of 
Gurkhas is more like that of the ‘foreign workers’. 
 
                                                 
30 Lee Kuan Yew. 2000. The Singapore Story: Memoirs of Lee Kuan Yew. Singapore: Federal 
Publications.p.20. 
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State policies pertaining to the Gurkhas and their families are aimed at ensuring 
that they remain sojourners, and thus ironically treating the Gurkhas as an exquisite and 
yet dispensable source of labour. Based on oral interviews with the repatriated Gurkhas in 
Nepal and a handful of serving Gurkhas in Singapore, their sojourner position was 
validated. Upon asking them if they were allowed to settle in Singapore, three aspects of 
their response will consistently elucidate their temporary tenure; that they serve in 
Singapore for approximately 20 to 25 years, they have to retire when they are 45 years 
old, and it is stated in their contract that they have to return to Nepal with their family 
when their service in Singapore ends.  
 
PC Rikhisore Rai recollected that he served in Singapore for 26 years from 1978 
to 2004. Probing further as to why he to decided to return to Nepal, he replied, “we have 
to retire bahini (sister/girl), it is stated in our contract. We have to return to Nepal with 
our family”.31 The views of the repatriated lāhures correspond with some of the serving 
lāhures in Singapore. Protecting their request for anonymity, two of them affirmed their 
sojourner position in Singapore. One of them said that, “I have another 15 more years to 
serve in Singapore. After that I will have to go back to Nepal. It is stated as part of our 
terms and conditions in the contract”.32
                                                 
31 PC Rikhisore Rai and family. Interview. Retired PC. Kathmandu. 12 June 2009. 
 Similarly, another lāhure expressed with mixed 
emotions that he has served in Singapore for 17 years, his children have grown up in 
 
32 Anonymous. Serving Lāhures 1. Interview. Singapore. 12 March 2011. 
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Singapore attending local schools, and that in a few years time he has to retire as it is 
stated in his contract.33
 
  
 Similar to ‘foreign workers’, Gurkha families are “policed” in various ways as 
there are special rules and regulations conditioning the Gurkha Contingent.  However, 
Gurkhas are not Work Permit holders, they receive a more sizable salary, they are 
provided accommodation and other facilities during their tenure, and they are eligible for 
pension upon retirement. Nevertheless, Gurkhas are immediately repatriated upon 
completion of their twenty-year service in Singapore. And, as part of the overall policy of 
national security and ensuring that Gurkhas remain transient, Gurkha men are strictly 
forbidden to marry Singaporean women, and Gurkha wives are disallowed to work in 
Singapore during their husbands’ tenure.  
 
All in all, within the context of post-colonial Singapore’s political attitudes 
towards foreigners, one can largely notice the permeation of the Nepalese across the 
state’s three-pronged foreigner taxonomy. However, the distinctiveness of the emigrant 
grouping is undermined by the unique case study of the Gurkhas who resist the 





                                                 
33 Anonymous, Serving Lāhures  2. Interview. Singapore. 25 March 2011.  
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1.2: Theoretical Insights from Transnationalism and Diaspora Studies  
 
Postulating the Nepalese against the diasporic and transnationalist theories that 
have burgeoned over the years is subject to the diversity that characterizes this 
community. The long-term emigration of militant Gurkha sojourners versus the recent 
arrival of civilian Nepalese, begs the question of whether the Nepalese community in 
Singapore are a diasporic community, a transnational community, a blend of both or 
neither. To what extent are the terms ‘diaspora’ and/or ‘transnational’ applicable to the 
Nepalese ‘settlement’ in Singapore? 
 
As a concept, transnationalism elucidates the dynamics of migration, and provides 
a framework for understanding the myriad ways that transnational contexts affect cross-
border connections, and the nexus between a migrant’s country of origin and country of 
settlement.  According to Vertovec, “transnationalism broadly refers to multiple ties and 
interaction linking people and institutions across the borders of nation-state”.34  The 
concept is intrinsically tied to notions of accelerated mobility among people who are 
increasingly interconnected through advances in communication that arguably facilitate 
the propensity for recurring migrations. The intensity and simultaneity of the circular 
flows of persons, goods, and information, and the subsequent impact that 
transnationalism has on the creation of dual or multiple modes of belonging and identities 
is an aspect explored by various scholars.35
                                                 
34 Stephen Vertovec. 1999. “Conceiving and Researching Transnatinalism.” Ethnic and Racial Studies 
22(2): 447.   
  
 
35 See for instance, Vertovec and Cohen 1999; Portes et al 1996; Glick Schiller et al 1999. 
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Filling in the gaps on transnationality include Smith and Guarnizo’s, and Faist’s 
conceptualization of ‘transnational social fields’ and ‘transnational social spaces’ 
respectively. Smith and Guarnizo demonstrate that through daily practices such as 
reproductive activities, remittances and business engagements, migrants are more likely 
to retain contact with their place of origin, and form what has been termed ‘transnational 
social fields’.36  In light of the diversity present in transnational practices, Faist identifies 
three forms of ‘transnational social spaces’ - ‘transnational kinship groups’, 
‘transnational circuits’ and ‘transnational communities’. Faist equates the term 
‘transnational community’ to refer to communities of solidarity and collective identity, 
for example diasporic groups such as Jews, Armenians and Kurds.37  In some respects, 
Faist’s analysis of ‘transnational community’ is similar to Tölölyan who contends that 
ethnic diasporas are the “exemplary communities of the transnational moment”.38
 
  
While some scholars perceive the notion of transnational communities to be a 
subset of diasporas, others draw a margin between the two notions. Distinguishing the 
subtleties between ‘diaspora’ and ‘transnational’, Yeoh and Yap posit that while 
‘diaspora’ is a more appropriate term to describe the massive numbers of sojourners who 
were involved in “experimental migration” prior to Singapore’s independence, 
                                                 
36 Katie Wills., Brenda Yeoh S.A., and Abdul Khader Fakhri. 2004. “Introduction: Transnationalism as a 
Challenge to the Nation.”  In Brenda S.A Yeoh and Katie Willis, eds., State/Nation/Transnation. London; 
New York: Routledge. p.2. 
 
37 Ibid.,p.3. ‘Transnational kinship groups’ are involved in mutual relationships based on social standards 
and expectations, and an example of this type of transnational activity includes remittances. In comparison, 
‘transnational circuits’ privileges the exploits of social and kinship ties, and ethically based trading 
networks comprise this category. 
 
38 Kachig Tölölyan. 1991. “The Nation-State and its Others: In Lieu of a Preface.” Diaspora (1): 5.  
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‘transnational migration’ is more applicable to discuss the impact that rapid globalization 
has on the movement of people.39 Quantifying emotions to differentiate between the two 
notions, Castles argues that in view of history ‘diaspora’ is a more emotive term while the 
notion of ‘transnational community’ is more partial and thus favored for social-scientific 
use.40 In arguing that diasporas and transnationalism are distinct concepts, Braziel and 
Mannur illustrate that diasporas refer to a specific movement whereas transnationalism 
addresses other dynamic forces such as globalization and global capitalism; diasporas 
engage in the migrations and dislocations of subjects while transnationalism incorporates 
the movements of information through cyberspace; and finally, diasporas cannot be 
underscored by macroeconomic and technological flows as they allude to the lived 
experiences of human beings.41
 
 The imbrications in the notions of diaspora and 
transnationalism make it evident that there is no apparent distinction between the two 
concepts. 
Castles and Miller succinctly draw our attention to the ambivalence and 
inadequacy present in using the term ‘transnational’, and argue that most of the migrants 
                                                 
39 Brenda Yeoh S. A. and Natalie Yap. 2008. “Gateway Singapore: Immigration Policies, Differential 
(Non) Incorporation, and Identity Politics.” In Marie Price and Lisa Benton-Short, eds., Migrants to the 
Metropolis: The Rise of Immigrant Gateway Cities. Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse University Press. p.178. 
  
40Stephen Castles. 2004.  “The Myth of Controllability of Difference: Labour Migration, Transnational 
Communities and State Strategies in the Asia-Pacific Region.” In Brenda S.A Yeoh and Katie Willis, eds., 
State/Nation/Transnation. London; New York: Routledge. p.27.  
 
41 Jana Evans Braziel and Anita Mannur. eds. 2003. Theorizing Diaspora: A Reader. Malden, MA: 
Blackwell Pub. p.8.  
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probably do not suit the transnational pattern.42
Workers who sojourn abroad for a few years, send back remittances, 
communicate with their families back home and visit them occasionally are not 
usually transmigrants. As long as they definitely intend to return home and their 
main social affiliations remain in the homeland, they are simply temporary 
migrants. Similarly, permanent migrants who leave for ever and simply retain 
loose contact with their homeland do not have the characteristics of 
transmigrants. The essential feature is that transnational activities are a central 
part of a person’s life.
 Castles reinforces his stance made from 




Castles provides a refreshing insight into transnational theory by labeling workers who 
sojourn abroad as temporary migrants.  
 
The contemporary perspectives shared by transnationalism are preceded by 
diasporic theories.  William Saffran in his essay on Diasporas in Modern Societies: 
Myths of Homeland and Return discussed a variety of collective experiences. He defines 
diasporas as follows: a historical trajectory of dispersal, conjuring up memories of the 
homeland, feelings of exclusion in the host country, a longing for eventual return and a 
strong myth of return, rendering support to the homeland, and a collective identity 
importantly defined by this relationship.44
                                                 
42 Stephen Castles and Mark J. Miller. c2009. The Age of Migration: International Population Movements 
in the Modern World. New York: Guilford Press. p.32. 
 Some of the hallmarks of diaspora include: the 
issue of settlement in a foreign country, the racialised discourses that underscore the 
power dynamics and social relations between different groups of people, and the identity 
 
43 Stephen Castles. 2004.  “The Myth of Controllability of Difference: Labour Migration, Transnational 
Communities and State Strategies in the Asia-Pacific Region.” In Brenda S.A Yeoh and Katie Willis, eds., 
State/Nation/Transnation. London; New York: Routledge. pp. 25-26. 
 
44 William Safran. 1999. “Diasporas in Modern Societies: Myths of Homeland and Return.” In Steven 
Vertovec and Robin Cohen, eds., Migration, Diasporas, and Transnationalism. Northampton, Mass: 
Edward Elgar. pp 364-65.  
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quandaries that render visible the tensions of laying one’s roots elsewhere.45 
Furthermore, the notion of travel, and an exhilic nostalgia is emblematic to the diasporic 
experience46
 
 and some scholars have welded the terms ‘travel’ and ‘diaspora’ to 
illuminate what occurs in reality and imaginatively when an individual moves.  
A pertinent question then raised is whether the Nepalese “community” in 
Singapore are ‘transmigrants’ or ‘temporary migrants’, are they a ‘diasporic community’ 
or a ‘transnational community’, or are the dynamics of the Nepalese “community” in 
Singapore exceptional? The “community” embodies two types of migratory flows. While 
the Singapore lāhures are defined by a British colonial immigration heritage, the 
relatively recent movement of the new lāhures is a product of various factors (e.g., 
Nepal’s and Singapore’s foreign policies, kinship networks, and the role of agents). The 
Nepalese “community” in Singapore is fissured by virtue of the differentiated migration 









                                                 
45 See for instance, Clifford 2006; Brah 2006; Hall 2006. 
 
46 See for instance, Shukla 2001; Clifford 1997. 
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1.3: Situating the Nepalese in Contemporary Theoretical Frameworks 
 
According to the Nepalese Singapore Society, there are approximately seven 
thousand Nepalese in Singapore. Approximately five to six thousand are from the Gurkha 
Contingent, and about one thousand comprise professionals and middle-skilled 
workers.47 Former non-resident ambassador to the Kingdom of Nepal, Ong Keng Yong 
highlights that there are approximately two thousand Gurkha servicemen in Singapore.48 
According to the President of the Nepalese Singapore Society, out of the one thousand 
non-Gurkha Nepalese, there are only approximately thirty Nepalese who are Singapore 
citizens amongst which a majority comprise professionals.49
 
 The confidentiality 
surrounding the above figure makes it difficult to ascertain the profile of the Singaporean 
Nepalese (e.g., age, gender, occupation). Needless to say, the Gurkhas are discounted 
from this statistic that accounts for the contemporary flow of immigrant Nepalese.  
The Nepalese community simultaneously conforms and contests the classical 
bedrock of diasporic theory. In terms of conjuring up memories of the homeland, and 
harboring feelings of exclusion in the host country, the Nepalese community resonates 
with classical notions of diasporic theory. At the same time, disengagements are evident 
                                                 
47 Amar Pradhan Chitrkar. President of the Singapore Nepalese Society (SNS). Interview. 9 March 2010. 
Dan Bahadur Shahi. Executive Committee Member of SNS. Interview. 3 May 2010. The approximate 
statistical figure given by the two informants is affirmed by a Straits Times article stated that the 7,000 
strong Nepalese community had mixed reaction when told that ex-Prince Paras’s family is in Singapore. 
This figure accounts for the approximate number of Nepalese temporarily or permanently residing in 
Singapore. For further information, see, Jamie Ee Wen Wei. 2008. “Ex-Nepalese Prince and Family 
Relocate Here.” The Straits Times. 20th July. 
 
48 Ong Keng Yong. Director of the Institute of Policy Studies. Interview. 4 May 2010. For further 
information, see, Singapore Government Press Release, National Archives of Singapore. Release No.:07 
Feb/09-0/97/02/13.  
 
49 Amar Pradhan Chitrkar. 
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when trying to situate the community within the context of notions such as a historical 
trajectory of dispersal, a strong myth of return, and a collective identity. The unique 
dynamics of the Nepalese in Singapore serves as a case study in challenging some of the 
classical prerequisites associated with diasporic communities. 
    
Saffran contends that diasporic communities retain memories of their homeland, 
and this is evident amongst the lāhures and new lāhures in Singapore. The Nepalese 
Society in Singapore was formed in 2008 and this was a personal initiative undertaken by 
members of the new lāhure community. The society seeks to maintain their cultural and 
traditional identifications with Nepal. Through the various events (e.g., Dasaĩ, Nepali 
Naya Barsa, etc) organized by the society, memories of Nepal are conjured up and 
retained.  
 
 In contrast, the effort to retain memories of Nepal in the Gurkha Contingent is a 
state sponsored project. Identifications with Nepal are projected within the structural 
landscape of Mount Vernon Camp (e.g., Nepali Temple, Gurkha Children School, Nepali 
architected flats, etc). This is arguably a state calculated strategy to ensure that Gurkha 
families retain memories of their homeland, and refrain from integrating into Singapore.  
Having been raised in Nepal for approximately 18 years, the lahures emotional ties to 
their native land is strong and the Mount Vernon Camp enables them to extend their links 
to Nepal. Similar to majority of the respondents, PC Rikhisore Rai shared that,  
“Nepalese culture and traditions are practiced in the camp. We will 
celebrate Dasai, Tihar, Nepali Naya Barsa, etc. Special permission has 
also been given to the Gurkha Contingent to observe traditional 
practices such as slaughtering the goat during Dasai. There is a Nepali 
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Hindu temple inside the camp and priests from Nepal who conduct 
prayers…” 
 
ASP Kishore Gurung succinctly illustrated the deep connection lahures have to 
Nepal when he articulated that “we never forgot home (Nepal) where we served in 
Singapore…we celebrate festivals to remember our homeland”.50  Speaking of his love 
for both Singapore and Nepal, with a distinct affinity to the latter, ASP Madan Gurung 
expressed that if he had one advice to give the outgoing recruits to Singapore, he would 
tell them, “work hard, protect the Singapore government, school your children in Nepal, 
and contribute to Nepal”.51
 
 
The fluidity apparent in trying to tease out recollections of ‘home’ ascertains the 
inability to concertize memory. However, it is within this precise realm of intangibility 
that nostalgia permeates and the welding of one’s identity vis-à-vis their memory to their 
native country is brought into sharper focus. What then links immigrant Nepalese in 
Singapore is the idea of Nepal as they reminisce upon collective memories of their 
homeland, continue to relate to their homeland, and even define themselves with 
reference to Nepal. 
 
Saffran also makes the case that a sense of dislocation is felt by diasporic 
communities, and this feeling of alienation while differentially perceived among the new 
lāhures, is especially apparent among the lāhure families. Gurkhas are disallowed to 
settle in Singapore, and various obstacles curtail their ability to seek re-employment in 
                                                 
50 ASP Kishore Gurung. Interview. Pokhara, Nepal. 25 May 2009. 
 
51 ASP Madan Kumar Gurung. Interview. Pokhara, Nepal. 29 May 2009. 
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Singapore after their retirement from the Singapore Police Force. A greater sense of 
dislocation is felt by Gurkha children who have to discontinue their education in 
Singapore when their father is repatriated. A pervasive sense of exclusion is felt amongst 
a majority of the Singapore born bhānjās and bhānjīs. Among the Gorkhāli community, a 
common question asked to bhānjās and bhānjīs in Singapore that stumble their minds is: 
Anonymous:  So, what do you want to do after your father retires? 
Bhānjās/Bhānjīs: Oh…I think I will go to a foreign country…   
Anonymous: But you are already in a foreign country! Singapore  
                      is not your home! 
 
 
Born and bred in Singapore for approximately twenty years, Gurkha children tend to 
regard Singapore as their home country rather than a foreign country, and the reality of 
their situation hits them only when they are deported back to Nepal. 
 
On the other hand, the new lāhures - professionals and restaurateurs - feel that 
they have been well received by Singapore, though social relations with Singaporeans 
have sometimes been difficult to forge. Relating an opinion felt by various new lāhures, 
one informant conveyed that:  
Singaporeans hardly try and understand Nepalese, and when they understand 
they love Nepalese -  Suman Rimal.  
 
While there are some who are skeptical of being fully accepted by both Singapore and 
Singaporeans, some others feel that this has been attained. As a result, feelings of 
alienation are differentially perceived among the new lāhures.   
 
There are significant ways in which the Nepalese in Singapore depart from 
Safran’s understanding of diasporic communities. Firstly, the Nepalese community in 
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Singapore is not marked by a historical trajectory of dispersal. For numerous Gurkhas, 
enlistment into the Gurkha Contingent is perceived as an opportunity to make a 
livelihood outside of their poverty - stricken homeland. Similarly, economic motivations 
primarily underlie the journeys of the new lāhures into Singapore. To some extent, the 
Maoist insurgency in Nepal might have pressured the Nepalese to emigrate but 
nonetheless, the Nepalese immigrants to Singapore are not one of being ‘dispersed’ as 
applied in the Jewish and Armenian context.  
 
Secondly, within the context of the Nepalese in Singapore, the issue of ‘return’ is 
not a myth. Gurkha families are disallowed to assimilate into Singapore society. They are 
repatriated and this makes the issue of ‘return’ a reality. In the case of the new lāhures, 
they are allowed to settle in Singapore provided they meet the necessary criteria to gain 
permanent residency. However, as established earlier, a negligible percentage of new 
lāhures are Singapore citizens. A majority of the new lāhures return to Nepal either 
because they want to venture into another country or because they are unable to prolong 
their stay in Singapore due to immigration stipulations. This makes the ‘myth of return’ a 
misnomer among the Nepalese community in Singapore.  
 
Thirdly, given the diversity present in the Nepalese community in Singapore, it is 
difficult to speak of a collective identity amongst them. The lāhures and new lāhures, 
despite originating from Nepal live polarized lifestyles in Singapore, and are further 
subject to different rules and regulations. To some extent, the expansion of the ethnic 
Nepalese restaurants over the last fifteen years, has aided in bridging the gap between the 
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two groups, thus facilitating the development of an overarching Nepali identity in 
Singapore. Gurkha families patronize the restaurants and sometimes participate in the 
events organized at the restaurants by the Nepalese Singapore Society. Nevertheless, a 
discord is prevalent between both the groups, and there continues to be minimal 
interaction between the lāhures and new lāhures given the formers’ role in Singapore’s 
national security.  
 
In terms of ‘group consciousness’ as raised in diasporic theory, the two distinct 
groups only go so far as to acknowledge their shared country of origin, history, and 
language when they come into contact with one another in Singapore. This is not 
sufficient to galvanize a collective consciousness amongst them as the unique terms and 
conditions governing the Gurkha Contingent forbid the ability of both groups to 
consolidate a larger Nepali identity in Singapore. 
 
Another unique feature of the Nepalese community that questions their diasporic 
underpinnings pertains to the issue of citizenship. As stated earlier, there are only 
approximately thirty Nepalese who are citizens of Singapore. Notwithstanding groups of 
Nepalese who would like to gain citizenship but are unable to do so because of 
immigration stipulations, the small numerical figure effectively implies that a majority of 
the Nepalese professionals, students, and middle-skilled workers are either permanent 
residents (PR’s), or holders of Employment Pass, Business Pass, or Student Pass. This 
casts a shadow over the prospect of their settlement in Singapore. Based on my research, 
there are some retired Gurkhas who are paradoxically Singapore citizens. Families of the 
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Gurkha lineage residing in Singapore are dispersed across the city, and it is estimated that 
there are less than twenty such families. It will remain unknown if they are accounted for 
in the general thirty Singaporean Nepalese statistic.   
 
During the early years of Singapore when the Gurkha Contingent was in its 
infancy, from 1949 up till the 1970’s, citizenship was provided to Gurkha children and to 
some Gurkhas as well. While most Gurkhas upon repatriation surrendered their children’s 
Singapore Identity Card out of volition, there was a handful of Gurkhas and their families 
who became Singapore citizens. Some of the lāhures who settled in Singapore had 
formerly served in the British Army’s Brigade of Gurkhas during the Malayan 
Emergency, or had served in the Singapore Police Force during the early years of the 
Gurkha Contingent.  
 
      The anomaly of a handful of Gurkhas and/or Gurkha children residing in 
Singapore serves to question the immutable state policy of obviating a Gurkha settlement 
in Singapore. Some evocative questions relating to the South Asian diasporic sense of 
belonging that bears resonance to the Gurkha immigration to Singapore are as follows:  
Were they partial citizens, or pariah citizens, permanent minorities or resident 
aliens? Or were they simply excluded by race/culture from the possibilities of 




Mount Vernon Camp, the abode of the Gurkha Contingent, is intended to make Gurkha 
families cognizant of their ‘alien resident’ and even ‘resident alien’ status in Singapore. 
Notwithstanding the misconceptions over the racial nuances of the Nepalese, the lāhures 
                                                 
52 Susan Koshy and R. Radhakrishnan. 2008. Transnational South Asians: The Making of a Neo-Diaspora. 
New Delhi; New York: Oxford University Press. p.4.  
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‘Nepalese/Gurkha race’ (see Figure 27) is perceived to racially estrange them from the 
wider Singapore society. This is one factor amongst others that has led to the construction 
of the Gurkhas as a neutral force. As a result, the six decade long contribution made by 
the Gurkhas has not conferred them with any political rights. They are neither partial nor 
pariah citizens since they are simply excluded by race from the possibility of acquiring a 
Singapore citizenship.  
 
The geographical boundary of the camp not only serves to barricade Mount 
Vernon, but it also serves to psychologically define the ‘outsider’ parameter of Gurkha 
families who seek to isolate themselves. This, in effect, institutionally disallows Gurkha 
families to integrate into mainstream Singapore society. Admittedly, under these 
circumstances, the presence of a handful of Singaporean Gurkhas and/or Gurkha children 
permanently residing in Singapore is a curious paradox. 
 
In trying to examine how nation-states have responded to immigration and ethnic 
diversity, Castles posits three policy models - the differential exclusion model, the 
assimilation model, and the pluralist model.  Differential exclusion refers to the inclusion 
of immigrants into select area of society (i.e., labor market) but exclusion of access to 
other aspects like the welfare system, citizenship and political participation. The 
assimilatonist model is a one-sided mode of adaptation where immigrants are 
incorporated into society when they give up their distinctive linguistic, cultural or social 
characteristics and become indistinguishable from the majority.  On the contrary, the 
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pluralist model appreciates the distinctiveness of immigrant population as ethnic 
communities and they remain distinguishable from the majority population.53
 
  
The Singapore government stresses that their national policy is to integrate and 
not assimilate the different ethnic communities. However, in trying to integrate ethnic 
communities though multiracialism, the distinctions between the various groups are 
further reinforced. In 1971, former MP for Katong, M J.F Concericao in his speech at the 
University of Malaya remarked “…that our nation-building is based on integration, not 
assimilation…no group is required to surrender its identity in order to merge with a 
politically ascendant or other kind of majority”.54 At the same time, the state’s racialised 
discourse was pronounced when Concericao exclaimed that “it is important for a member 
of any particular group to seek to know more profoundly the cultural character of his 
own”.55 In a similar consistency, Brigadier General Lee emphasized in 1995 that the 
“government aims for one society, not uniform identity”56; Minister Mentor Lee Kuan 
Yew asserted “it was not the government’s policy to ‘assimilate’ but to ‘integrate our 
different communities’”57
                                                 
53 Castles Stephen. 1995. “How Nation-states respond to Immigration and Ethnic Diversity.” New 
Community 21(3):293-308. 
; and in 2011 Dr Vivian Balakrishnan reinforced that the 
 
54 Soh Tiang Keng. 1971. “Integration is Formula for Nation Building Here, Says MP.” The Straits Times, 
30 May: 10.  
 
55 Ibid.  
 
56 Each community has to feel that it has all the room it needs to express its identity and culture. It must not 
feel hemmed in by the others, especially by the majority Chinese community. For further information, see, 
Tay Kay Chin. 1995. “Government Aims for One Society, Not Uniform Identity BG Lee.” The Straits 
Times, 29 January: 1.  
 
57 Minister Lee Kuan Yew asserted “it was not the government’s policy to ‘assimilate’ but to ‘integrate our 
different communities’ that is, to build up common attributes, such as one common working language, 
same loyalties, similar values and attitudes, so as to make the different communities a more cohesive 
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strategy for Singapore’s further survival is to “maintain integration, not assimilation, not 
uniformity, not selfish pride, but to integrate all the different threads that make up 
Singapore society”.58
 
 In effect, the aim is not to assimilate immigrants as defined by 
Castles, but to bring the distinct characteristics of immigrant communities into sharper 
focus by means of integration.  
The discord between the Gurkhas and the major racial groups that comprise 
multiracial Singapore explicates the restrictions in the state’s integration policies. Hill 
and Lian argue that the adoption of racial/ethnic group as the official classification of the 
Singapore population and the basis of multiculturalism was rationalized by its leaders that 
the four groups (Chinese, Malay, Indians and the all-inclusive “Others”, or the acronym 
CMIO) enjoyed the status of founding communities.59
                                                                                                                                                 
nation”.  Quoted in Jacqueline Lo. “Myths of Nationalism and Cultural Purity in Singapore.” Indian Ocean 
Review, September 1992.  
  The delicate maintenance of an 
ethnic balance is evident in various spheres of state policies such as education 
(meritocracy), language (bilingualism), and housing (Ethnic Integration Policy) that 
allude to how the notion of multiracialism has served as a strategy in promoting social 
integration. Intertwined with the state’s nation building practice of multiracialism, is the 
provision of citizenship to support social integration. Based on Castles assessment, the 
Gurkhas are differentially excluded from Singapore society since they are contracted for 
a specific period of time with a clause that they are disallowed from gaining a Singapore 
 
58 8 March 2011. Closing Speech by Dr Vivian Balakrishnan, Minister for Community Development, 
Youth, and Sports at Committee Supply of 2011, Parliament House. 
http://www.news.gov.sg/public/sgpc/en/media_releases/agencies/mcys/speech/S-20110308-
1.print.html?AuthKey Accessed on 28 March 2011.  
 
59 Michael Hill and Lian Kwen Fee. 1995. The Politics of Nation Building and Citizenship in Singapore. 
London; New York: Routledge. p.103.  
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citizenship during the course of their service. Subsequently, together with their families 
they will be repatriated to Nepal upon retirement. The Gurkha Contingent’s residence at 
Mount Vernon Camp and the elaborate initiatives to barricade the boundaries of their 
premise render visible the implausibility of the Gurkha communities’ social integration 
vis-à-vis Singapore’s multiracial policies.  
 
Furthermore, the disengagement of the Gurkha Contingent from the Singapore 
citizenry acts as a trope to illustrate the Singapore state’s anxieties surrounding the 
fragility of national cohesion despite four and a half decades of cordial ethnic relations. 
Racial harmony coexists with an ominous prospect of an ethnic conflict. As Goh 
succinctly highlights, “political leaders themselves remain uneasy about the strength of 
national cohesion … and continue to remind Singaporeans of the fragility of the nation 
and the spectre of racial riots”.60
                                                 
60 Daniel P.S Goh. 2010. “Multiculturalism and the Problem of Solidarity.” In Terrence Chong, ed., 
Management of Success: Singapore Revisited. Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies. p.562.  
 Amongst other functions, the Gurkha Contingent’s key 
role as an anti-riot squad exhibits the possibility of Singapore’s national cohesion being 
endangered.  In an effort to ensure the operational effectiveness of this unit, the Gurkhas 
are insularized from the public domain. When asked how they perceive their role within 
the Singapore Police Force, many Gurkhas will almost automatically reply that ‘we are 
here (Singapore) as an impartial force’, and in light of this awareness majority of them 
consciously seek to maintain a distance from the Singapore citizenry. The Gurkhas 
possess the freedom to interact with the locals and have friendships yet they dispossess 
the ability to go a step further to integrate into Singapore since they act as an extension of 
the state’s vigilance to maintain racial harmony. 
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Contrary to the alienation of Gurkha families in Singapore, the Nepalese 
professionals have carved out a space for themselves in multiracial Singapore. Although 
small numerically, they have nonetheless been accredited political rights in view of their 
economic contribution to Singapore. Interesting, and ironic even, that their ‘Nepalese 
race’ is not seen as a point of contention. They gained their Singapore citizenship based 
on professional qualifications, merit and duration of their stay. And, unlike the Gurkhas, 
they are able to integrate into Singapore society.  
 
Addressing the question of who can be called ‘diasporic’, it has been argued 
that “the issue is not simply of ethnic affiliation and cultural movement but also of social 
position”.61
 
 Arguably, despite sharing an overarching Nepali national identity, both 
groups of Nepalese have been differentially constructed by the Singapore state, and this 
intra-communal differentiation impacts the overall social position of the Nepalese in 
Singapore.  Ultimately, the warm welcome of martial warriors wears out after twenty 
years of a Gurkha’s service to Singapore. Paradoxically, the traits of the Gurkhas that are 
valued by the Singapore state, forms the basis of a Gurkha’s inability to gain citizenship 
and settle in Singapore.  
Among the new lāhures, settling down in Singapore is wrought by uncertainty 
since most of them often speak of venturing into another country. Upon questioning 
informants if they were going to settle down in Singapore and apply for a Singapore 
citizenship, they would say: 
                                                 
            61 Bill Ashcroft., Gareth Griffiths, and Helen Tiffin. 2006. “Diaspora- Introduction to Part Sixteen.” In Bill 
Ashcroft., Gareth Griffiths, and Helen Tiffin, eds., The Post-Colonial Studies Reader. Abingdon, Oxford; 
New York: Routledge. p.426. 
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I do not know, it depends on how much I can earn in Singapore and whether my 
pass will get renewed. I would like to go back to Nepal and then maybe go to 
work in another country - Anonymous.  
 
I have worked in other countries before coming to Singapore. But I do not 
know if I want to settle in Singapore yet. It is a safe country and good place to 
earn but it is expensive to live here… - Anonymous. 
 
We can surmise therefore that a large proportion of the new lāhures are “traveling 
dwellers” because Singapore is seen as a launching pad for them to gain experience 
before settling for something better elsewhere in the world. At the same time, there are 
individuals who are keen on acquiring a Singapore citizenship but are hindered by 
immigration stipulations, and this is usually the case among middle-skilled Nepalese 
concentrated in the food and beverage sectors or in other service-oriented industries.  
 
More importantly, based on my interviews with ethnic Nepalese who are 
Singapore citizens, the motive for citizenship acquisition was borne out of utilitarian 
compulsion rather than out of a sense of emotional attachment to Singapore. Many 
informants would acknowledge their Nepali identity and at the same time bring out the 
inconvenience of being a Nepali passport holder. They would remark that a Singapore 
passport gives them the freedom to travel more freely. Their reasons for giving up their 
Nepali citizenship echoes Liu’s argument that securing foreign residence does not 
necessarily translate into settlement in any particular place, but rather gaining greater 
flexibility in traveling and acquiring power.62
 
  The practicalities of acquiring a Singapore 
citizenship mainly underlie the reason behind the new lāhures settlement.   
                                                 
62 Quoted in Brenda S. A. Yeoh and Natalie Yap. 2008. “Gateway Singapore: Immigration Policies, 
Differential (Non) Incorporation, and Identity Politics.” In Marie Price and Lisa Benton-Short, eds., 
Migrants to the Metropolis: The Rise of Immigrant Gateway Cities. Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse University 
Press. p.198.  
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Furthermore, most of the contemporary Nepali professionals pursued their tertiary 
education in Australia before coming to Singapore to get a job. Under these 
circumstances, there are many of them who either already have a permanent residence 
status in both Singapore and Australia or are contemplating between settling in 
Singapore, Australia or another country. Some respondents have commented that:  
It is convenient to live in Singapore. It is neat, tidy and there is a good 
infrastructure in place. It is very Asian and I don’t feel so foreign here. But, 
whatever I’m doing here, I always say it is temporary - Kishore Dev Pant.  
 
I knew this Nepali girl who studied in Australia, and she worked in Singapore 
for five or six years. She was doing well. But, she decided not to settle here. 
Instead she went back to Sydney since she got a better offer - Amar Chitrakar.  
 
It is evident that acquiring a Singapore citizenship or permanent residence status has not 
contributed to ‘rooting’ the Nepalese in Singapore since they speak of potentially 
uprooting themselves in the future.  
 
The new lāhures case study is somewhat similar to that of the Chinese nationals 
emigration to Singapore, and the South Asian emigration to the Middle East. Yeoh and 
Yap highlight that Chinese nationals consider Singapore as a launching pad since they 
want to go to the United Sates, and argue that acquiring citizenship and permanent 
residency is meant for advancing transnational journeys rather than settling down.63
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 In 
addition, Koshy and Radhakrishnan illustrate that the “South Asian temporary migration 
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to the Middle East serves as a launching pad for a future permanent secondary migration 
to the West and for others as a nodal point in a circular migration that ends with return”.64
 
  
Similarly, it is apparent amongst the new lāhures in Singapore, that being armed 
with a Singapore permanent residency or citizenship makes little difference in 
determining their decision to settle down permanently. On one hand, the lāhures are 
forbidden from acquiring Singapore citizenship. On the other hand, inspite of the 
opportunity to gain citizenship and settle in Singapore, the new lāhures are selective and 
wrought by uncertainty as to whether Singapore is indeed the country of their choice.   
 
All in all, while concomitant with some of the classical notions of diasporic 
theory, the Nepalese community in Singapore exhibit exclusive features. In terms of 
relating to Nepal, and harboring feelings of alienation in the host country, the Nepalese 
community lends itself into the classical notion of diaspora. However, the exceptional 
dynamics of the “community” serve to reconfigure notions such as a historical trajectory 
of dispersal, a strong myth of return, and a collective identity. Furthermore, the 
seemingly analogous inter-relationship between the lāhures and new lāhures in 
Singapore bring nebulous concepts such as ‘martial race’ and ethnicity into sharper focus. 
In addition, the itinerant nature of the Nepalese “settlement” in Singapore sheds light on 
the intersections between transnationality and citizenship; race and citizenship; and 
repatriation and citizenship. Given the anomalous attributes of the Nepalese “settlement” 
in Singapore, the diasporic underpinnings of this community call for a redefinition. 
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New Delhi; New York: Oxford University Press. p.22.  
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1.4: A Nepali Quasi-Diaspora in Singapore? 
 
Shedding new light on the definition of diaspora, Rupa Chanda critically 
questions the classical tenants of diaspora theory. Chanda postulates that: 
 …while diaspora refers to people from one country who are settled abroad 
permanently, does this only mean those who have changed nationality, or does 
this also include those who have retained their nationality but changed their 
permanent residence, or might it include those staying aboard for a long time, 
without changing either, perhaps because they are not permitted to do so as in the 
case with the expatriate community in Gulf countries.65
 
 
Conventionally, diaspora has been equated with permanent settlement abroad, and 
Chanda questions this very notion that has for long been the edifice for determining 
diasporic communities. Similar to the expatriate community in Gulf countries then, the 
Gurkhas are perceivably a diasporic community although they stay abroad for a very long 
time without assimilating into their host country, they retain their nationality, and their 
permanent residence in Nepal usually remains unchanged. In addition, the new lāhures 
can also be considered to be diasporic although they have retained their Nepali 
nationality, have resided in Singapore for a substantial period of time, and are still 
vacillating between leaving or staying in Singapore.  
 
Drawing our attention to how the South Asian diaspora bifurcates from the 
conventional definition of diaspora, Amitav Ghosh has argued that the South Asian 
diaspora “is not so much oriented to roots in a specific place and a desire for return as 
around an ability to recreate a culture in diverse locations”.66
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 In a similar line, Nepalese 
 
66 Amitav Ghosh. “The Diaspora in Indian Culture.” Public Culture 2(1): 73-78.  
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emigrants having made their route to Singapore are not so much preoccupied with laying 
their roots, and making Singapore their place of residence as most of them either have 
intentions to venture into diverse locations or are simply disallowed to settle in 
Singapore. These immigrants appear more concerned about recreating a Nepalese culture 
in Singapore during their stint here, and this is evident from the incipient formation of the 
Nepalese Singapore Society in 2008.  
 
The term quasi-diaspora aptly characterizes the Nepalese community in 
Singapore.  Koshy and Radhakrishnan argue that quasi-diasporas are created by migrants 
who travel as guest workers to their first destination with the goal of undertaking 
secondary migrations or gaining permanent residency where such opportunities exists.67
 
 
Within the context of the Nepalese in Singapore, both the lāhures and new lāhures, are a 
quasi-diaspora since migration to Singapore is not usually about settlement but more 
likely to be an embarkation of multiple destinations. Disallowed to settle in Singapore, 
the lāhures return to Nepal and thereafter embark on a second career. Similarly, among 
the new lāhures, migration to Singapore is about acquiring greater mobility to travel to 
other parts of the world. However, it is imperative to qualify that amongst both groups of 
Nepalese, there is a substantial number of them who are Singapore citizens, and consider 
Singapore as their home and permanent residence.  
Secondly, the Nepalese are a quasi-diaspora because both groups are differentially 
constructed by the Singapore state, and they lack solidarity as one unified community. 
                                                                                                                                                 
 
67 Susan Koshy and R. Radhakrishnan. 2008. Transnational South Asians: The Making of a Neo-Diaspora. 
New Delhi; New York: Oxford University Press. p.2. 
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The lāhures are disqualified from being Singaporeans, while the new lāhures have the 
opportunity to become Singaporeans. Speaking of how the Singapore government 
confronts the country’s ethnic diversity whilst espousing a larger Singaporean identity, 
Vijay Mishra highlights that:  
 In Singapore the government prides itself in its won CMIO (Chinese-Malay-
Indian-Others) model of ethnic taxonomy which valorises and transcodes, along 
racially essentialist lines, the specificities of communal experience even as the 
nation-state struggles to establish the primacy of the transcendent Singaporean 
citizen.68
   
  
Against the state’s CMIO paradigm, the Gurkhas are literally ‘Othered’ whereas the new 
arrival of skilled Nepalese are a welcomed ‘Other’.  The latter group is envisioned by the 
state to embody a transcendent Singaporean identity, and this will remain an unthinkable 
prospect for the Gurkhas. The Nepalese “community” in Singapore offers a unique case 
study of how individuals hailing from the same country are simultaneously included and 
excluded from the state’s discursive framework of constituents of a Singaporean national 
community. Therefore, the term quasi-diaspora would attest to the ostensibly fissured 
nature of the “community”, and further highlight the intra-communal state discourse 
pertaining to the Nepalese in Singapore.  
 
Thirdly, the Nepalese in Singapore live in a situation of temporality and 
conceptualizing them as a quasi-diaspora will account for the permanent transience of the 
Nepalese diasporic movement to Singapore. Yen-Fen-Tseng argues that Taiwanese 
transnational entrepreneurs are hesitant to call anywhere their second home, and they are 
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reluctant migrants living in a situation of “permanent temporality”.69
 
 With regard to the 
new lāhures who are traversing between taking up a Permanent Residency in Singapore 
or returning to Nepal to venture into another country, their ambiguous diasporic position 
in Singapore is striking. Paradoxically, as much as they desire to settle down in Singapore 
and Singapore is regarded as the most ideal place to dwell in, there is a simultaneous 
desire to return to Nepal and venture into another foreign country. Most of the new 
lāhures have lived in Singapore for approximately five to ten years, thus giving their 
residence in Singapore some permanence. Yet, given the transient and complex nature of 
their migratory movements, their “settlement” in Singapore lacks a permanent character. 
This phenomenon further alludes to the nature of “settlement” characterizing the Gurkha 
Contingent. Over the last sixty-one years, the Gurkha Contingent has been a permanent 
feature in Singapore although the Gurkhas and their families live in temporality because 
of their repatriation. Individually, the Gurkhas are sojourners and different contingents of 
Gurkhas have come and gone, but as a ‘Gurkha community’ in Singapore they remain a 
permanent entity. 
 Finally, the Nepalese community is yet to blossom when compared to the other 
established South Asian diasporas in Singapore. The new lāhures who have permanently 
settled in Singapore are a community in the making, and a fledgling diaspora with the 
majority of them having recently gained citizenship. The Sri Lankan and Indian diasporas 
in Singapore are far more established in terms of their size and length of stay in 
Singapore. Both these diasporas have had their routes to Singapore defined by a British 
                                                 
69 Quoted in Beatriz P. Lorente ... et. al. 2005. Asian Migrations: Sojourning, Displacement, Homecoming 
and Other Travels. Singapore: Asia Research Institute, National University of Singapore. p.4. 
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colonial heritage, and they are now permanently threaded into the multiracial fabric of 
Singapore. Almost a century later, both these diasporas have extrinsically evolved. One 
can witness the contemporary flow of unskilled foreign workers from India (e.g., 
construction workers, menial labourers, etc) and Sri Lanka (e.g., female domestic 
servants). Similar to the Gurkhas, these Indian and Sri Lankan foreign workers are 
restricted from long term settlement in Singapore, are treated as a disposable source of 
labour, and are thus discredited from assimilating into the long established Indian and Sri 
Lankan diasporas in Singapore.  
 
Comparatively, the new lāhures in Singapore are still at a premature stage of 
community formation. Composed of pioneer immigrants, who are gradually laying their 
roots in Singapore, after having had Singapore-born children, they are arguably a 
community in the making. Still in an embryonic stage, the Nepalese community is yet to 
fully develop, and thus the term quasi-diaspora would be apt as it contextualizes the 
incipient nature of the community. 
 
Given the characteristic feature of the Nepalese community in Singapore, 
whereby both the lāhure and new lāhure group largely live in a situation of “permanent 
temporality”, the classical notion of term ‘diaspora’, as seen from Willam Safran’s 
definition, may have its limitations. The Nepalese are neither a settled community 
(lāhures) nor are they certain about laying their roots in Singapore (new lāhures). They 
resemble the classical notion of diaspora in terms of the way they conjure up memories of 
their homeland, relate to their homeland, and harbour feelings of exclusion from their 
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host country. At the same time, digressions are evident since there is no forced ‘dispersal’ 
of Nepalese into Singapore; there is no ‘myth of return’ because repatriation or return is a 
reality amongst them; and the community lacks a ‘group consciousness’ since a collective 
identity is undermined by their different vocational experiences in Singapore. Therefore, 
the Nepalese in Singapore merely exhibit some diasporic features and moments.   
 
Quasi-diaspora suggests that the Nepalese diaspora in Singapore walk a tightrope 
as they have features that simultaneously conform and contest the classical bedrock of 
diasporic theory. Theorizing them as a quasi-diaspora serves to contextualize their overall 
social position in Singapore. It further elucidates the permanent transience of the 

























The Gurkha Contingent and their Contingencies 
 
The Gurkha Contingent has formed a crucial component of the Singapore Police 
Force for the last sixty years. The first section of this chapter seeks to provide an 
overview of the antecedents of lāhure migration by examining their ethnographic 
background, and critically exploring their categorization as a ‘martial race’. The focus of 
the chapter then shifts towards detailing the Gurkhas’ roles in Singapore’s national 
security. In the course of historicizing the Gurkha Contingent, the Singapore state’s 
construction of the Gurkhas’ as being ‘neutral’ and ‘politically impartial’ will be 
assessed.  In particular, I argue that the neutrality rhetoric pertaining to the Gurkhas has 
remained a defining feature of the Gurkha Contingent, and this underscores their 
disengagement from Singapore and Singaporeans.  
 
Although the Gurkhas are an integral part of the Singapore Police Force, it is 
paradoxical that they are themselves policed in various ways by the state to ensure that 
their “settlement” in Singapore is temporary. The third part of the chapter demonstrates 
how the Gurkhas have been disciplined by various control mechanisms. Their secluded 
lifestyle in Singapore elucidates the first act of discipline, and the Gurkhas foreigner 
positionality will be analyzed through the lens of their residence at Mount Vernon Camp. 
The second act of discipline pertains to their repatriation, and this is an aspect that will be 
explored in the fourth part of this chapter alongside the manifold challenges that Gurkhas 
encounter in the course of re-settling in Nepal. The narratives of the Singapore Gurkhas 
have long been silenced in the name of national security, professionalism, duty, 
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dedication and discipline. This section also seeks to highlight the attempts made by some 
Gurkhas to make known their difficulties, and how this has been silenced by the state. As 
a case study, the final section looks at the anomaly of Singaporean Gurkha families who 
managed to negotiate the boundaries of the state’s neutrality rhetoric to gain citizenship 
in Singapore.  
2.1: The Antecedents of Lāhure Migration 
 
Situating the Gurkhas in Nepal’s History 
 
Conventional historiography has tended to depict Nepal as a closed country prior 
to the collapse of the Rana regime in 1951. This pre-1950 isolationist historiography is 
problematic for it discounts Nepal’s pervasive interaction with the rest of world prior to 
1951, and specifically undermines the global role of the Gurkhas.  
 
The historical movement of the Gurkhas began from the 19th century. The 
Gorkhāli conquests during the late 18th century and early 19th century, inevitably led the 
British to come into contact with Nepalese from the Gorkhā district. A series of complex 
events culminated in the Anglo-Nepalese war (1814-1816) that subsequently led to the 
signing of the 1816 Treaty of Sagauli.70 This treaty allowed the British to recruit Gurkhas 
for military service.  The Gurkhas distinguished themselves in 1845 when the Khalsa 
army of Sikhs attacked British positions71
                                                 
70 John Whelpton. 2005. A History of Nepal. New York: Cambridge University Press. p.42. 
, and during the 1857/58 Sepoy Mutiny (also 
better known as India’s First War of Independence), when the Gurkhas displayed 
 
71 John Parker. 2005.  The Gurkhas: The Inside Story of the World's Most Feared Soldiers. London: Bounty 
Books. p.43.  
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absolute loyalty by fighting for the British. During the First World War, Second World 
War, and post-war period, the British enlisted the Gurkhas and deployed them to various 
outposts of their empire. Figure 1 indicates the myriad Gurkha battles and bases across 
the globe. The presence of the Gurkhas in Southeast Asia (Singapore, Malaysia, Java, 
Brunei and Burma) is also indicated.  
 
Figure 1: Map of the battles and bases of the Gurkhas across the globe.72
 
  
The movement of the Gurkhas’ during the 19th century is a product of Nepal’s 
early interactions with the British. Inspite of the global role played by the Gurkhas, 
conventional historiography has tended to depict Nepal as a closed country. Mishra 
makes the case that the historiographical misrepresentation is a product of upper castes, 
upper class, Hindu, Kathmandu-based worldviews that perceived the struggles of such 
militarily castes as unfit to enter the history books of Nepal. She argues that an 
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“isolationist” historiography misrepresents the Gurkhas’- and Nepal’s - history. 73 In a 
similar vein, Des Chene refutes the description of Nepal as “closed” and “unchanging”, 
and contends that men from the Nepal Himalaya have reached virtually every corner of 
the world, previously as Gurkha soldiers of the East India Company, and of the Raj, and 
presently as members of the Indian and British armies, and the Singapore police.74
An Insight into a Gurkha’s Ethnography 
 Both 
authors illuminate the importance of Nepal’s interaction with the rest of the world vis-à-
vis the Gurkhas, and appraise a historiography that challenges the notion of a pre-1950 
isolationism that misrepresents the Gurkhas’ place in Nepal’s history. 
 
The Gurkhas are a heterogeneous group as they hail from different regions and 
districts of Nepal, and are made up of various ethnicities, castes and sub-castes. Despite 
their renowned warrior reputation, Bolt argues that the Gurkhas are not of the Kshatriya 
or warrior caste, but are Vaisiya, the caste of traders, cultivators and herdsmen.75 And, 
similar to the Romans, the Gurkhas trace their origins back to a small principality, a town 
Gorkhā (or Gorakha), that is situated fifty-two miles west of Kathmandu in central 
Nepal.76
…the Gurkhas are recruited from traditional areas, in the west mainly from 
Rapti, Gandaki and western Central Zones, and in the east from Sagarmatha, 
Koshi and Mechi Zones. The British Army continues the traditional policy of 
recruiting from “martial” jāts. In the west, these are Gurungs, Magars, 
 In terms of recruitment, Collett highlights that: 
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75 Gurkhas enlisted in the 9th Gurkhas Rifles are considered to be warrior caste. For further information, 
see, Byron Farwell. 1984. The Gurkhas. London: A. Lane. p.21. 
 
76 The anglicized spelling ‘Gurkha’ has long been adopted for the stocky, slant-eyed soldier of Nepal; but 
the older spelling ‘Goorkha’ is probably the nearest English spelling equivalent to the Nepali word. For 
further information, see, David Bolt. 1969. Gurkhas. New York, Delacorte Press. p.13.  
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Thakuris, and some Tamangs and Thakalis. In the east, they are Limbus, Rais, 
Sunwars, Gurungs and Tamangs. Small number of other jāts like Chettris and 
Newars are often recruited for clerical and technical posts requiring more 
educated men.77
 
 (see Figure 2) 
       
      Figure 2: Map indicating the Gurkhas ethnographic background vis-à-vis their regional    
      orientations.78
 
  
In current day Nepal, these ethnographic and caste-based categories are 
increasingly blurred as Nepalese of other jāts have also qualified to become Gurkhas. For 
example, Bahuns and Chettris conventionally entrenched the higher echelons of political 
power in Nepal, and Newars traditionally worked as businessmen. At present, there are a 
handful of men from these jāts who have become Gurkhas, and perform non-clerical 
functions as well.  
 
The Gurkhas primarily originate from the Eastern and Western regions of Nepal, 
and there are internal antecedents that explain the long-term exportation of manpower 
from the hilly region.  From a traditional standpoint, Seddon postulates that population 
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pressures, lack of agricultural productivity, and scarcity of employment opportunities79 
have pushed men from the hilly regions to seek jobs abroad. Furthermore, in 1769, 
Prithvi Narayan Shah, regarded as the “father” of modern Nepal, who hailed from the 
Gorkhā district, is reported to have preferred the idea that “only four jāt (castes or tribes) 
should be enlisted in his army - namely, the (caste) Thakuris and Khas (Chetris), and the 
(tribal) Gurung and Magars - and that the priestly (Brahman) and lowest (‘untouchable’) 
groups should be excluded”.80
The Gurkhas as a ‘Martial Race’ 
 It is possible that these internal factors affected the early 
of interactions of the British with specific castes and tribes from the Western and Eastern 
regions, and how these particular groups came under closer scrutiny by the British who in 
turn enlisted the Gurkhas for their own purposes. 
 
Prior to the Anglo-Nepalese war (1814-1816), some historical records point 
towards the representation of the Gurkhas as barbarous. Official reports that reflected 
views in local newspapers alleged the Gurkhas of “barbarities…unknown in a civilized 
country”.81 Buchanan draws our attention to the occasions when the Gurkhas were 
depicted as “impure barbarians” and “their ferocious customs, excessively cruel and 
treacherous”. In a similar vein, Pemble when discussing the Gurkha’s military conquests 
explains them in lines of an “orgy of blood”.82
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  The Anglo-Nepalese war was critical to 
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the change that took place in British conceptions of the Gurkhas that in turn led to the 
advancement of a discourse that classified the Gurkhas as a martial race. In accolade of 
the Gurkhas, General Ochterlony who led the first campaign in 1814 commended the 
“impetuous courage of the enemy (Gurkhas)”.83 In 1903, Major Hamilton revered the 
Gurkhas’s bravery by stating that the “Gurkha Army was a formidable fighting force”.84
 
 
Following the war, the Gurkhas were no longer regarded as barbarous but warlike, 
masculine, loyal, and brave; traits which constitute the essential components of the 
martial race discourse. 
The discourse on ‘martial races’ contributed to circumscribing the regions that 
were deemed suitable for engineering an ideal Gurkha. Bolt asserts that the “Gurkhas are 
above all a martial race”.85 On one hand, it has been argued that the “notion of the 
Gurkhas as a martial race developed fully towards the end of the nineteenth century”.86 
On the other hand, Caplan contends that Prithivi Narayan Shah’s selective favouring of 
only four jāts for military occupations, “pre-dates the flowering of martial race theory in 
nineteenth century British India”.87
                                                                                                                                                 
 
  Nonetheless, during the period of British 
colonialism, groups like the Sikhs and Gurkhas were classified as ‘martial races’. Broadly 
83 Chandra Khanduri. 1997. A Re-discovered History of Gorkhas. Delhi:Gyan Sagar. p.219.  
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86 Lionel Caplan. 1995b. “Martial Gurkhas: The Persistence of A British Military Discourse on ‘Race’.” In 
Peter Robb, ed., The Concept of Race in South Asia. Delhi: Oxford University Press. p.264. 
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 The ‘marital race’ theory had two strands. One was predicated on the notion that 
martiality was an inborn trait and an aspect of “race”, while the other put forth an 
environment factor in determining martial thinking.89 As for the first conception, 
martiality was believed to be inherited in the blood such that all individuals of a 
particular race would be geared towards military occupations. The second strand of the 
theory espoused that warlike individuals were found in hilly and cooler places90
 
, and this 
describes the environment in which the Gurkhas reside. Both of these strands contributed 
to the construction of the Gurkhas as martial people. 
Caplan stresses that the Gurkhas are portrayed in parallel terms with European 
officers where emphasis is placed on the former’s valour, masculinity, and loyalty 
therefore suggesting that the relationship between the Gurkhas and British officers has 
been predicated on a common recognition of their shared qualities. However, the British 
officers differentiated themselves by affirming that the Gurkha’s fighting qualities could 
strengthen under British supervision.91
                                                 
88 Initially, the Rais and Limbus were seen as unfit to be categorized as a martial race because they were 
regarded as stubborn and ill- disciplined, and the Tamangs were forbidden from enlistment because they 
were reputed to consume beef.  It was only in the later part of the nineteenth century that these other tribal 
and caste groups were consolidated and classified as ‘martial races’. Ibid., p.266. 
 The superior complex of the British is evident 
 
89 Ibid., p.261.  
 
90 Ibid.  
 
91 Lionel Caplan. 1991. “Bravest of the Brave: Representation of ‘The Gurkha’ in British Military 
Writings”, Modern Asia Studies, 25: 578-9.   
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through representations of the Gurkhas as simple and uncomplicated fighters thus 
explicating that the Gurkhas are apolitical and also approving of the geo-political aims 
and agendas of the British colonial and neo-colonial policy, even if they did not 
necessarily understand what these were.92
 
 However, this perception undermines how the 
Gurkhas themselves conceived of their loyalties as it assumes that they will almost 
instinctively support the policies and attitudes of the British.  
The ideal ‘martial race’ was an ethnic group that produced men who were both 
martial and loyal, and this, Enloe argues, lies at the heart of the ‘Gurkha syndrome’.93
 
 
Typically classified as ‘tribal’, groups categorized as ‘marital races’ were deemed to 
share particular intra-communal attributes that made them enticing to outside recruiters. 
Enloe coins the term ‘ethnic soldiers’ to describe the Gurkhas, and to shed light on how 
building militaries is, in part, an ethnographic enterprise. 
The discourse on martiality, predicated in nineteenth-century biological 
determinism, espoused an idealized notion of masculinity. Caplan questions Gilmore’s 
study of masculinity by putting forth a case that contrary to the officer-chroniclers that 
present Gurkhas a product of a strong masculine environment, the cultures in which these 
Gurkhas are actually raised does not appear to have any sophisticated ideology of 
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Professional Soldiers or Mercenaries? 
 In other words, Caplan draws our attention to the unaggressive social 
environment prevalent in Nepal, and this challenges the stigmatized notion of Gurkhas as 
being innately imbued with masculine and militant qualities.  
 
The debate surrounding the “mercenary” position of the Gurkhas has grown over 
the years. Like the Gurkhas, the papal guards of Switzers are renowned for their loyalty 
and their valour, and these often overshadowed ambiguous concepts of patriotism and 
gallantry. Bill Aitken argues that “whether it was McKays’s highlanders fighting for the 
King of Sweden or the Gurkhas inspiring dread in the Falklands, the motivation is the 
sound of one man being paid for doing a dangerous job well”.95
 
  
At the turn of the 20th century, as nation-states consolidated and military service 
became associated with citizenship and patriotism, negative innuendos were attached to 
the term “mercenary”. Des Chene highlights that from one political perspective, this 
history of Gurkhas is seen as a record of distinguished military service and unparalleled 
loyalty, but from another standpoint, it is seen as a history of mercenaries, fighting 
fascism and independence movements with equal vigour, and as a blot on the record of 
Nepali sovereignty.96
                                                 
94 Caplan argues that the Tibeto-Burman groups in Nepal themselves evince no such cult of aggressive 
masculinity, not any strong code of “honour and shame” of the kind widely reported for parts of the 
Mediterranean, the Middle East and Latin America. For further information, see, Lionel Caplan. 1995a. 
Warrior Gentlemen: "Gurkhas" in the Western Imagination. Oxford: Berghahn. p.107.  
 Following Rana rule in 1951, the issues surrounding Gurkha 
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recruitment did not disappear. Instead, the Gurkhas vanished from national history 
because, as another historian Pratyoush Onta has illustrated, their service under foreign 
flags cannot comfortably be accommodated within the dominant national narrative of 
unvarnished independence.97
 
 The interface between the continued recruitment of Gurkhas 
overseas, and the larger socio-political opinion concerning the anomaly of Gurkha 
recruitment has been contentiously raised by both academics and political parties in 
contemporary Nepal.  
On one hand, Neil Throne claims that labeling the Gurkhas as mercenaries is quite 
erroneous and cites the examples of Gurkhas serving in Brunei and Singapore to illustrate 
the Gurkhas’ successes in other parts of the world.  He contends that the Gurkhas are paid 
by the Singapore government and have for many years provided exemplary service in the 
law and order domain98, and this suggests an enduring sense of duty and dedication 
among the Gurkhas in Singapore. In a similar line to Throne, the mercenary charges 
against the Gurkhas have been refuted by British officials who argue that Gurkhas are not 
recruited specifically for an armed conflict; they are “integral members” of the British 
armed forces, and are not side-switchers.99
 
  
On the other hand, Des Chene refutes this stance by arguing that since the 
Gurkhas swear loyalty to foreign powers, some will persist in calling them mercenaries, 
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regardless of whether they receive equal treatment with their counterparts.100 The 
mercenary debate is further compounded by an alternative perspective thrown by Deepak 
Thapa who terms the Gurkhas as ‘career soldiers’ since a “Gurkha joins a foreign army 
out of economic compulsion, and it is not something he tries out for a period before 
deciding whether he likes it or not”.101
 
 Peeling out the negative undertones associated 
with the term ‘mercenary’, Thapa casts a positive light upon the Gurkhas by 
distinguishing them as professional soldiers.  
In the course of examining the antecedents of lāhure migration, it is evident that 
the global character of the Gurkhas prior to 1951 undermines notions of Nepal being a 
“closed” country.  The Gurkhas played a key role in cushioning the relationship between 
Nepal and Britain, and have contributed to bolstering the bond between both nations till 
current day.  The intermediary role played by the Gurkhas for such a long period of time 
draws one’s attention to their ethnographic background. The Gurkhas have been 
categorized as a ‘martial race’, and this explains why the Gurkhas hail from selected 
regions of Nepal, and are primarily made up of four ethnic and/or clan groups. The 
martiality of the Gurkhas has contributed to making them an indispensable part of 
Nepal’s connection to numerous parts of the world. In the process of branding themselves 
as acclaimed warriors, the Gurkhas have fallen prey to mercenary charges that debase the 
nature of their service and loyalty to their host country. This is an unresolved debate that 
continues to pervade the sentiments over Gurkha recruitment.  
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101 Deepak Thapa. 1997. “Mercenary Position.” HIMAL South Asia, (July/August): 25.  
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2.2: Historicizing the Gurkha Contingent in Singapore  
 
According to the Ministry of Home Affairs in Singapore, the Gurkha Contingent 
was formed as part of the Singapore Police Force on the 9th of April 1949.102
 
  The 
Brigade of Gurkhas that formed part of the British Army during the early years of 
Singapore encompassed another group of Gurkhas in Singapore. These Gurkhas were 
stationed in Slim Barracks near Portsdown road, and in Pulau Blakang Mati - now better 
known as Sentosa (Appendix 1).  
There are street names and an estate in Singapore that provide an insight into the 
historical trajectory of the Gurkhas in Singapore (e.g., Nepal Park, Nepal Circus and 
Kathmandu Road). Situated in the Western part of Singapore, in Portsdown Road, ‘Nepal 
Park’ is the name of a street, and a housing estate that is currently home to expatriates 
and Singaporeans. ‘Nepal Park’ was established in the 1930’s to provide housing for the 
British military, and this road encompassed part of the residential area of the British 
forces previously stationed in Singapore.103 ‘Nepal Circus’ was situated just around the 
vicinity of Nepal Park (see Figure 3), and it was a roundabout similar to that of Newton 
Circus.104
                                                 
102 Charlotte Loh. Email correspondence. Senior Public Communications Executive. Ministry of Home 
Affairs, Singapore. 16 October 2008. 
 An elderly informant, Tul Bahadur Thapa, who came to Singapore in 1949 
when his lāhure father was transferred from the Indian Army, vividly recollected his 
childhood in Nepal Park. He related that the British officials and some senior Gurkha 
  
103 Victor R. Savage & Brenda S.A. Yeoh. 2003. Toponymics: A Study of Singapore Street Names.  
Singapore: Eastern Universities Press. p. 303. 
 
104 Tul Bahadur Thapa. Interview. Retired lāhure. Singapore. 28 March 2010.  
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officers stayed at ‘Nepal Park’. And, walking distance from Nepal Park was Transit 
Camp where all the Gurkha families who were returning to Nepal would be 
accommodated. Transit Camp is absent from the Singapore landscape, and what remains 
is a patch of grass. Named after the capital of Nepal, ‘Kathmandu Road’ was officially 
named in 1956, and it is located within the Gurkha Contingent at Mount Vernon 
Camp.105 The Nepal related toponymical names allude to the early origins of Gurkhas in 
Singapore.  
 
                        Figure 3: Map indicating Nepal Park and Nepal Circus.106
                                                 
105 Victor R. Savage & Brenda S.A. Yeoh. 2003. Toponymics: A Study of Singapore Street Names.  
Singapore: Eastern Universities Press. p. 49. 
   
 
106 “Singapore Street Directory 2006.” Chartered Holdings Private Limited. p.235. 
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             Figure 4: 12 April 2010. The road leading up to the Nepal Park estate.  
 
 
          Figure 5: 12 April 2010. The Nepal Park estate is still part of the landscape of Singapore, and the                   




    
 
Figure 6: 12 April 2010. A roundabout named ‘Nepal Circus’ used to be situated at the area where the 
above arrow encircled in blue is located. In the middle of the roundabout, there used to be a ‘Nepal Circus’ 
signboard. What remains is a fragment of the round-about in present day Singapore.  
 
 
The inception of the Gurkha Contingent into Singapore during the period when 
racial riots were prevalent is significant as it illustrates the neutral character of the 
Gurkha Contingent. In other words, the Gurkhas Contingent serves as a special para-
miliatry unit that undergoes exclusive training to handle riots that is especially borne out 
of racially charged circumstances. This suggest the non-aligned position of the Gurkha 
Contingent in an event that that a racial riot breaks out. A Straits Times article published 
in 1949 states that the ‘Gurkkhas were built into a single contingent to be used 
exclusively for anti-riot purposes, and one hundred and fifty Gurkhas were undergoing  
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training as Singapore’s future police anti-riot squad’107. Two years later, another press 
release stated that, ‘the training is designed to equip the Gurkha recruit to assist in the 
maintenance of internal security and order in the event of riots’108
 
. This suggests the 
function of the Gurkha Contingent as a neutral unit in times of racial calamity.  
There is substantial evidence in the form of colonial records, and letters of 
correspondence between Nepal, Britain and Singapore that pre-dates the official 
stipulation that the Gurkha Contingent was formed in 1949. Between 1946 and 1948, the 
trilateral agreements indicate the interest exemplified by Singapore and the Malayan 
Peninsula to “introduce a Gurkha element into the ranks of the North Indian Police of 
Malaya”. In a memorandum dated 13 April 1946, on the subject of Gurkhas for Malayan 
Police, it was stated that:  
…Police Authorities, both in Singapore and the Malayan Peninsula, wish to 
introduce a Gurkha element into the ranks of the North Indian Police of 
Malaya. It is considered that a completely foreign element of independent 
character, unaffected by the racial prejudices of Malaya, is a necessary 
safeguard… This particular type of Police work calls for reliability, discipline 
and smart appearance…(my emphasis).109
 
 
At this stage, there is no mention of the Gurkha Contingent being formed under the 
Singapore Police Force though there is an inclination towards that direction. From the 
onset, the Gurkhas outsider status, or as stated above, “foreign element of independent 
character”, has placed them in a favourble light. Racially disengaged from the rest of the 
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Malay Peninsula’s and Singapore’s ethnic composition, the Gurkhas’ foreigner status was 
enunciated, emphasized and at times even exalted.    
 
 
     Figure 7: 31 December 1944. The Gurkha Company of the Singapore Police Force.  
      Source: National Archives of Singapore.  
 
Thereafter, for reasons unknown, in May 1947, the Malay Peninsula expressed 
disinterest in the recruitment of Gurkhas while Singapore expressed continued interest.  
A letter of correspondence between Nepal and Britain states that: 
 … the Government of the Malayan Union have given up the idea of forming a 
Gurkha Police Contingent but that it is desired to form a special Gurkha 
Contingent in the Singapore Police force…(my emphasis).110
 
 
                                                 
110 Letter of correspondence on the subject of the enlistment of 850 Gurkha ex servicemen in the Singapore 
and Malaya Peninsula. No.695. 28 May 1947. 
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By 12  August 1948, it was proposed that “149 Gurkhas as a special contingent of the 
Singapore Police Force”111 will be recruited. In the same year, according to David Bolt, 




One key reason why Singapore expressed continued interest in the recruitment 
and increment of the Gurkhas was because they needed an alternative special force to 
replace the Sikh Contingent that was an integral part of the armed police force. 
According to Scott Leathart, who raised and commanded the Gurkha Contingent for 10 
years, the pre-war Sikh Contingent had disintegrated in dishonour under the impact of 
foreign invasion, and in 1948, the Nepalese Government sanctioned the recruitment of its 
nationals. He also states that the Gurkha Contingent, as it was to be called, was to have a 
British Officer (subsequently increased to 2) and 149 Gurkhas were employed.113
 
  
The history behind the continued presence of the Gurkha Contingent in Singapore 
is further embedded within the history of Britain-Nepal relations, and Britain’s 
colonization of India and Singapore. As the British relinquished their power on India in 
1947, an agreement determining the fate of the Gurkhas was expeditiously signed 
between Britain, Nepal and the newly independent India. Better known as the Tripartite 
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Agreement (TPA) of November 1947, this “agreement legalized the ‘partition’ of the 
Gurkhas between Britain and India”114, and had possible implications on the recruitment 
of Gurkhas into Singapore. Mishra argues that if not for the treaty, there would be no 
Nepalis in foreign uniform, and qualifies that this assumption may not hold true with 
regard to the recruitment of Nepalis for the Brunei Guards and Singapore Police, both 
carried out under the aegis of the British Government.115
 
 
The Tripartite Agreement was meted out as the British abruptly quit India, and 
bears resonance of the unsettled conflicting interests that lay behind.  The Gurkhas’ role 
in Malaya was discussed during this period of changing political order from 1947-1951 
when Britain relinquished her power in India, as the Rana regime’s power and position in 
Nepal declined, and as India advanced into a newly independent state.  It was stressed 
among negotiators that the Gurkhas would be part of a ‘strategic reserve’ in Southeast 
Asia.116
These troops [Gurkhas] were not to be used locally and certainly not against 
any peoples' movements for freedom. They were not to be used at all, in fact, 
unless war came. Malaya was a suitable place for them to be stationed; 
otherwise they had nothing to do with Malaya (my emphasis). 
 In a letter of correspondence between Viscount Montgomery of Alamein, Chief 




Yet, as Des Chene points out, war never did come to Malaya, only a protracted 
“emergency”, but nonetheless Gurkhas were heavily used. Furthermore, contrary to the 
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above stipulations, the Gurkhas didn't fight against a “peoples’ movement for freedom”, 
but rather against “communist insurgents”.118
In addition, Montgomery claimed that Malaya was a “suitable place for the 
Gurkhas to be stationed”. However, based on the assessment made on the trilateral 
agreement between Britain, Nepal and Singapore, it was clear that Singapore, as early as 
1946, had already expressed interest in the recruitment of Gurkhas as an internal force 
and special unit. This is contrary to Montgomery’s assertion that apart from being 
stationed at Malaya, the Gurkhas had “otherwise nothing to do with Malaya”. 
  
 
Figure 8: 1948-1960. 2nd Gurkha Rifles in Malaya during the Malayan Emergency. Source: Gurkha 
Memorial Museum. Pokhara, Nepal.  
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From the onset, the Gurkhas have played a crucial role in safeguarding and 
policing Singapore. According to Singapore’s Ministry of Home Affairs, in the 1950s and 
1960s, the Gurkha Contingent was deployed during some of Singapore’s most 
tumultuous historical episodes when racial tensions and frequent demonstrations 
prevailed such as the Maria Hertogh riot (1950), the Hock Lee Bus riots (1955), the 
Chinese Middle School riots (1956), and the racial riots (1964).119
During the pre and post independence period, we were sent to work as guards 
and quell the strikes as quick as possible. There were secret society thugs, and 
anti-gang fights in the 1950’s. People were not at peace…- Sgt Tulsi Prasad 
Gurung.  
 During an interview 
with a pioneer Gurkha, he reinforced his safeguarding position in Singapore by saying 
that: 
 
The safeguarding role of the Gurkhas in Singapore is one of the key factors that 
set apart the Gurkha Contingent in Singapore from Britain. In Britain, the Brigade of 
Gurkhas, formed as part of the British Army, potentially ‘fight to kill’ whereas the 
Gurkha Contingent in Singapore ‘fights to protect’ the civilians. This suggests why the 
Gurkhas are part of the Singapore Police Force (SPF) and not the Singapore Armed 
Forces (SAF). There is no Singapore Gurkha Army that is equivalent to the British 
Gurkha Army as such. 
 
According to the 1951 Report of the Singapore Riots Inquiry Commission, Malay 
policeman failed to act effectively. Instead, the Gurkhas played a critical role in quelling 
the riots that broke out along St. Andrews Road and the Supreme Court. The report 
                                                 
119 Charlotte Loh. Email correspondence. Senior Public Communications Executive. Ministry of Home 
Affairs, Singapore. 16 October 2008. 
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elaborates how the Malay policemen were ineffective throughout the crucial stages of 
disorders as they did nothing to prevent a mob of about 2,000 to 3,000 when they broke 
through the Malay police cordon. In view of ineffectiveness of the Malay policemen, the 
Gurkha anti-riot squad was used to clear the road and chase away mobs.120 Malay 
policemen were perceived to be biased to their own race, and the Gurkhas were 
mobilized successfully as they did not take sides with any of the racial groups.  
 
Figure 9: 1962. Keeping Peace in Singapore. The Gurkhas played a key role in Singapore internal security 
during the 1950’s and 1960’s, and they continue to be valued for their impartiality. Source: Gurkha 
Memorial Museum. Pokhara, Nepal.   
                                                 
120 A mob of about 2,000 to 3,000 broke through the Malay police cordon and surged across St. Andrew’s 
Road and on to the footpaths and lawns in front of the Supreme Court. The Malay police did nothing to 
prevent their doing so. Mr Johnson called up the Gurkha anti-riot squad under Mr.Cowan to clear the road, 
which they did without much difficulty, and the Gurkha were used to chase away a group of about 20 
persons who were stoning Mr.Johnson and the police from the Padang (p.16). The Malay police on foot and 
in radio cats were ineffective throughout the crucial stages of the disorders (p.65). For further information, 
see, “Report of the Singapore Riots Inquiry Commission, 1951: Together with a Despatch from His 
Excellency the Governor of Singapore to the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for the Colonies.” 
(Singapore:Government Printing Office).  
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The prevalent political instability that occurred in Singapore during the 1950’s 
and 1960’s explains why the Gurkha Contingent expanded. Perceived to be a neutral 
force, the Gurkha Contingent continues to play an essential role in Singapore’s internal 
security. According to Leathart, a 1958 agreement between Nepal and Singapore, 
“promised that the Contingent should be led only by the British and the Gurkha Officers 
to sustain the political impartality essential in a para-military unit of a police force”.121 
He recollects that the Gurkha Contingent expanded to 350 in 1959, and further states that 
the decade 1949/1959 witnessed their establishment and expansion alongside the political 
progress of the colony to an independent republic.122
 
  
A trilateral arrangement signed on the 24 March 1959 validates Leathart’s 
arguments and reinforces Singapore’s continued interest in making the Gurkhas ‘an 
integral part of their internal security arrangements’.123
 
 However, according to the terms 
of this treaty, Britain acts as a bridge between Singapore and Nepal in the matters 
concerning the Gurkhas. Due to the absence of a direct bilateral treaty between Singapore 
and Nepal, some human right activists consider this 1959 treaty to be outdated, and 
further argue that the recruitment of Gurkhas to Singapore is ‘illegal’ (See Appendix 2).  
      Notwithstanding the legal intricacies in the Gurkhas’ political relationship to 
Singapore, the Gurkhas have played a significant role in Singapore’s security for slightly 
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over sixty years. Over the years, as Singapore transformed into a global city-state, the 
Contingent also evolved. In 1978, Changi Prison and Moon Crescent Centre were being 
guarded by an elite Gurkha unit, known as the Prison Guard Unit, and this was the first 
time that any country had enlisted Gurkhas as prison wardens.124
 
  
Although the roles of the Gurkha Contingent witnessed expansion, their function 
as an impartial force remained a defining feature.  The neutral function of the Gurkha 
Contingent was further elucidated in 1987 when Singapore’s opposition leader, Mr 
Chiam See Tong, expressed embarrassment over the continued presence of the Gurkha 
Contingent in independent Singapore saying that it amounted to a  ‘slap on the face of 
Singaporean policemen’.125
“Firstly, our experience is that secret society gangsters and 
all other criminals in Singapore have a healthy respect for 
the Gurkhas. They are not only known to be tough and 
fearless in enforcing the law, but because they and their 
families are not part of Singaporean society, they are not 
vulnerable to intimidation, influence and corruption… 
Secondly, the Gurkhas had had a record of complete 
impartiality when serving in a multiracial society. This is 
especially valuable in a communal situation where tensions 
are high and violence can flare up. A Gurkha will obey 
orders and keep the peace regardless of which racial group 
is causing the trouble. All racial groups know that the 
Gurkha will brook no nonsense from anyone and will side 
with no one in establishing peace and order. Their 
 In defense of the Gurkha Contingent, then Home Affairs 
Minister Professor Jayakumar cited their ‘dependability and impartiality’ as two key 
reasons to justify the continued role of the Gurkhas in Singapore’s internal security. He 
voiced out that: 
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effectiveness in performing their role was proven in the 
racial riots in the 1950s and 1960s…”126
 
 (my emphasis) 
 
Based on the above press statement made by Professor Jayakumar, the 
disengagement of Gurkha families from Singaporean society is perceived to make them 
impartial and thus well positioned to handle a racial riot.  The mere presence of the 
Gurkha Contingent is regarded to have ‘both a deterrent and calming effect in times of 
communal tension’.127  The exemplary role played by the Gurkhas during the 1950’s and 
1960’s riots was critical in shaping the impartial functionality of the Gurkha Contingent 
and defining the neutral character of the Gurkhas within the context of Singapore. 
Furthermore, just four months after the press statement made by Professor Jayakumar, the 
Singapore Gurkha Contingent ‘staged an anti-riot demonstration for President Wee Kim 
Wee where sixty-one Gurkha policemen, flanked by an armoured van and two transport 
vehicles, demonstrated how they would handle a prolonged riot’.128 The occasional anti-
riot drills staged the Gurkha Contingent, as featured in some of the Singapore Police 
Magazine129
 
 further alludes to the construction of the Gurkha Contingent as an impartial 
force.  
According to Singapore’s Ministry of Home Affairs, the Gurkhas’ principal roles 
now are to act as a specialist guard force at key installations and to serve as a force 
supporting police operations. They have also provided security in major events such as 
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the International Monetary Fund and World Bank meetings in 2006 and the 13th ASEAN 
Summit in 2007.130
 
 Increasingly so, the Gurkhas assist the police in guarding Singapore 
against terrorism.  
Figure 10 demonstrates that annually, approximately twenty thousand Gurkhas 
apply to serve in the British Army or the Singapore Police Force. Based on data gathered 
from fieldwork in Nepal, around three hundred Gurkhas will be selected after a tedious 
five to six month long selection process, out of which approximately a hundred and 









At present, it has been estimated that there are about 2000 Gurkhas in the 
Singapore Police Force.132
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Information pertaining to the Gurkhas is largely classified by the Singapore state. So, the 
above figure lacks precision, and reflects an approximation based on the collated data 
from informants.  
 
In the process of historicizing the Gurkha Contingent in Singapore, from the 
1940’s till present day, the Gurkha’s neutral role in Singapore is a recurring issue that 
surfaces.  Singapore’s discourse on the Gurkha Contingent impinges on the British 
colonial imaginings of the Gurkhas as an exotic ‘Other’. There is a certain allure and aura 
about the Gurkhas that makes them extrinsically and intrinsically unique. Des Chene 
writes that the Gurkhas were simultaneously regarded as “the Orient”: loyalty, honesty, 
cheerfulness, and pluck; and as an alien, even exotic being. She argues that their 
Mongolian appearance, their enigmatic homeland, and their seemingly superhuman 
abilities in battle marked them out as the quintessential “other”.133
 
 The Gurkha’s 
foreignness within the context of Singapore stems from this very exoticisation and 
essentialisation of the Gurkhas. Stereotyped as stocky, and stoic, the Gurkhas are 
perceived to be imbued with impartiality that makes them extraordinary servicemen.  
 The impartial identity of the Gurkhas is further anchored by Minister Mentor Lee 
Kuan Yew who wrote in his memoir that: 
When I returned to Oxley Road, Gurkha policemen (recruited by the British 
from Nepal) were posted as sentries. To have either Chinese policeman 
shooting Malays or Malay policemen shooting Chinese would have caused 
                                                 
133 Mary Des Chene. 1991. Relics of Empire: A Cultural History of the Gurkhas,1815–1987. Ph.D. 
Dissertation, Stanford University, Ann Arbor: University of Michigan International.p.1. 
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widespread repercussions. The Gurkhas on the other hand were neutral, besides 
having the reputation for total discipline and loyalty (my emphasis).134
 
  
The apolitical nature of the Gurkhas that necessitated their role in Singapore is further 
highlighted by Singapore’s Ministry of Home Affairs.  According to the Ministry, the 
presence of the Gurkha Contingent as a “neutral force during the early years after 
Singapore’s independence was crucial as local police officers were often perceived to be 
biased towards their own ethnic groups when handling racial disturbances”.135
 
 
Revered for their discipline and glorified for their loyalty, the Gurkhas were 
simultaneously constructed to be an embodiment of neutrality in the Singapore context. 
This notion would effectively disengage the Gurkhas from the three major races 
(Chinese, Malays and Indians) in Singapore. The exoticisation of the Gurkhas is evident 
when terms and phrases like “neutral”, “foreign element of independent character” and 
“political impartiality” are used to idolize the Gurkhas. This, in effect, ‘Otherizes’ the 







                                                 
134 Lee Kuan Yew. 2000. From Third World to First: The Singapore Story, 1965-2000. New York: 
HarperCollins Publishers. pp. 21-22. 
 
135 Charlotte Loh. Email correspondence. Senior Public Communications Executive. Ministry of Home 
Affairs, Singapore. 16 October 2008. 
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2.3: Policing the Foreigner Positionality of Gurkhas in Singapore 
 
The Development of the Mount Vernon Camp: Continuities and Changes 
 
Different contingents of lāhures have left their mark in Singapore over the last 60 
years and one is able to visualize the changing landscape of Singapore through the eyes 
of these lāhures. During the course of my fieldwork, various lāhures would relate the 
changes that took place within the Gurkha Contingent; the different localities of their 
residence leading up to the present Mount Vernon Camp, the manifold modern 
developments that took place within the Camp, and the stringent rules and regulations 
that shaped the Gurkha Contingent as Singapore evolved into a modern city-state. These 
lāhures served as a prism through which I was able to understand the changes and 
continuities of the Gurkha Contingent in Singapore.  
 
Prior to moving into Mount Vernon Camp at Upper Aljunied Road, the Gurkhas 
residence during the early 1950’s was at Cantonment Road near Chinatown area.  
 
Figure 11: 30 March 1950. A Gurkha policeman with his family at his Cantonment Road home.  
Source: Singapore Press Holdings Limited.  
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Figure 12: 1950. Gurkha wives and children.136
 
   
The Gurkha Contingent moved to a new location in 1956. Leathart, in his personal 
account, provides a vivid description of the early landscape of Mount Vernon Camp.  He 
describes that:  
 On 9th March 1956, I took over the keys to the new barracks at Mt.Vernon and 
we started to move in. For eight years, we had lived in the middle of 
Chinatown. Mount Vernon was a raised piece of ground between Serangoon 
and Paya Lebar Roads, extending over some 23 acres. Each four-storey block, 
of which there were ten, contained 24 married quarters. The camp also included 
stores, armouries, a guardroom, a large canteen, garages, a drill shed, a 
children’s school and a Hindu temple.137
 
  
From its humble beginnings, Mount Vernon camp was a self-contained area that included 
various amenities which made Gurkha families feel at ‘home’.  
                                                 
136 Scott Leathart. 1998.  With the Gurkhas: India, Burma, Singapore, Malaya, Indonesia, 1940-1959. 
Edinburgh: Pentland Press. p.189. 
 
137 Ibid., pp.231-32.  
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Figure 13: 1956. Guard Room at Mount Vernon barracks. Source: Gurkha Memorial Museum. Pokhara, 
Nepal.    
 
 
Figure 14: 1957. Inspection of the Gurkha Contingent by H.E. The Governor of Singapore, Sir Robert 
Black.138
                                                 





 Figure 15: 1957. Gurkha Children’s School.139
 
  
Pioneer lāhures who served during the 1960’s shed light on the early years of the 
Gurkha Contingent. They shared that:  
Up to 1970s, the older Gurkhas had to work very hard when Singapore was 
chaotic. Every policeman had to sleep on planks. There were no mattress, just a 
blanket to lie on - SGT Tulsi Prasad Gurung.  
 
When I first came there were not many facilities provided. I had to buy many 
things on my own. From 1979 onwards there were more facilities. We were 
given a ration card for water, electricity and most things, and so we usually had 
just enough to survive - INSP Dhanpati Gurung. 
 
The Singapore government has been magnanimous in their efforts to expand Mount 
Vernon Camp, and to provide modern facilities that would simultaneously project a 
                                                 
139 Ibid., p.252. 
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distinctly Nepali outlook. Much of Joo Seng area, and the neighboring areas were 
relinquished to expand the parameters of the now 19-hectre camp.140
 
  
From short four-storey blocks to HDB style high-rise flats, from a modest Hindu 
temple to a majestic and traditionally architected Nepali Hindu temple, from barely 
having basic facilities during the early years of Singapore to fully furnished house units; 
the entire landscape of the Mount Vernon Camp has changed. The Nepali-style HDB flats 
are all named after popular towns, districts, rivers, and places in Nepal (e.g., Pokhara 
Garden, Everest Heights, Babai, Makala, etc). Everest Heights is shaped in the letter G 
while Pokhara Garden is shaped in the letter C. From an aerial view point they form the 
initials GC – Gurkha Contingent.  At present, the camp also includes a Gurkha 
Headquarters, Officer Mess, a family welfare centre, a clinic, and a mini-mart. The camp 
also hosts a large range of sporting amenities that include a large swimming pool, 
gymnasium, basket-ball court, sepak tekraw court, tennis court, soccer field, track and 
field stadium, and playgrounds. In an effort to cater to Gurkha children, the camp has a 
Gurkha Children School (popularly termed as bhitra school by lāhure families, which 
translates to ‘inside’ school), and a GC Boys Club and Girls Club where bhānjās and 
bhānjīs can interact and organize dance, games and cultural shows. In a nutshell, Mount 
Vernon Camp is an entirely self-sufficient township for lāhure families who need not 
move beyond the boundaries of the camp since everything is available within the 
premises. 
                                                 
140 http://www.cpgcorp.com.sg/portfolio/viewdetails.asp?Lang=EN&PCID=3&PDID=25. Accessed on the 
18 August 2010. It is also reported that S$68 million was spent to expand the camp.  
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Figure 16: Left: 1961: A quarter guard stationed at Slim Barracks. Right: A modern representation of the 
Gurkhas. The Khukurī is a traditional knife used by the Gurkhas. Source: Gurkha Memorial Museum. 






                       
   





Figure 18: 9 April 1998. On this day, the Gurkha Contingent celebrated its 49th Birthday. Gurkhas 
marched off the old square for the last time before demolition. Source: Gurkha Memorial Museum, 
Pokhara, Nepal.  
  
 
Figure 19: 2010. The Gurkha Contingent at Mount Vernon Camp. Singapore HDB style high rise flats 
with Nepali architecture roofing the various flats.  
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Figure 20: 2010. Interior of the Mount Vernon Camp that showcases the tennis court.  
 
 
Figure 21: A sprawling premise that includes a track and field stadium. The picture also draws attention to 




Figure 22: 1988. An old illustration of the Vishu Ganes Temple at the Gurkha Contingent.141 
 
 
Figure 23: 2010. The Nepali Hindu Temple inside Mount Vernon Camp.  
 
                                                 
141 Vineeta Sinha. 1988. Hinduism in Singapore: A Sociological and Ethnographic Perspective. Masters 
Thesis. National University of Singapore.  
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Figure 24: 6 March 1970. The Gurkha Contingent Pipes and Drums Band perform by the police Republic 
of Singapore at the prize giving night. Source: Collection of Singapore Island Country Club. Courtesy of 
National Archives of Singapore. 
 
 
Figure 25: 9 August 1990.  National Day Parade at the Padang. Performance by the Singapore Girls 
Bagpipers and the Gurkha Police Bagpipers combined Band. This picture showcases the renewed outfit of 
the Gurkha Contingent Pipes and Drums Band. Source: Ministry of Informations, Communications and the 
Arts. Courtesy of the National Archives of Singapore.   
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My oral interviews with some of the lāhure wives also illuminated how women’s 
roles gradually changed alongside the changing landscape of the camp. During the late 
1990’s, women began to play a key role in organizing game competitions, mini-carnivals, 
setting up  stalls for the annual police academy carnival, raising funds for disaster relief 
in Nepal, raising money for Gurkha widows, and organizing picnics and other social 
activities. After a series of discussions between the Ladies’ Welfare Committee and the 
respective officers, the implementation of an exercise regime for women has become an 
intrinsic part of the Gurkha Contingent. Few informants recollected that after having their 
voices heard, they were given an old abandoned garage within the camp to do aerobics. 
At present, there is a certified instructor teaching yoga and aerobics inside the camp. In 
addition to the above changes, some women had previously been informally employed by 
Bartley Secondary School sometime during the 1990s-2000.142
 
  
 Most striking during my first visit to Mount Vernon Camp was that it projected 
an intensely “mini-Nepal” atmosphere. As I strolled along the camp, I chanced upon 
lāhure families who would all be conversing in Nepali among themselves, and lāhure 
wives clad in Nepali sarongs and congregating among themselves. Similar sentiments are 
pervasively felt among the retired lāhures who would often remark that: 
 At Mount Vernon, it feels like mini Nepal but only we are living in an 
advanced Nepal with all the modern facilities. In a different type of Nepal since 
we are in a different geographical town - ASP Madan Kumar Gurung. 
 
At the camp, you are within your Gorkhāli community and ironically, most of 
the time you will not even realize that you are in Singapore. You are looking at 
                                                 
142 Bartley Secondary School has for long been home to numerous lāhure children. Lāhures wives 
volunteered to teach Nepali in the school during the Mother Tongue period. This effectively meant that 
bhānjās and bhānjīs who were exempted from learning other languages were able to continue their bhitra 
school in the government school.   
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the same people who are speaking the same language …It is only when you go 
out of the camp, that you will realize that you are in a Singapore… - Dipak  Raj 
Gurung. 
 
One compelling factor that makes enlistment to Singapore enticing among lāhures is their 
ability to bring their families along with them. Generally, a lāhure is about eighteen years 
old when he enlists and after serving for three years in Singapore, he returns to Nepal for 
his six month long leave during which time he usually gets married. Thereafter, he is able 
to bring his wife, or if he is already married, his family, to Singapore. The Singapore 
government has made concerted efforts to foster a Gurkha-family oriented policy. A 
conducive environment for Gurkha families is created right from the beginning of their 
service, and regardless of their rank. To make them feel more at ‘home’, Gurkha families 
celebrate their various festivals, e.g., Dasaĩ/Daserā, Tihār and Nepali Naya Barsa, inside 




From one perspective, the Mount Vernon township, alludes to the magnanimous 
nature of the Singapore government as millions of dollars have been channeled to make 
Gurkha families feel well-received by their host-country. From a critical standpoint, the 
state has tactically designed the camp in a manner suitable to maintain the lāhure 
families’ foreigner positionality in Singapore. Control strategies in the form of 
                                                 
143 Just like Singapore, efforts have been made to cushion the culture shock in Hong Kong and Brunei 
where almost a mini-Nepal has been created. However, unlike Singapore, both Britain and India, have had 
different policies pertaining to the Gurkha’s residence. In the case of Indian Gorkhas even if they are not 
assigned housing, families can move in close to the “lines” because the menfolk are assigned close to home 
and generally in a recognizable socio-cultural milieu. For the British Gurkhas, even though the pay 
packages are thicker, the riflemen are unaccompanied. Family accompaniment to Hong Kong and Brunei is 
granted on the basis of service and seniority. A soldier who puts in 15 years of service might have his 
family with him for 2.5 -3 years. For more information, see, Manisha Aryal. 1991. “To Marry a Lahuray.” 
HIMAL, (July/August): 18. 
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environmental features projecting a distinctly Nepali outlook, emotionally engineer 
lāhure families towards their Nepali identity. This effectively gears them away from 
affiliations to Singapore. In this context, ‘control strategy’ is not rigidly defined as a 
restrain on the movements of the lahures that will restrict their ability to interact with 
locals. Rather, it refers to the intended strategy on part of the Singapore government to 
maintain its policy and practice that the Gurkhas function as a gated community during 
their service in Singapore. Although, there is no restriction in their ability to interact with 
the local populace, the camp serves to accentuate their disengagement from the citizenry 
and certainly curtails the chances of open interaction between Gurkhas and the locals.   
            
Paradoxically, Singaporeans are considered foreigners because they are forbidden 
from entering the gates of Mount Vernon unless they have an invitation. In one incident, I 
was accompanying a couple from Nepal who were visiting their relative inside the camp. 
Unfortunately, upon finding out that I was a Singaporean, I was politely told by a Gurkha 
at the entrance of the camp: “sorry, but you are Singaporean, and now there is a new rule 
in place that foreigners are not allowed”. Ironically, I became a foreigner in my own 
country.  Unless offered an invitation, a Singaporean would otherwise be considered a 
transgressor. Arguably, the Gurkha Contingent encompassed within the boundaries of 
Mount Vernon Camp acts like an independent territory with idiosyncratically defined 
rules and regulations that demarcate the ‘insider’ and ‘outsider’ parameters between 
Gurkhas and Singaporeans. This ethnic enclave, a Gurkha ghetto even, is a result of 
political restrictions intended to trap Gurkha families within a circumscribed space so as 
to prevent them from transgressing their code of conduct.  
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‘Disciplining’ the Gurkha Contingent  
 
In previous years, apart from catching a glimpse of the Gurkhas when they made 
occasional visits with their families to Mustaffa shopping centre or East Coast Park, 
chancing upon them was otherwise a rare opportunity. Gurkha families have the freedom 
to move in and out of the camp and they are particularly noticeable around the Joo Seng 
vicinity, Little India, East Coast beach and the various Nepalese ethnic restaurants.  
 
A discord is present amongst the Gurkhas and the other groups of Nepalese who 
live in Singapore. The latter group who have immediate or extended families living inside 
the camp consider themselves to be ‘outsiders’ although they are related.  Most 
informants with relatives residing in the GC commented that:  
…we can only go inside if we get an invitation from our Gurkha relatives. Like 
Singaporeans, we too are considered to be outsiders, although like the Gurkhas, 
we too are Nepali. So we usually don’t go because we don’t want to trouble our 
relatives who need to go through formalities… 
 
Furthermore, when queried curiously about whether they had local friends, many of the 
Gurkhas would remark in a similar vein that ‘apart from professional friends, I have very 
few civilian friends like Malay, Chinese and Indian but we meet outside. We do not call 
them to our camp’. Upon probing further as to whether their children are permitted to 
invite their classmates to the camp, one of respondents said that ‘… it is usually difficult. 
It is not totally disallowed but it is disliked and there is also a long administrative process 
to clear before they can come inside the camp…’.144
                                                 
144 Anonymous, Serving Lāhure 1. Interview. Singapore. 12 March 2011. 
  There appears to be a visible 
tension between their supposed ability to freely interact with the locals and the prevailing 
red-tape that cripples their ability to comfortably forge ties with the locals. Furthermore, 
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the service of the Gurkhas is also jeopardized if one marries a Singaporean woman. One 
informant shared that “I used to have a Singaporean Chinese girlfriend but I could not 
marry her… if not I cannot serve as a Gurkha anymore. Now I’m married to a Nepali 
lady…”.145
 
  The ambivalence evident in some of the rules defining the Gurkha 
Contingent serve to highlight how the Gurkhas tenuously negotiate the boundaries of 
flexibility and delimitations imposed upon them.    
The outward impression created of the Gurkha Contingent is one of grandeur and 
luxury, and this begs the question of what lies beneath this veneer. Mount Vernon Camp 
is a manifestation of a disciplined organization and a rigid hierarchy as it spatially 
encapsulates the power relations that exist between the state and the Gurkhas. The 
protracted partition of the camp defines the Gurkhas’ ‘otherness’, and structurally embeds 
social control over the Gurkhas so much so that control becomes consensual. Famed for 
their professionalism, discipline, and loyalty, the lāhures are not only militarily trained 
but soul-trained to seek compliance and be disciplined to higher authorities.  
 
Often portrayed as subordinates to their husband, lāhure wives are as strictly 
bound to the various rules and regulations while they reside in Singapore. Since their 
husbands are employed as a special unit in the Singapore Police Force, the wives of these 
exceptional foreign talents are disallowed from working in Singapore. In essence, the 
wives are bound to the domestic domain (e.g., cook, clean, and caretakers of their 
husband and children) within the already confined camp. Some lāhure wives exclaimed 
                                                 
145 Ibid.  
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that during the early years of Singapore it was part of the discipline for women to wear a 
sarong inside the camp, and sāri or salwar kamiz outside the camp.  
 
Furthermore, it was considered ill-disciplined for higher ranking Gurkha officers 
to wear slippers to walk from one block to another. There were also restrictions on the 
bhānjās and bhānjīs who had to wear a certain color belt and the length of their hair 
mattered.146
 
 However, these rules have become less stringent in contemporary Singapore, 
and many commented that it is difficult to differentiate lāhure wives and children from 
the locals. Nonetheless, lāhure families continue to be subject to nuanced forms of social 
control.  
The Gurkhas are isolated from mainstream Singapore. For security reasons or 
otherwise, they are categorized according to 4-digit numbers instead of names (e.g., X 
Gurung/Rai/Thapa is regarded and labeled in the camp as 1234 or 4321 instead of his 
name)147
                                                 
146 Sita Devi Gurung. Interview. Former Singapore bhānjī and lāhure wife. Kathmandu, Nepal. 10 June 
2009. 
. Gurkhas are monitored by a British commanding officer, they have their 
records kept in file (known as a Blue Record Book that keeps track of the Gurkhas), and 
they are strictly disallowed from marrying Singaporean women, breaching which will 
amount to termination of their service. The pervasive control takes on panoptic features, 
and the aim, as Foucault argues, is to produce “docile bodies”. The camp has the effect of 
acting as a surveillance that “incites states of docility without relying on displays of 
 
147 Some informants contend that they are assigned four digit numbers because most of the Gurkhas have 
similar names. In an effort to avoid complications, they are each given numerical identities. Each of my 
informant has a 4-digit identity attached to them. However, in an effort to protect my informants their 
numerical identities are not reflected in the thesis.  
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physical forces or violence”.148
 
 The Gurkhas are managed by the top (Singapore state and 
British officers), with a distinct line of command and compliance almost like a combat 
situation where the higher echelon provides leadership and a Gurkha abides by its 
instructions. This seemingly unanimous corroboration between the leadership and the led 
mirrors the state’s overriding power upon the Gurkha Contingent.  
The means by which power reverberates into the bodies of individual Gurkhas 
and has social control over them is apparent. Foucault highlights the “essential link 
between power relations and their capacity of ‘produce’ the truths we live by”149
 
, and this 
is evident in the preponderance of power that the state has had in producing knowledge 
about the Gurkha Contingent’s function as a neutral force, that in turn serves to validate 
the Gurkha’s foreigner positionality in Singapore. The knowledge of being a foreigner is 
deeply imbued in the minds, bodies, and souls of the Gurkhas who seek to be consciously 
aloof to Singaporeans in the public realm.  
Upon recognizing a Gurkha in a cinema theatre, I candidly asked him what his 
name was, and he carefully thought for an entire minute before answering in Nepali, “I’m 
sorry, this information will not be available to you”. And he is just one of the very many 
serving Gurkhas who would not dare speak, and would immediately cloak themselves by 
saying - “sorry, mingling with locals is discouraged because of security reasons”.  
Foucault points out how power “reaches into the very grain of individuals, touches their 
                                                 
148 Alan McHoul and Wendy Grace. 1995. A Foucault Primer: Discourse, Power and Subject. 
London:UCL Press. p.67.  
 
149 Ibid., p.58. 
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bodies, and inserts itself into their actions and attitudes, their discourses, learning 
processes and everyday lives”.150
 
 In relation to the Gurkha Contingent, the lāhures are 
themselves an embodiment of the state’s power, as they have internalized the rules 
imposed by the state by reiterating the language of state.   
Gurkhas are disciplined in myriad ways and are also punished if their behaviors 
and actions breach the stipulated rules and regulations. In 2008, British lāhures made 
headlines after a long drawn legal battle that granted British lāhures with British 
citizenship, amongst other benefits (See Appendix 3). This hallmark event stirred some 
Singapore lāhures to flex their muscle about their salary grievances. Reported as a 
“scuffle” in Singapore’s Straits Times newspaper, the police said that “apart from a group 
of Gurkhas who misconducted themselves, the rest were not involved in any acts of 
indiscipline, and acts of discipline and order was restored the same night”.151 About a 
month later, perpetrators of the “scuffle” were deported back to Nepal. It was reported 
that “sixteen Gurkhas were sacked after they revolted in support of a demand for pay and 
facilities on par with British personnel on the force”.152  Those who were dismissed from 
Singapore exclaimed that, “we have been making the demand for pay, and facilities on 
par with the whites for a long time, and this incident was only a coincidence. Our demand 
was never given a hearing, so in the end, we had to revolt”.153
                                                 
150 Colin Gordon. ed.  c1980. Power/Knoweldge, Selected interviews and Other writing 1972-1977, Michel 
Foucault. New York: Pantheon Books. pp.51-56.  
 Officially described as a 
 
151 Ben Nadarajan and Teh Joo Lin. 2008. “Off-Duty Gurkhas in Camp Scuffle.” Straits Times. 21 June.  
 
152 2008. “Sixteen Nepalese Gurkhas Sacked from Singapore Police Force.” BBC Monitoring South Asia. 
11 July.  
 
153 Ibid.  
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“scuffle” by the Singapore authorities, the term undermines what has been described by 
the sacked Gurkhas as a “revolt”.  
 
Shrouded in secrecy, an outsider can only speculate as to what transpired during 
the night of that incident. Nevertheless, the severe consequences of transgressing the 
rules put forth by the state were made clear when the sixteen Gurkhas faced the undesired 
punishment of immediate repatriation for the crime they were perceived to have 
committed. The latent presence and power of state is pervasively felt among the lāhures 
who are made conscious of what it entails to be disciplined. An ideal lāhure is one who is 
disciplined. In other words, a lāhure who demonstrates absolute obedience to higher 
authorities, obeys their instructions, and obliterates his inner voice is epitomized as the 
legendary warrior in Singapore. A Gurkha’s military discipline is not sufficient to make 
him an acclaimed serviceman. Clearly, discipline takes on more than one front in the 









2.4: Repatriation to Nepal:  Resisting the Resonance of Singapore  
 
Resettling in Nepal 
 
After serving in Singapore for approximately twenty years, it is mandatory for 
lāhures families to return to Nepal. One main priority upon return is to build a huge 
house in Nepal with the CPF savings that they had earned in Singapore. Generally, 
lāhures are about forty-five years old when they return to Nepal; a considerably young 
age and it is no surprise that many of them seek re-employment to other far-flung 
countries. Since lāhure wives are disallowed to work in Singapore during the period of 
their husband’s service, lāhures inevitably become sole-breadwinners of their families. 
The need to continue to support their family after retirement, and to especially afford 
their children’s tertiary studies overseas, has together propelled many lāhures to 
undertake risky security related jobs abroad.   
 
After having stoically served in Singapore from 1981-2005, CPL Dambar 
Bahadur Shrestha related how elated he felt to return to Nepal, and to be able to smile 
freely. He said that: 
… There are about 50 ex - Singapore lāhures who are presently serving the 
Sultan of Brunei. Others have taken up risky jobs; they work as guards in 
American ships that contain weapons and ammunitions to countries like Iraq 
and Afghanistan. I decided to stay in Nepal.  
 
There are a handful of retired lāhures who together with their British officers, have set up 
private recruitment agencies that hire and  facilitate the re-employment of many retired 
lāhures to countries like Brunei, Afghanistan, Iraq , and Hong Kong for security related 
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services. Re- employment to these various countries allows the lāhures to undertake a job 
that is familiar to them. 
 
One informant explained how difficult it is for some lāhures to adjust to the local 
environment and lead a “civilian” life after having lived inside Mount Vernon Camp for 
almost twenty years.  After serving as a Gurkha for so many years, and leading an 
isolated life within the tight boundaries of the camp, some lāhures face difficulties in 
unwrapping the overwhelming sense of feeling institutionalized. Peculiarly, re-
employment as a Gurkha provides an opportunity for them to continue to be caught in 
this wrap. Moreover, since the remuneration to far flung countries for risky jobs can be 
enticing, lāhures are able to support their children’s overseas education and family at 
large. One lāhure jovially remarked that: 
When we retire from Singapore, our family also retires, since our children 
cannot continue to study in Singapore. When our children have to go overseas 
to study, we also have go overseas for a second career… - ASP Kishor Kumar 
Gurung. 
 
Within the context of re-employment, a central discussion among many lāhures is 
their desire to return to Singapore rather than go abroad to other countries to do risky 
security-related jobs. Based on a case by case basis, there are some retired lāhure who 
have been re-employed by the Singapore government. Speaking of how much more he 
loves Singapore as compared to Nepal, a former Singapore bhānjā turned Singapore 
lāhure said that: 
After I retired from Singapore Police Force, I got re-employed by them once 
again. I will work for as long as I am needed only because I do not want to 
burden the government. I am still a foreigner -ASP Madan Kumar Gurung.  
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There are only a negligible number of retired lāhures who managed to be re-employed in 
Singapore. Apart from them are the disgruntled majority who would ideally like to be 
either re-employed by Singapore or witness an increment in their pension and inflation 
allowance. Controversially charged, these are common issues debated among the lāhures.  
 
 Contrary to some lāhures who choose to go abroad to work for second careers, 
there are a substantial number of them who simply enjoy their retirement in Nepal by 
either doing samāj sevaa (social service), or engaging in sports and other recreational 
activities like playing cards. An interesting find during my fieldwork were community 
centers in Kathmandu and Pokhara that resembled Singapore-style local community 
centers. Various ex- lāhures have raised money and built community centers at their 
respective localities that would serve the needs of their sub-castes and clan groups. 
Numerous retired lāhures from Singapore, Britain, Hong Kong and Brunei have together 
chivalrously contributed huge amounts of money to the  building of community centers 
that include facilities like badminton court, a large stage, and rooms  to accommodate 
their relatives who have come from afar villages. The centre also serves as a venue to 
settle intra-community disputes, to educate children, and to host weddings, funerals and 
gaming sports. In the words of some lāhures who have embarked on such projects:  
I now do samāj sevaa. I am facilitating a community centre in my locality like 
those they have in Singapore, e.g., Joo Seng Community Centre  
- CPL Dambar Bahadur Shrestha. 
 
Nepal ma time ko metlab chiana…tye ha everyday time time time kam haru 
yasto huncha… (Time is always important in Singapore but not in Nepal). I 
helped to set up a Gurung Community Hall at Bagdale Tole in Pokhara… 




              
          Figure 26: Inspired by the community centers in Singapore, retired lāhures have    
          facilitated the building of local community halls/centers in their respective localities.    




The differing impact that service in Singapore had on the psyche of the lāhures is 
striking. There are various activities that the lāhures engage in after retirement. From 
embarking on a second career, to doing samāj sevaa to simply relaxing their time away, 
retirement and re-settlement in Nepal is spent in various ways. 
Dissident Voices: “Crossing” the Neutrality Rhetoric of the State 
 
Resigned to the unique terms and conditions of their contract in Singapore, most 
lāhure families have typically conformed to archaic rules and regulations constructed by 
the Singapore state by seeking ingenious ways to cope with the challenges confronting 
them upon repatriation.  However, some lāhures, feeling crossed by the stringent terms 
and conditions, have bolstered their bravery by making their dissident voices heard in the 
government realm. The Singapore Gurkha Pensioner’s Association (SGPA) in Nepal, a 
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welfare organization that addresses the concerns of retired lāhures, has time and again 
raised their grievances to the relevant Singapore authorities. Provision of pension 
revisions to Gurkhas, widow’s pension, re-employment in Singapore, increment in 
inflation allowance, citizenship or permanent residency to Singapore-born Gurkha 
children, and extension of student visa when a Gurkha retires constitute some of the 
requests raised by the SGPA.  
 
Numerous informants commented that their suggestions have been a moot point 
since the host country continues to engage in the rhetoric of national immigration policy, 
and Gurkhas as a neutral force, to dismiss the appeals made by the SGPA. Classified as a 
state secret, lāhures are actually discouraged from sharing their grievances to members 
outside of the Gurkha community, and many families fearfully conform to this 
irrationality by choosing to suffocate their voices. While a majority of them acknowledge 
and appreciate the elaborate efforts taken by the Singapore state to take care of them 
while they served as lāhure, they are, however, unable to bridge the adverse impact of 
their tenure in Singapore.   
 
In a forum article entitled “Let Gurkhas become PR’s”, Wei related her 
experience in Canada where she met retired Singapore Gurkhas who had “headed for 
Canada since it was not possible for them to be considered for permanent residency in 
Singapore”.154
                                                 
154 Jessica Foo Shu Wei. 2003. “Let Gurkhas become PRs.” The Straits Times. 28th October. (See Appendix 
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 She comments that the “Gurkhas who live in Singapore are law-abiding, 





 Inspite of public sentiments pertaining to the Gurkhas, the policies 
concerning the Gurkhas have remained resolute.  
   The appeals made by the SGPA needle the very rubric of Singapore’s national 
immigration policy concerning the Gurkha Contingent. How can one frame the issues 
raised by the SGPA within the context of Singapore’s policies that denies various 
provisions to Gurkha families on the grounds that the Gurkha Contingent constitutes a 
neutral force? Since the Gurkhas are well aware of the nature of their contract right from 
the beginning, do we fault them for unnecessarily trying to change the prevailing order 
and crossing the Singapore authorities? Knowing that they would be the sole breadwinner 
of the family when they serve in Singapore, do we fault the Gurkhas for lacking financial 
acumen, and view them as lucre seeking since they are asking for pension revisions, 
inflation allowance and widow’s pension? Do we fault the Gurkhas for lacking foresight 
since they schooled their children in Singapore leading to the numerous children-related 
issues upon repatriation?  
 
Alternatively, we could put on a humanitarian lens and realize that the issues that 
the lāhures are raising stem from the rigid terms and conditions of their contract. The 
Gurkhas have displayed exemplary service to Singapore for the last sixty years, and 
despite the contract stipulating that they will be treated on par with Singaporean Police 
Officers, there appears to be a discrepancy. So aren’t the Gurkhas then claiming for what 
rightfully belongs to them? If Gurkha wives are unable to be financially independent in 
Singapore because the regulations restrict women from working, wouldn’t the widow’s 
                                                 
155 Ibid. 
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pension be a feasible alternative although the wives of Singaporean police officers do not 
receive this privilege? And, since the state embraces a Gurkha family-oriented policy 
evident from the construct of Mount Vernon Camp, wouldn’t the permission to allow 
Gurkha children to continue their studies in Singapore after the father’s retirement 
complement the state’s larger policy of making Gurkha families feel welcomed in 
Singapore? Refusal to make changes would otherwise validate the facade of Mount 
Vernon Camp because the elaborate facilities and children’s education subsidies only 
temporarily serve the interest of Gurkha families.  
 
Arguably, the initiatives at fostering a Gurkha-family oriented policy act as a 
trope in facilitating the Singapore state’s neutrality rhetoric. Policies and actions are 
intended to trap the Gurkha in their Nepali identity so as to ensure their political 
impartiality. All in all, a grand scheme to disengage Gurkhas from Singapore and 
Singaporeans because of a prescient paranoia about a racial riot among the major races 
(Chinese, Indian, Malay), and being neutral to the major races, the Gurkha Contingent 
will be deployed. Succumbing to the grievances raised by the SGPA would amount to 
affecting the operational effectiveness of the Gurkha Contingent, and imply an overhaul 





2.5: From Campers to Citizens: The Anomaly of Singaporean Gurkha Families 
 
From the onset of their service in Singapore, lāhure families are made aware of 
their non-citizen, neutral and thus sojourning position in Singapore. Based on my 
research, the underpinnings of the state’s neutrality rhetoric that stems from the lāhure’s  
position as a Nepali citizen, came into question as I discovered that there were and still 
are old-time retired lāhures (and/or children of lāhures) who are presently citizens of 
Singapore. The Singapore citizenship provision to lāhures families is controversially 
charged but nonetheless a reality as there was a period of time, sometime between the 
1950’s to the mid 1970’s when lāhure families were able to transcend from sojourners to 
settlers in Singapore. However, much of the data on this small group of Gurkha families 
have been irretrievably lost since many old time lāhures have passed away and their 
families are dissipated all over Singapore. Furthermore, the living families constitute a 
grey area in an official discourse that has for long established and enforced lāhure 
families to be sojourners. The transition from “campers” at Mount Vernon Camp, to 
citizens of Singapore is a complex colonial legacy echoed by variegated voices.  
 
Conventionally, in order to emphasize a lāhure child’s Nepali citizen status, a 
small print stating, “this child is not a citizen of Singapore at the time of birth” is made 
clear on their Singapore birth certificate. This is uniform procedure for any child born in 
Singapore to parents who are foreigners. With regard to Gurkha children who reside in 
the Gurkha Contingent, an elaborate procedure is required to make a passport. A bag of 
empty passports together with the Singapore birth certificate of a lāhure child will be sent 
to the Royal Nepalese Embassy in Thailand. Since Singapore does not have a Nepalese 
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Embassy (only a Consul-General given the small size of the Nepalese community in 
Singapore), the embassy in Thailand is authorized to issue the passport. Interestingly, a 
lāhure child’s passport will exhibit three identities; Place of Birth-Singapore, Place of 




Figure 27: A birth certificate belonging to a Gurkha child who was born in Singapore. Gurkhas/Nepalese 




Figure 28: Apart from describing Gurkha children as olive complexioned, three countries, namely Nepal, 
Singapore and Thailand are exhibited on a Gurkha child’s passport.  
 
 
 Some Singaporean lāhure families have expressed the view that Singapore 
citizenship was provided as part of their birth right. Two of them commented that: 
I was born in Singapore in 1961, and from 1961-1965, citizenship was given to 
those born in Singapore but many Gurkha children gave it up since their father 
returned to Nepal. I continued to stay on, and also received the enlistment letter 
for National Service… - Bhimbahadur Gurung.  
 
After I retired from Singapore, I returned to work in the late 1970s after getting 
permission from the Singapore Police Headquarters. I managed to get 
Singapore citizenship. My children are all citizens also - Anonymous lāhure 1. 
 
 
The above viewpoints on the effortless transition to becoming Singapore citizen is 
undermined by a conflicting perspective that shed light on the odyssey to becoming a 
Singapore citizen. Some lāhure families had to trek mountainous administrative and legal 
procedures before legitimizing their citizenry position in Singapore. Their voices speak of 
the difficulties encountered in restoring their Singapore Identity Card that was given to 
them while they lived in Mount Vernon Camp as their father served as a Gurkha. Some 
voiced out that:  
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I was born in Singapore, and did my secondary schooling here. By mid-1970’s 
my father surrendered my Identity Card since he retired and had to return to 
Nepal. But, I returned to Singapore to work in the Mount Vernon Camp as 
translator for twelve years. Later, I went through difficulties in getting back my 
Identity Card when I wanted to settle in Singapore. Now, I am a Singaporean  
- Anonymous Bhānjī. 
 
I was a Singapore bhānjā, and in 1967 when I turned twelve, I was given a red 
Identity Card. I even served National Service. I was very sad when I was told to 
return my Identity Card.  I returned to work as a lāhure for twenty years. I 
consider myself Singaporean, having lived here for so many years. Nepal is 
alien to me, so I legally put up a case to restore my revoked Singapore 
citizenship -Anonymous Bhanja- Lāhure.  
 
From the views of the respondents, it is apparent that an inconsistent set of policies was 
adopted by the Singapore state which enabled some Gurkhas to gain citizenship while the 
majority of them were repatriated.  
 
This quagmire was reinforced by various other informants in Nepal. Respondents 
drew my attention further to the peculiarity surrounding the simultaneous provision and 
prevention from becoming a Singapore citizen among the Gurkha children. Various ex- 
lāhures raised this contentious issue by affirming that: 
…those who were born and registered in the birth and death record were 
entitled for citizenship of Singapore especially if they joined the NS. But, by 
mid 1970’s it changed. They infact confiscated or withdrew the citizenship 
already granted to Gurkha children - SGT Tulsi Prasad Gurung. 
 
Sometime between 1970-75, children of Gurkhas received Singapore 
citizenship. Initially they used to get a blue card with work permit. After 
serving at National Service, they received a Red/Pink ID card. But suddenly, 
there was an announcement made at the Gurkha Contingent to submit back all 
the cards - INSP Dhanpati Gurung. 
 
 
With regard to Gurkha children who settled in Singapore during the early years of 
Singapore, most of them have camouflaged themselves as Singaporeans working in the 
civil service or as independent professionals, e.g.,  teacher, nurse, prison officer, 
engineer, etc. Anonymous bhanja-lāhure and anonymous lāhure have been working as 
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Nepali translators on an ad hoc basis, and have been valuable to the Singapore 
immigration department in light of sporadic cases of Nepali illegal immigrants.  
 
Based on the above accounts, what is certain is the presence of a small group of 
Gurkhas families who tactfully weaved their way out of the Mount Vernon Camp, and 
managed to legitimize their citizenry position during the early years of Singapore. 
However, the function of the lāhure as an impartial and thus neutral force in Singapore is 
a crystallized notion that underpins the very “existence” of Gurkha families who hail 
from Nepal. The history behind the presence of ‘Singaporean Gurkhas’, a term in itself an 
oxymoron, given the supposed nature of their contract in Singapore, does raise questions 
on the nebulous concept of citizenship. Provision of a Singapore citizenship goes against 
the very logic of recruiting this special force that the state has constructed as a 
“completely foreign element of independent character, unaffected by the racial 
prejudices”156
 
 of Singapore.  The lāhures are epitomized as being politically impartial, 
and in the event that the government overtly allows them to become Permanent Residents 
or Singapore citizens, it could potentially affect the operational effectiveness of the 
Gurkha Contingent, and further mar their image as a neutral force.  
How then can we contextualize lāhure families who negotiated the neutrality 
discourse of the state by becoming Singapore citizens? It is arduous to ascertain the 
contexts behind the policies promulgated by the colonial British and thereafter by the 
                                                 
156 Colonial Office Record. 13th April 1946. “Gurkhas for Malayan Police.” CSO, 0171/45. Memorandum 
No. D.2646-CA/46. From Sgd H. Dayal, Under Secretary to the Government of India to His Britannic 
Majesty’s Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotantiary at the Court of Nepal. 
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post-colonial Singapore state that created an avenue for such an exceptional circumstance 
to arise. However, it is certain that “the 1957 Citizenship Act had conferred automatic 
rights on everyone born in Singapore”157
 
 and this possibly explains the continued 
presence of a small group of Singaporean lāhure children.  
Furthermore, when the Gurkha Contingent was formed in 1949, Singapore was 
still a British colony. Up till the mid-1960s’, as Singapore navigated her choppy road to 
independence, first from Britain and thereafter from Malaysia, it is likely that policies 
pertaining to the lāhures lacked the sturdiness that they later developed with Singapore’s 
meteoric rise to a modern city-state. With the birth of independent Singapore in 1965, the 
small island state grappled with various national issues, and had just newly began to 
define its parameters as a nation. Arguably, during Singapore’s early years right up till 
the 1970s, Singapore was still in the process of formulating policies concerning Gurkhas 
families. Possibly, the intricacies pertaining to the rules and regulations that currently 
“police” contemporary Gurkha families were not as firmly shaped during Singapore’s 
formative years. This enabled the older generation of Gurkha families to negotiate the 
neutrality discourse of the state and become settlers in Singapore. It is important to note 
that the reasons underlying the changes or continuities in the government’s policies 
towards the lāhure families “citizen versus foreigner” status would remain elusive since 
the Gurkha Contingent incidentally fall under realms of national security.  
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This chapter has focused on providing a historical and socio-political account of 
the Gurkha families who have “lived” in Singapore for sixty years. Given the absence of 
a bilateral treaty between Singapore and Nepal, the 1959 trilateral agreement between 
Nepal, Britain and colonial Singapore became the basis on which the Gurkhas were 
recruited to Singapore. The continued role of Britain as a facilitator is paradoxical, and it 
is reflective of a colonial hangover in Singapore’s policies and attitudes concerning the 
Gurkha Contingent. 
  
As Singapore rapidly evolved into a global city-state, polices pertaining to the 
Gurkhas took a more definite shape. Contemporary Gurkhas are closely policed under the 
watchful eyes of the state. An ideal Gurkha is one who internalises the disciplinary 
modes of the state, hides his dissident voice, and seeks compliance. Despite their 
secluded lifestyle, Gurkha families perceive life at Mount Vernon Camp to be 
comfortable since elaborate efforts have been undertaken by the state to showcase a pro-
family nucleus, and to provide various amenities to make them feel at ‘home’. However, 
beneath the veneer of this grandeur, lies the reality of a Gurkha’s sojourner status in 
Singapore. The Gurkha Contingent at Mount Vernon Camp is an embodiment of the 
labyrinthine social control imposed by the state to maintain its neutrality rhetoric, and to 
disengage Gurkha families from mainstream Singapore.   
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A quagmire of issues plagues Gurkha families upon their repatriation from 
Singapore. Generally, numerous Gurkhas seek re-employment overseas while their 
children pursue a tertiary education overseas; thus reinforcing the notion that they are 
‘travelling dwellers’.  While there are some Gurkhas who engage in samāj sevaa, there 
are others who have displayed individual agency in trying to cross the Singapore state’s 
prevailing policies. They have been making their dissident voices heard through the 
SGPA, despite the bleak prospect of their appeal gaining materialization in the near 
future.  
 
Within the context of repatriation, one can largely notice the ambiguity in 
categorizing Gurkha families as sojourners during the formative years of Singapore. The 
presence of Singaporean Gurkhas contradicts the state’s neutrality rhetoric, and these 
families were able to leverage on Singapore’s changing political order to gain and/or 














The Advent of New Lāhures: A part or apart from Singapore? 
 
This chapter will chronicle the second wave of Nepalese immigration into 
Singapore over the last twenty years. The new lāhures - professionals, businessmen, 
restaurateurs, middle-skilled workers, and students - have added a new dimension to the 
Nepalese community in Singapore. The first part of this chapter provides an overview of 
their profile. The second part will examine the changes in Nepal’s and Singapore’s state 
policies towards foreign employment, and establish that immigration rules on the 
Singapore front are a key factor determining the job scopes of the Nepalese immigrants, 
and further influential in ascertaining the long-term residency of the new lāhure 
community.  
  
In the second part, the role of social networks in causing the widespread 
development of ethnic Nepalese restaurants will be assessed. In addition, the interface 
between the role of agents and the influx of Nepalese students between 2004 to 2008 will 
be critically analyzed. Parallel to these two groups, have been the outflow of Nepalese 
professionals who have largely exercised self-agency in their venture into Singapore. 
Inspite of the influx of the new lāhures, a pressing concern is whether these groups are 
indefinitely a part of Singapore or are pondering about settling in other countries apart 
from Singapore. By detailing the presence of the respective new lāhure groups, the 
second section will also demonstrate that the decision to settle in Singapore is shaped by 
the complex migratory intents of the new lāhures. The final section seeks to establish the 
incipient nature of the new lāhure community in Singapore.  
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3.1: Profile of the New Lāhures 
 
In terms of analyzing the districts from which the new lāhures come, foreign 
labour migration is highest in those regions that have traditionally had a long history of 
emigration. According to David Seddon, a majority of the new lāhures come from the 
western and eastern hill regions, and these are regions from which enlistment into the 
British armies began in the early nineteenth century.158 Seddon, Adhikari and Gurung 
have shed light on the ethnic composition of Nepali migrants working in parts of East 
Asia and Southeast Asia. They contend that a majority of them comprise Gurungs, 
Magars, and Thakalis from the Western hills and mountains, Rais, Limbus and Sherpas 
from the Eastern hills and mountain regions, and Newars from the Kathmandu Valley and 
elsewhere.159
 
 To a considerable extent, Seddon’s findings are mirrored in the case of 
Singapore. Figure 29 highlights that the majority of the Nepalese in Singapore hail from 
the Eastern (38.3%) and Western (36.3%) regions of Nepal.  
In Singapore, alongside a small number of professionals who are Bahuns, 
Chettris, Magars, Rais or Gurungs, most of them are Newars hailing from the Kathmandu 
Valley. However, those working in restaurants usually have a different regional and 
ethnic make-up. Based on data drawn from eleven ethnic Nepalese restaurants, a majority 
of the Nepalese owners and employees hail from Baglung and Gulmi districts in the 
Western regions, and Jhapa and Ilam districts in the Eastern regions. Among those who 
work in restaurants include several from the Kathmandu Valley and Terai region. There 
                                                 
158 David Seddon. 2002. “Foreign Labour Migration and the Remittance Economy of Nepal.” Critical 
Asian Studies 34 (1): 28. 
 
159 David Seddon., Jagannath Adhikari, and Ganesh Gurung. 2001. The New Lahures: Foreign Employment 
and Remittance Economy of Nepal. Kathmandu: Nepal Institute of Development Studies.  pp. 76-77. 
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is also a substantial number of English - speaking Nepalese who work in other food and 




Figure 30 showcases the official statistical data on the number of Nepalese abroad 
in 2001, and further highlights the distribution of the emigrant population from Nepal by 
countries of destination, and the reasons for their absence. In 2001, out of the 762,181 
Nepalese living abroad, a total of 3363 Nepalese were residing in Singapore. Among the 
3363 Nepalese in Singapore, the largest number of them figuring 1249 was classified to 
have undertaken jobs in the personal service line. A total of 1044 Nepalese were part of 
institutional services. In smaller numbers, there were 347 Nepalese who emigrated for 
educational purposes, and 145 Nepalese who emigrated for marital reasons. Pursuing 
business opportunities is the least predominant reason for their absence given that only 30 
Nepalese emigrated for this purpose.  
 
Figures 29 and 30 provide a glimpse of the quantitative data concerning the 
Nepalese in Singapore. These figures are a gross underestimate since it is dated by almost 
ten years during which large groups of Nepalese have left the country. It also lacks 
accuracy in terms of the number of Nepalese temporarily or permanently residing in 
Singapore, and of the nature of jobs they pursue. According to officials from Nepal’s 
Central Bureau of Statistics, the data does not take into account the Gurkhas since they 
                                                 
160 For instance the managerial persons working in restaurants like Komalas in East Coast Park, and 
Serenity in Vivocity are from Nepal.  
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were not present in Nepal during the time of survey.161
 
 Furthermore, it is evident that the 
new lāhures in Singapore are prominent in the business field, (e.g., restaurants, travel 
agencies, precious gem stones and rudraakṣa, garment stores), and it is unlikely that 
business pursuits is the least significant reason for their absence from Nepal. In addition, 
when Singapore was marketed as a “Global Schoolhouse” in 2003, foreign students from 
Nepal flocked into Singapore especially between 2004 and 2008. These large number of 
students are absent from the official ‘Study/Training’ tabulations since massive number 
of students came to Singapore on the pretext of being tourists but in actuality were 
students searching for a private school. This makes the figure of 347 Nepalese having 
embarked for studies to Singapore an underestimate as well.  Based on data collected 
from the Nepalese Society in Singapore, it is estimated that there are approximately 7,000 
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3.2: Historicizing the New Lāhures: State Polices, Social Networks and Agents  
 
Nepal continues to be a largely agrarian society in present day context. However, 
declining crop productivity, and lack of employment prospects in other sectors of Nepal 
are some of the reasons for international migration. This has been compounded by the 
civil war which erupted in 1996, and although the Maoist insurgency has ended, its 
impact continues to dislocate Nepal. Mounting political tensions and economic 
uncertainties remain, and these factors have pushed Nepalese to seek a livelihood in 
foreign lands.   
 
Singapore is regarded as an economically viable and politically stable country, 
and this has drawn the Nepalese who have chosen to reside here temporarily or 
permanently.  Gurung exclaimed that Singapore is seen as a dream country because 
Nepalese politicians will aspire to make Nepal like Singapore during political rallies.164
 
 
In addition, based on data gathered from various Nepalese, an affinity to the island city-
state is also based on Singapore’s multiracial composition and Asian culture. The image 
of Singapore as a safe and secure country, coupled with the close proximity between 
Nepal and Singapore (as opposed to distant countries like America and the United 
Kingdom) has altogether attracted the Nepalese to Singapore. 
The sudden influx of Nepali emigrants into Singapore during the 1990s and at the 
turn of the millennium begs the question of why and how this particular period came to 
mark the trajectories of the journeys taken by the new lāhures. The shift in Nepal’s and 
                                                 
164 Ganesh Gurung. NIDS. Interview. Kathmandu, Nepal. 5 May 2010. 
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Singapore’s state polices towards foreign employment, the role of social networks, and 
the growth of private recruitment agencies are critical factors that together contributed to 
the advent of the new lāhures to Singapore.  
Nepal’s State Polices: Liberalization towards Foreign Employment 
 
During the 1980’s, Nepal’s policies served to impede Nepalese emigration to 
foreign countries. In principle, the Foreign Employment Act of 1985 was supposed to 
facilitate foreign employment. Instead, it served to restrict rather than regulate foreign 
labour migration.165 Though this Act was amended twice in 1989 and 1998, foreign 
employment continued to be restrictive, and it was especially discriminatory towards the 
emigration of women.166
 
 As a result of the policy framework, emigration of Nepalese 
was uncommon for a substantial period of time. 
From the middle of 2005 onwards, positive shifts were apparent in the Nepalese 
government’s stance towards foreign employment. The gradual liberalization in the 
polices concerning international migration led to a growth of recruitment agencies 
especially in Kathmandu, and this spearheaded the motion of migration among the new 
lāhures. The government introduced the Ordinance for Making Arrangements Regarding 
Foreign Employment in 2005 to replace the Foreign Employment Act of 1985.167
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Shedding light on new developments, Adhikari highlights that the government of Nepal 
 





has ordained the new Foreign Employment Act in 2007 to replace Foreign Employment 
Act 1985, and this Act seeks to encourage safe migration and protect migrants’ rights.168
 
  
Also significant is the Ninth and Tenth Plan promulgated by the National 
Planning Commission that aims to promote foreign employment by initiating Nepali 
domestic missions, setting up Labour Attaches’ in countries that have more than five 
thousand Nepali migrant workers, and organizing other activities that cater to the welfare 
of Nepali workers.169 It has been noted that as of July 2002, three hundred and one 
recruiting agencies have been registered in Nepal, mostly in Kathmandu, and Singapore 
is one of the listed destinations for Nepali workers to be officially recruited.170
 
   
The shift in the government’s attitudes towards foreign employment draws our 
attention to the reasons underlying the above policy changes. Arguably, the Maoist 
insurgency that dislocated Nepal politically, economically, and socially, for more than a 
decade made it imperative for the government to find alternative sources of income for 
the country. Foreign employment is recognized as an avenue to address the employment 
problem, and the remittances earned from foreign exchange is perceived to mitigate 
poverty in Nepal.  
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Singapore’s State Polices: Defining the New Lāhures Migration Pattern 
 
Post-independent Singapore undertook a challenging economic development 
program.  Prior to 1968, unskilled workers were not permitted to enter Singapore. 
However, Singapore’s growing economy in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s eventuated 
in domestic labour shortages.171 From 1968 until the late 1970’s, unskilled workers were 
primarily employed from neighbouring Malaysia. Singapore regards Malaysia as a 
traditional source country since the latter’s population is indistinct from Singapore. 
Speaking of the importance of foreign workers, then Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew in 
1976 said that “immigrants will do many jobs better than the next generation 
Singaporean”.172 By 1978, the demand for labour required the import of labour from non-
traditional source countries such as Thailand, Indonesia, Philippines, India, Bangladesh, 
Pakistan, and Sri Lanka.173
 
  
In 1982, the state proclaimed that the dependence on foreign workers will be 
minimized and a deadline of 1984 was set to phase out all foreign workers.174
                                                 
171 For further information, see, Pang Eng Fong. 1979. “Public Policy on Population, Employment and 
Immigration.”, and Md Mizanur Rahman. 2006. Foreign Manpower in Singapore: Classes, Policies and 
Management. 
 However, 
the 1985 recession contributed to the prolongation of foreign workers and it was realised 
that foreign labour played an integral part in Singapore’s economic growth. A 1986 
ministerial report states that “a revolving pool of foreign workers on short-term work 
 
172 Pang Eng Fong. 1979. “Public Policy on Population, Employment and Immigration.” p.210.  
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permits should continue, and provision should be made for the retention of skilled 
workers who can be assimilated as part of the permanent workforce”.175
 
  At present, 
Singapore employs skilled professionals, middle skilled workers, and unskilled workers 
from various regions (see Chapter 1).  
It has been argued that political sensitivity in Singapore over the racial 
composition and ethnic compatibility of the population is evident.176
 
 Singapore is made 
up of three major races namely Chinese, Malay and Indian.  In an effort to maintain the 
social demography of the country, Singapore is selective over the ethnic and racial 
composition of its foreign immigrants. Apart from economic prerequisites, (e.g., skill, 
age, education, work experience, etc), foreign immigrants from traditional and non-
traditional sources are also selected based on their ethnic composition such that they map 
onto the key ethnic groups in Singapore.  
Singapore’s immigration polices are instrumental in determining the type of 
emigration from Nepal. One can largely notice their concentration in the food and 
beverage sector; students who look to Singapore to further their education mainly in the 
field of hotel management, tourism and hospitality; and middle-skilled restaurant 
workers. There is also an increasing number of professionals who temporarily or 
permanently reside in Singapore. The nature of employment undertaken by the new 
                                                 
175 February 1986. Report of the Economic Committee. “The Singapore Economy: New Directions.” 
Ministry of Trade and Industry. Republic of Singapore. p.105.  
 
176 Md Mizanur Rahman. 2006. Foreign Manpower in Singapore: Classes, Policies and Management. 
Singapore: Asia Research Institute, National University of Singapore. p. 22.  Weng Tat Hui. 2002. “Foreign 
Manpower Policy in Singapore.” In Koh Ai Tee et al, eds., Singapore’s Economy in the 21st Century. 
Mcgraw Hill: Singapore. p.35.  
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lāhures is considerably different from the other South Asian migrant workers in 
Singapore. They neither work as construction or industrial workers like those from India 
or Bangladesh nor as female domestic workers like those from India or Sri Lanka.  
 
Given this scenario, questions are raised as to why there is a selective 
streamlining of the Nepalese immigrants in Singapore. Apart from a small number of 
them who are citizens or permanent residents, most of the new lāhures are holders of 
Employment Pass or Business Pass. These categories hinge on the need to be either 
skilled, professionally qualified or have a decent level of education, e.g., SLC and above. 
While a majority of the Bangladeshi, Sri Lankan and Indian workers are work permit 
holders where they are categorised as unskilled migrant workers who enter Singapore as 
construction workers or domestic maids, the Nepalese are not eligible for work permits.  
 
On 16 June 1995, in a response to maid employment agencies over the 
implications of the Memorandum of Understanding signed between Nepal and Singapore, 
the latter’s Ministry of Labour said that Nepal is not been approved as a source for 
foreign domestic workers, and that only domestic workers from India, Bangladesh, Sri 
Lanka, Myanmar and the Philippines are eligible for work permits.177 A few weeks later, 
it was maintained that there will be no move towards opening the labour market to non-
traditional sources like Nepal.178
                                                 
177 Television Corporation of Singapore (TCS). News 5 Tonight and News 5 at Seven. Current Affairs 
Series Programme. National Archives of Singapore. Accession Number 1995000577 and 1995000578. 16 
June 1995.  
  
 
178 Ibid. News 5 Tonight. Accession Number 1995000620. 7 July 1995. 
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The immigration clause imposed by the Singapore government explains why the 
Nepalese are absent from low-end menial jobs in Singapore. Unlike Singapore, one of the 
key reasons why Malaysia has close to half a million Nepalese is because of the 
widespread provision of work permits to the migrant Nepalese. The contrast in 
immigration policies between Malaysia and Singapore further explains why the former 
has a much larger Nepalese populace.   
 
In spite of the regulations imposed by Singapore, some NGOs in Nepal have tried 
to rally for their female populace to work as domestic maids in Singapore. In a meeting 
with Singapore officials over this issue, Sharu Joshi from UNIFEM was told that 
Nepalese are not the preferred choice among Singaporeans for two reasons. Firstly, they 
are perceived to be uneducated, and are unable to speak good English. Secondly, there is 
a tendency among Indians to prefer choosing maids from India or Sri Lanka given the 
cultural and linguistic similarity.179
 
 Those who claim to be Nepali domestic workers in 
Singapore are predominantly from Darjeeling or Sikkim, and therefore Indian passport 
holders although they ethnically identify themselves as Nepali.   
Based on the above findings, a curious question that arises is why the Nepalese 
are not entitled to a work permit. The absence of an unskilled category of Nepalese 
workers serves to explain their concentration in other fields. A number of respondents 
have emphasized that there is a connection between the presence of the Gurkha 
Contingent in Singapore and the inability faced by ordinary Nepalese intending to enter 
                                                 
179 Sharu Joshi. Regional Programme Manager for Migration, UNIFEM Programme Office. Interview. 
Kathmandu, Nepal. 8 May 2009. 
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Singapore as unskilled workers. Numerous informants, based on speculations, contend 
that unskilled workers will potentially tar the reputed image of the elite Gurkhas who also 
hail from Nepal.  The foreseen mingling and possible coexistence between the Gurkhas 
and unskilled domestic workers from Nepal is perceived to be detrimental to the 
operational effectiveness of the Gurkha Contingent.   
 
Though plausible, whether or not this is a fact or a mere speculation is hard to 
verify given the confidentiality present in the policies concerning the Gurkhas. 
Nonetheless, despite the questionable credibility of the data, the speculations are indeed 
intriguing in light of the absence of an unskilled work force from Nepal. It will thus 
remain debatable whether their absence is a product of the Nepalese forming a non-
traditional source as raised by the Ministry of Labour in 1995, or a product of the mindset 
among Singaporeans about Nepalese women lacking skills as raised by Sharu Joshi in 
2009, or a product of the perceived tarnishing of the Gurkhas status as raised by various 
informants.  
 
In trying to explain why there is a concentration of Nepalese in selected job 
scopes within the context of Singapore’s policy towards these immigrants, it is apparent 
that the Nepalese are concentrated in the food and beverage sector, and there are 
substantial numbers of professionals. It is therefore conclusive that the Nepalese 
emigration pattern to Singapore is distinct from their emigration to elsewhere in the 
world. As examined in the introductory literature review, Nepalese work in menial jobs 
in India and Malaysia, as construction workers in Hong Kong and Gulf countries, and 
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they are known to lead a B-grade lifestyle in America.  However, in the case of 
Singapore, there is a select group of Nepalese entering through professional or skilled 
categories, many of whom are educated and tend to come from privileged backgrounds.  
 
Social Networks in Ethnic Nepalese Restaurants  
 
At present, there are about ten Nepalese restaurants in Singapore. Most of them 
were set up from the late 1990’s onwards. They include: Everest Kitchen, Shish Mahal 
North Indian and Nepalese Cuisine , Albert Café and Restaurant, Kantipur Tandoori 
Restaurant, New Everest Kitchen, Gurkha Palace, Mini Nepal: Khana Khajana, Gorkha 
Kitchen, Himalaya Kitchen, and Kathmandu House.  
 
Gorkha Grill was the first Nepali restaurant to be set up in Singapore. Situated in 
the Chinatown area of Singapore, the restaurant was co-owned in 1995 by Anjana 
Chakuvaji and Sharad Chandra Shah, a former advisor to King Gyanendra, and whose 
late father was an army chief in Nepal. According to Dan Shahi, due to immigration 
issues concerning Anjana’s credentials to run the restaurant, she had to return to Nepal, 
and he took over the restaurant in 1998 and ran it till 2003.180
                                                 
180 Dan Bahadur Shahi. Owner. ‘Everest Kitchen’. Interview. Singapore. 3 May 2010.  
 Furthermore, the current 
‘Himalaya Kitchen’ at Bukit Timah Road has had a similar name used twice.  Another 
restaurant that was run by Shah in 1996 was ‘Himalayan Kitchen’ located near Holland 
Village. Thereafter, a restaurant by the same name was started up by the daughter-in-law 
of a retired Singapore lahure in the Tanjong Pagar area. Sunil Gurung, a son of a retired 
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Gurkha, claims that his sister-in-law started the ‘Himalayan Kitchen’ sometime in 2000 
and it closed in 2003.181
 
 At present, Ale, who is also a travel consultant at the Chariot 
Travels, is the director of the ‘Himalaya Kitchen’ located at Bukit Timah Road. While 
some restaurants continue to thrive in Singapore, other restaurants like ‘Gorkha Grill’, 
‘Pardesh Restaurant and Café’, and the former two ‘Himalayan Kitchen’ have closed 
down.  
Although Nepalese restaurants have sprouted in various locations, primarily in the 
Little India area, this has been a relatively recent development. This then questions the 
social and economic preconditions that contribute to the expansion of ethnic Nepalese 
restaurants. In the case of some countries, it has been argued that the “spread of ethnic 
restaurants is not a result of consumer demands, and is a consequence of patterns of 
migration of entrepreneurs”.182
 
 Similarly, it was not largely the case that there was a 
demand for Nepalese food in Singapore. Instead, this demand was created by the 
Nepalese businessmen’s ability to tactfully market their culinary expertise and find a 
niche in Singapore where the convergence of culinary tributaries from across the world is 
apparent. Owners of the Nepalese restaurants have capitalised on the conducive political, 
economic and social climate in Singapore to start up a business in the food industry. 
                                                 
181 Sunil Gurung. Interview. Singapore. 28 April 2010.  
  
182 Alan Warde. 2000. “Eating Globally: Cultural Flows and the Spread of Ethnic Restaurants.” In Don 




Seddon, Adhkari and Gurung draw our attention to this idea of the “paths of 
migration” which is based on the notion that social networks have contributed to 
alleviating the risks involved in migration. According to them, these ‘paths’ are 
established on the basis of social networks and linkages, which are themselves framed by 
kinship, caste, ethnicity, gender and class.183
 
 Utilizing social relationships to gain 
employment abroad represents a mobilization of social capital where social networks are 
perceived to alleviate the risks of migration.  
Based on the interviews conducted in several of the restaurants in Singapore, most 
of the workers are directly employed by the restaurant owners.  Harvey Choldin 
elaborates that “chain migration” facilitates the movement of prospective migrants who 
have their initial accommodation and employment arranged by means of primary social 
relationships with migrants. 184
  
  This pattern of “chain migration” is evident amongst the 
Nepalese semi-skilled workers in the restaurants.  
Most of the managers and waiters in the various ethnic Nepali restaurants in 
Singapore are relatives, distant relatives, or friends of one another, and hence most of 
them have managed to secure a job through recommendations and kinship ties. 
Churamani Kharal related that one the main reason why he came to Singapore in 1993 is 
                                                 
183 David Seddon, Jagannath Adhikari and Ganesh Gurung. 2001. The New Lahures: Foreign Employment 
and Remittance Economy of Nepal. Kathmandu: Nepal Institute of Development Studies. p.66. 
 




because he had a friend, and came through that channel.185 Binraj Dahjol, a waiter at 
Shish Mahal Tandoori restaurant, who came as a student in 2004 to undertake a food and 
beverage course said that his brother, Muni Raj, who works at Kantipur Tandoori 
restaurant assisted him in coming to Singapore.186 According to Khagen Limbu, a chef at 
Gurkha Palace Restaurant, he was directly employed by the owner of the restaurant who 
was his neighbour in Nepal.187 The ethnic affinity present in the Nepalese restaurants was 
further affirmed by Pun who related that he came to Singapore through a 
recommendation by his relative, and now his wife is also working in the New Everest 
Kitchen restaurant.188
 
 Employees of various ethnic Nepalese restaurants in Singapore 
offer an insight into how tapping into kinship networks and mobilizing social capital 
ensures job security. These emigrants depend heavily on informal and personal 
connections to make a livelihood in Singapore. 
Furthermore, a connection between the lāhures and new lāhures is evident as 
some respondents have pointed out that the Gurkha Contingent played a part in 
determining their decision to come to Singapore. One informant expressed that his uncle 
who had worked as a Gurkha together with his cousin, showed him around Singapore and 
helped him settle in.189
                                                 
185 Churamani Kharal. Owner. ‘Pardesh Restaurant and Café’. Interview. Singapore. 10 December 2009.  
  He further added that in 2002, the ‘Gurkha Palace Restaurant’ 
 
186 Binraj Maharjan Dahjol. Waiter. ‘Shish Mahal Nepali and North Indian Restaurant’.  
Interview. Singapore. 24 September 2008. 
 
187 Khagen Limbu. Chef. ‘Gurkha Palace Restaurant’. Interview. Singapore. 16 April 2010.  
 
188 Krishna Bahadur Pun. Manager . ‘New Everest Kitchen’. Interview. Singapore. 16 April 2010.  
 
189 Anonymous Restaurateur. Interview. Singapore. 16 April 2010. 
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was initially set up by a daughter of a retired Gurkha who had become a Singapore 
citizen. Another informant, Laxmi Gurung, related that one of the reasons why he came 
to Singapore is because he has relatives and friends inside Mount Vernon Camp.190
 
 
Several of the Nepalese working in the food and beverage sector are relatives, distant 
relatives or friends of the Gurkhas, thus indicating the direct connection between the 
Gurkha families and the food and beverage sector in Singapore.  
    
     Figure 31: 2010. Nepalese Ethnic Restaurants in Singapore.  
 
The serving Gurkhas and repatriated Gurkhas have created awareness about 
Singapore, and this further explains why both groups of Nepalese primarily hail from the 
Eastern and Western regions of Nepal, and it also accounts for their ethnic/clan 
similarities. The parallel between the Gurkhas and new lāhures hailing from similar 
regions, is in part, explained by an exclusive informal network.  
                                                 
190 Laxmi Gurung. Manager. ‘Serenity’ Restaurant. Interview. Singapore. 19 December 
2009.  
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Unscrupulous Agents and Nepalese ‘Foreign Students’  
 
The role of intermediaries is critical to our understanding of the impact that agents 
often have had in catalyzing migration. Sometime between 2004-2008, hospitality, hotel 
management, and tourism were popular educational choices among the Nepalese students 
who sought the assistance of agents to “secure” a private school in Singapore. In the 
course of trying to establish links with Singapore, many students choose to get trapped by 
deceiving agents rather than go through the formal process of sourcing an educational 
institution.   
 
At the turn of the century, as the Maoist insurgency continued to dislocate the 
country, educational prospects proved to be bleak and it became imminent for Nepalese 
students to go abroad. It was during this period that hundreds of posters and 
advertisements by private educational agencies mushroomed across Kathmandu, 
capitalizing on students to go abroad to countries like the United Kingdom, the United 
States of America, Australia, Singapore, and Cyprus. These posters encouraged 
prospective students to pursue further studies especially in the field of hotel management 
and hospitality, or to work as waiters and chefs in restaurants.  
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Figure 32: A brief insight into the hundred of posters that encourage Nepalese students to go aboard to 
study in Singapore.  
 
 
Furthermore, according to Ujjwal Satya from NATHM, new subjects like hotel 
management were introduced at the SLC level during the late 1990s. This subject became 
immensely popular among students and approximately fifteen thousand students enrolled 
as it was deemed easier compared to other subjects.191 Unfortunately, due to the dire state 
of higher educational institutions in Nepal, only 4% of the cohort could be 
accommodated within Nepal192
 
, thus leaving the rest to pursue their interest in this field 
abroad.  
As a result of massive advertisements to study abroad, and given that there was an 
exodus of eager students in this field of study who could not be accommodated in Nepal, 
Singapore was envisioned as one of the prime destinations to pursue their higher 
                                                 
191 Ujjwal Satya. Head of Department (Human Resource Division) at the Nepal Academy of Tourism and 
Hotel Management (NATHM). Interview. Kathmandu, Nepal. 15 May 2009.  
 
192 Ibid. 
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education. Nepal’s Education Ministry data validates that the top subjects undertaken by 
Nepalese foreign students in Singapore included Diploma in hospitality management, and 
Diploma in tourism and hospitality management.193
 
  
    Coincidently, in 2003, Singapore launched its education hub plan and was 
marketed as a “Global Schoolhouse”. This plan synthesised well with the thousands of 
students from Nepal who were seeking a reputable country to study abroad. Singapore 
was considered to be more affordable compared to the exorbitant costs of studying in the 
United States or United Kingdom. In addition, the close proximity to Singapore (direct 
flight- approximately 5 hours away from Nepal), the stable social and political 
environment, and the perceived affinity to an Asian country, all in all placed Singapore in 
a favourable light among prospective Nepalese students.  
 
More importantly, unlike the United States, United Kingdom, and Australia, most 
of the private institutes in Singapore do not require the ‘No-Objection Letter’ from 
Nepal’s Education Ministry.194
                                                 
193 Report of ‘No Objection Letter’ Issued (In Summary), according to subject and number of Students. 1st 
July- 17th July 2008. This report was provided by Laxmi Kumar Khadka. Nepal’s Ministry of Education. 
Kathmandu, Nepal. 15 June 2009.  
 The absence of this administrative procedure in 
Singapore, together with the easy availability of acquiring an on-arrival visa for Nepalese 
students coming into Singapore, altogether contributed to an influx of Nepalese students 
during the period of 2004-2008.  
 
194 According to Nepal’s Department of Scholarship at the Education Ministry, over 3000 Nepalese 
student’s received a ‘No Objection Letter’ to obtain visa to go to the UK for higher studies from mid 2000 
to June 2008. For further information, see, Baburam Bishwakarma. 2008. “Higher Education: Destination 
UK.” Global Nepali, (December):25.  
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Under the pretext of being a student, many of them were keen in finding a job. 
Among them, several have been caught for illegal employment since the Student Pass 
prohibits them from working. Dr Pujan Rai commented that a lot of the Nepalese students 
do not come to Singapore to genuinely study since they actually want to work and earn 
money. Inspite of her attempts to help them, Dr Rai exclaimed that many of the students 
lived in bad housing conditions, and once caught for working illegally, had to leave 
Singapore without completing their course.195
 
  
The euphoria of coming to Singapore was further short-lived when hundreds of 
students were left stranded after having been cheated by unscrupulous agents. According 
to Subas, he was cheated by an agent, and subsequently his student visa was cancelled. 
He lamented over how much money his family had to fork out for him to receive an 
education in Singapore, and how he is now back in Nepal with no certificate.196 Nepalese 
were amongst other foreign students from India, Sri Lanka, China, Vietnam and 
elsewhere who were trapped by agents or were caught for illegally working with a 
Student Pass. It was reported that as of March 2009, “there were 99,000 foreign students 
in Singapore”.197 The number of private schools in Singapore had expanded from just 
305 in 1997 to 1,200 in 2007.198
                                                 
195 Pujan Rai. Singapore General Hospital. Interview. Singapore. 19 October 2008.  
 Many of these private schools, despite lacking reputable 
credentials, managed to successfully market themselves in luring foreign students.  
 
196 Subas. Foreign Student. Interview. Kathmandu, Nepal. 4 May 2009. 
 
197 Mavis Toh. 2009. “Training, Job, PR…All Lies; More Foreign Students Complain of False Promises by 
Recruiters.” The Straits Times, March 15.  
 
198 2009. “New Rules for Private Schools.” The Business Times, February 11.  
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In light of the burgeoning complains from foreign students, an outburst of 
newspaper articles between 2008 and 2009 brought to light the issues plaguing foreign 
students.199
 
 All the articles, together with the returnee foreign students, served to shatter 
Singapore’s image as an education hub. Compelled to address the criticisms confronting 
Singapore’s global education hub, new rules have been promulgated. One of the articles 
shed light on the revised rules and regulations for private schools. The fiasco created by 
shady agents and shoddy schools has contributed to a decline in the number of Nepalese 
students entering Singapore. These students have since returned to Nepal to embark on 












                                                 
199 For further information, see, Melissa Sim. 2008.  “Tricked by Agent: Viet Student; 13 Say They Paid 
$9,600 Each for ‘Work and Study’ Visa.”, Sandra Davie. 2009. “Hot-Study Destination in Cool Market; 
More Foreign Students Head to Singapore for Quality, Low Cost Degrees.”  
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Nepalese Professionals as Self-Agents: Singapore’s ‘Foreign Talents’  
 
Contrary to the foreign students from Nepal, whose experiences in Singapore 
were often intertwined with narratives of unscrupulous agents, the Nepalese professionals 
exercised self- agency in their employment in Singapore. However, similar to the foreign 
students, the Nepalese professionals (e.g., doctors, engineers, teachers, academics, etc) 
are largely in Singapore for a short stint, and they are at best contemplative in making 
Singapore their permanent residence.  
 
It would be wrong to presume that there were no Nepali professionals prior to the 
1990s. Between the 1960’s to the 1970’s, there was a handful of Nepali professionals 
who had already carved out a space for themselves in Singapore. Two informants 
commented that there were less than ten Nepali professionals in Singapore during the 
1970s. Speaking from a pioneer standpoint, both of them also commented: 
I came to Singapore in 1975, and I was the first Nepali professional to work in 
Singapore. It was not so easy to leave Nepal during this time period. I finished 
my studies in Thailand, came to Singapore, and have since been working as an 
engineer  -Riddhi Karmacharya.  
 
I heard about Singapore through the lahures in Nepal, and also through this old 
1960’s Nepali film entitled Singapure, where the heroine sings: “You must go 
to Singapure”. I first came as a student in 1961 for 4 years. I returned again in 
1976. Now, I am the manager of the Microbiology Department at Raffles 
Hospital -Amar Pradhan Chitrakar.  
 
Interestingly, it took almost twenty years for both of them to finally decide to 
become Singapore citizens. Giving up their Nepali citizenship in 1996 was born out of 
practical reasons since their emotional connection to Nepal remained strong. Both of 
them asserted:  
I had a longing to return to my homeland and thought I will be going back. 
Then, both my children were born here, and we became more settled in 
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Singapore. Besides, there are a lot of visa problems with a Nepali passport - 
Karmacharya.   
 
I always wanted to go back to Nepal, and use my expertise to help a blood 
bank. That’s why I was reluctant to give up my Nepali citizenship - Chitrakar.  
 
Both their views resemble other groups of pioneer Nepali professionals who took 
many years before conceiving of becoming a Singapore citizen. These pioneer 
professionals were a close-knit group, and would often organise gatherings amongst 
themselves at the East Coast beach or in each other’s houses. However, there are at 
present so many Nepali professionals in Singapore, and they are not so close.200 
According to another informant, there were more professionals during the gatherings in 
early years but at present, the Nepalese from the food and beverage sector have 
outnumbered them.201
 
 The dynamics of the Nepalese community have changed although 
the number of Nepali professionals entering Singapore has increased over the years. 
Nonetheless, a majority of the pioneer and recent batch of Nepali professionals journeyed 
into Singapore on their own terms, without much support from kinship groups, social 
networks or an external agent.  
Many of the recent professionals perceive Singapore to be a launching pad for 
their subsequent ambitions, and have made their way to Singapore on a transitory basis 
after having completed their degrees in Australia, Canada or the United Kingdom. 
Kishore Dev Pant, a graduate from Australia who is currently working as an engineer in 
Singapore, shared that many of the Nepali professionals working as doctors, accountants, 
engineers, or in banks, have studied in Canada, England or Australia, and thereafter 
                                                 
200 Riddhi Karmarcharaya. Engineer. Interview. Singapore. 15 March 2010. 
 
201Anonymous Architect. Interview. Singapore. 20 April 2009. 
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decided to transit in Singapore to find a job and acquire work experience.202
No doubt it is pressurizing to work in Singapore. However, in Nepal I am a big 
fish in a small pond. In Singapore, I’m a small fish in a big pond. I have gained 
more work experience from Singapore -Anonymous Architect. 
 At the same 
time, there are a few others who have come to Singapore after having been offered a job 
opportunity in a company or an institute, and they regard Singapore as a country to gain 
professional satisfaction. Several of them iterated: 
 
If I can beat others in international competition, why do I have to limit myself 
to Nepal? Economic imperative does not capture why I am in Singapore. It is 
because of professional satisfaction that I decided to take up the job opportunity 
that I was offered from Singapore -Anonymous Academic. 
 
 
In spite of their growing presence in Singapore, many contemporary professionals 
have not yet envisaged themselves as being a permanent part of Singapore. In this 
context, permanence is defined by citizenship status, more specifically beyond the 
acquisition of a Permanent Residency (PR). Educated and professionally skilled, various 
informants would simultaneously relate the opportunity available to become a citizen of 
Singapore, and the reluctance on their part to make Singapore their “home”. They would 
frankly mention:  
I came to Singapore to get my MBA and my employment happen by chance. I 
never tried to settle in Singapore. I will go back to my country, even my family 
wants me back home - Dhiroj Shrestha. Academic Projects Executive. 
 
There are benefits if I become Singapore citizen. But I do not know if I want to 
settle here. I do not know where I am going to be, I could be anywhere - 
Anonymous Teacher.  
 
There is no problem for me to get a Singapore PR but I am definitely going 
back to Nepal. I spend my childhood in Nepal but left my country for 30 years. 
It is only fair I give back something - Anonymous Academic. 
 
                                                 
202 Kishore Dev Pant. Engineer. Interview. Singapore. 10 January 2010.  
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Regardless of the hesitance, there is a possibility of Singapore inadvertently being their 
“home” since some of them are already gradually laying their roots here together with 
their family. However, this is yet to be seen. 
 
Some of the pioneer batch of Nepalese professionals have become a permanent 
part of Singapore, and regard themselves as “Singaporean Nepalese” after renouncing 
their Nepali citizenship. In an almost parallel circumstance, the recent batches of 
Nepalese professionals are in a similar situation compared to the pioneer professionals 
who came to Singapore in the 1970s. There is a binary between their desire to return to 
Nepal, and their decision to prolong their stay in Singapore. At this juncture, they are 
wrought by uncertainly as to whether to be a part of Singapore since they concomitantly 
speak of venturing into other countries, or simply to return to Nepal. 
3.3:  A Nascent Nepalese Community in Singapore 
 
Given the transitory nature of the new lāhures’  “settlement” in Singapore, they 
constitute a nascent Nepalese community in Singapore. The Nepalese Singapore Society 
was formed only two years ago and this indicates the incipience of the new lāhure 
community in Singapore. The society was officially formed on 10 January 2008.203
                                                 
203
 Other 
than the executive committee that comprise members who are Singapore citizens or 
Permanent Resident (e.g., businessmen and professionals), the rest of the members are 
largely made up of non-Singaporean Nepalese. The society has been trying to develop a 
sense of Nepali consciousness by reaching out to Nepalese across Singapore regardless of 
http://www.nepalesesociety.org.sg/site/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=45:about-
us&catid=35:about-us&Itemid=28. Accessed on the  6 May 2010. 
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whether they are here for a temporary stint. It also aims to promote Nepali heritage and 
tradition by organizing activities that facilitate inter-cultural exchanges with the various 
communities in Singapore.204   
 
          Figure 33: 2009. Heritage Festival in Singapore featuring the Nepalese Society in Singapore.  
 
 
The two main Hindu festivals that bring together different stratas of Nepalese are 
the Nepali Naya Barsa and Dasaĩ celebrations held in April and October respectively. 
Based on regular participation and observations made during these gatherings, it was 
noticeable that apart from a substantial number of Gurkhas from the Gurkha Contingent, 
a congregation of new lāhures like the professionals, students, and middle-skilled 
workers from the food and beverage sector is a common sight during these festive 
gatherings.  
 
The new lāhures are still a community in the making, and they are not as 
established compared to  the Sri Lankan and Indian diasporas in Singapore that are 
                                                 
204http://www.nepalesesociety.org.sg/site/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=45:about-
us&catid=35:about-us&Itemid=28. Accessed on the 6 May 2010. 
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already composite of third to fourth generations of families. The new lāhures are a 
pioneer batch of immigrants composed of first generation Nepalese who have recently 
immigrated to Singapore. The historical trajectory of the Sri Lankan and Indian diasporas 
are intrinsically linked to the British colonial legacy that led to large scale movements of 
both communities between the late ninetieth and early twentieth centuries. Associations 
(e.g., Indian Association of Singapore, Singapore Indian Fine Arts Society, etc), clubs 
(e.g., Ceylon Sports Club) and Hindu temples ( e.g., Sri Mariamman Temple in South 
Bridge Road, Sri Senpaga Vinayagar Temple at Ceylon Road, etc) in Singapore serve to 
indicate and situate the historical continuum of the Indian and Sri Lankan diasporas in 
Singapore.  
 
At this stage there is no club, building or temple in the public domain of 
Singapore that projects the presence of the new lāhures in Singapore, although goals of 
such a development is in the pipeline according to the Nepalese Singapore Society. Amar 
Chitrakar, the president of the Nepalese Singapore Society, related that while some of the 
Nepalese professionals would prefer a club where they can meet and run classes to teach 
Nepali, the food and beverage individuals would prefer a Hindu temple just like what 
they have in their village in Nepal.205 According to vice-president Dan Shahi, building a 
temple or a club is a far-fetched dream considering that the society has yet to even find an 
office to conduct their meetings.206
                                                 
205 Amar Pradhan Chitrakar. Manager at the Microbiology Department at Raffles Hospital. President of the 
Singapore Nepalese Society. Interview. Singapore.  9 March 2010. 
 The society is still in a formative stage of 
 
206 Dan Bahadur Shahi. Owner. ‘Everest Kitchen’. Vice-President of the Singapore Nepalese Society.   
Interview. Singapore. 3 May 2010.  
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development, and progress is often undermined by financial constraints, as well as the 
transitory nature of the Nepalese settlement in Singapore.  
 
While the Nepalese Singapore Society tends to embody Hindu cultural traditions, 
and organises events that maintain religious identifications with Nepal, the Singapore 
Nepali Christian Fellowship serves to highlight another religious orientation of the 
Nepalese community in Singapore. The Nepali Christian Fellowship was founded by 
Solomon Adhikari in 2005, and it has grown from barely having three Nepali Christians 
in 2005 to a hundred and fifty as of 2009. These neophyte Nepali converts attend weekly 
masses on Sundays in a small room at City Industrial building that is located deep inside 
the industrial vicinity of Aljunied area. It is within close proximity to the Gurkha 
Contingent.  
     
            Figure 34: 2009. Crown of Glory Church - Nepali Christian Fellowship.  
 
According to Solomon Adhikari, many of their brothers and sisters comprise 
individuals from the Gurkha Contingent, Nepali domestic maids from Darjeeling and 
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Sikkim, and workers from the food and beverage sector. They have appealed to a larger 
Nepalese crowd because they conduct the sermons in Nepali.207
 
 In an observation made 
during one of the fellowship sessions, it was evident that the spirit of Christianity was 
complemented with a strong sense of Nepalese fraternity amongst these novice Nepalese 
converts who have localised the religion through the medium of their native language.  
Conclusion 
 
The second phase of the Nepalese movement into Singapore gained momentum 
after 1991 and intensified, following the turn of the twenty-first century. In the process of 
profiling the new lāhure community in Singapore, it is evident that a majority of them 
hail from the Eastern and Western regions of Nepal similar to the Gurkhas, and also from 
the Kathmandu Valley. Possibly, the Gurkhas have created awareness about Singapore, 
and it was argued that an exclusive informal network between the Gurkhas and the new 
lāhures serves to explain the regional and even ethnic/clan affinity between the two 
groups. 
 
This chapter attempted to address the question of why the period spanning from 
1990 to 2010 marks the trajectory of the journey taken by the new lāhures into 
Singapore. The liberalization of Nepal’s state policies after 2005 had a limited impact in 
spearheading the motion of migration since the Nepalese were already emigrating in the 
early 1990’s. It has been postulated that it is not only in the Gulf that Nepali migrants 
encounter ‘dirty, degrading and dangerous’ conditions at work. Whether in Korea or 
                                                 
207 Solomon Adhikari. Pastor. Nepali Christian Fellowship. Interview. Singapore. 29 March 2009.  
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Kuwait, Singapore or Saudi Arabia, the risks and the hardships are real.208
 
 Contrary to 
the viewpoint that Nepali migrants to Singapore encounter low-end jobs, it has been 
demonstrated that Singapore’s immigration policies’ pertaining to the Nepalese impinges 
on the need for them to be educated and skilled. The reasons surrounding the absence of 
the Nepalese from Singapore’s unskilled workforce was also illustrated.  The job scope of 
the new lāhures in Singapore is distinct considering that Nepalese are largely categorised 
as blue-collared workers in other parts of the world. Singapore’s immigration polices 
continues to define occupational niches of new lāhures.  
In spite of the bulge in the emigration of the new lāhures, a majority of them are 
not a permanent part of Singapore. The mobilization of social networks in the ethnic 
Nepalese restaurants has contributed to facilitating the movement of middle- skilled 
workers specializing in the food and beverage sector. Some of the owners of these 
restaurants are Singapore citizens, and have become a permanent part of the island-city 
since the stable political and economic environment is perceived to be conducive for their 
business. However, the workers are cornered by the immigration stipulations that require 
regular renewals of their Employment Pass. It is often the case that these workers live in 
a constant state of uncertainty in Singapore. 
 
After the controversy over shady agents and shoddy private schools, the Nepalese 
students are a negligible part of Singapore since a majority of them have returned to 
Nepal to venture into yet another country. While there are a handful of professionals who 
                                                 
208 David Seddon, Jagannath Adhikari and Ganesh Gurung. 2001. The New Lahures: Foreign Employment 
and Remittance Economy of Nepal. Kathmandu: Nepal Institute of Development Studies. p.16.  
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have become Singapore citizens, the majority of the recent batches of professionals are 
uncertain about making Singapore their permanent residence. This is further 
complemented by their transnational motives since many of them have ambitions to 
venture into countries apart from Singapore. 
 
The fleeting nature of the new lāhures’ residence in Singapore is a poignant 
aspect of their migration pattern, and it further serves to explain the incipient nature of 
Nepalese Singapore Society that has been formed by the first generation of pioneers. 
Amongst a majority of the new lāhures, there are either structural impediments in their 
ability to settle in Singapore, or they themselves are searching for better economic 
opportunities. Arguably, the new lāhures form part of a larger circulatory migration 

















Travelling Dwellers Traversing their Multiple Identities 
 
 
The first part of this chapter focuses on the lāhures families, and examines how a 
Singapore identity is sustained in Nepal. Repatriation and resettlement in Nepal has 
enabled lāhures to assert their Singapore identity, and their topophilic bond to Singapore 
will be closely analyzed. The identity negotiations among lāhure wives and children, and 
the ways in which they cope with the challenges confronting them will be highlighted. 
 
 The second part of this chapter seeks to explore the ways in which a Nepali 
identity is sustained in Singapore, and to illustrate how the Nepalese traverse their 
multiple identities. The diversity apparent in trying to conceptualize a homogenous 
Nepali identity exhibits how groups differentially shape their Nepali sense of belonging 
in Singapore. At the same time, certain symbols (e.g., national food, language, flag and 
music) contribute to defining a unified Nepalese nationalist sentiment in Singapore.  
 
  In addition, the misconception of attaching a Gurkha identity to all the Nepalese 
that reside in Singapore will be critically teased out. Furthermore, as a result of their 
phenotype, the Nepalese in Singapore tend to be erroneously identified as being Chinese, 
Malay or Indian, and this chapter explores how the Nepalese respond to these ethnic 
labelling. The final part of this chapter highlights case-studies of inter-marriage to 
showcase that while some of the Nepalese feel that social relations with Singaporeans are 
difficult to forge, others have integrated into Singapore through inter-marriage with local 
Singaporeans. 
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4.1: Sustaining a Singapore Identity in Nepal 
 
Lāhures: Topophilic Bond towards Singapore 
 
Given the transitory nature of the lāhure “settlement” in Singapore, the Gorkhāli 
community’s migratory experiences constitutes a unique study in the field of identity 
formations. Lahure families simultaneously ‘live’ in two countries as they serve in 
Singapore, and as they resettle in Nepal following their repatriation. 
   
One can to assume that identifications with Nepal would be strong among the 
Gorkhāli community since Mount Vernon Camp has been designed to project and 
preserve their Nepali identity. In addition, right from the commencement of their service 
in Singapore, special conditions are placed on a lāhure who works in the Singapore 
Police Force as a Nepali citizen. There is a consciousness among the lāhures that they 
will eventually return to Nepal, and hence there is no reason to cultivate a sense of 
“Singaporeaness”. However, precisely because of having served in Singapore and for 
Singapore for a substantial period of time, there is a pervasive sense of loyalty, 
attachment, and thus an element of “Singaporeaness” felt by so many retired lāhures. 
 
Many old-timers would converse with me in Malay, a language they had learnt 
during the early years of Singapore.209
                                                 
209 Scott Leathart. 1998.  With the Gurkhas: India, Burma, Singapore, Malaya, Indonesia, 1940-1959. 
Edinburgh: Pentland Press. p.187.  
 Conversing in Malay, INSP Dhanpati Gurung 
expressed that “aku paham Malay and chakap tahu. English tak boleh chakap but aku 
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paham apa awak chakap”.210
 
 Speaking about the changing linguistic orientations, two 
other lāhures expressed: 
…hāmi sabai sikcha… bistaarai bistaarai sikcha…hāmile Malay sikcha… hāmi 
bigroyo English bolcha…ali sajilō… (We learnt everything slowly by slowly. 
We leant Malay and could speak broken English. It was a little easy  
- INSP Budhi Bahadur Gurung. 
 
1978 ma jandakari, Joo Seng ma kammong kampong cha…Actually, hāmi join 
bela ma Singapure ma Bahasa Melayu camp bhitra sikeko. Education instructor 
le hāmi Malay sikna thiyo (In  1978, there were a lot of Kampongs in Joo Seng. 
Actually, during the time when I joined, we learnt Bahasa Malay inside the 
camp through an education instructor). Then, 1980’s & 1990’s, I joined the 
McPherson school at night to learn English - Dipak Raj Gurung. 
 
During the years following Singapore’s independence, English became the lingua franca 
of the nation; Gurkhas adapted accordingly by picking up English. In spite of the number 
of years that have passed since their repatriation to Nepal, many older retirees are still 
able to recollect a language that they had picked up in Singapore. Their ability to 
converse in Malay is intrinsically tied to their Singapore identity.  
 
Notwithstanding their affinity to Nepal, lāhures have a strong sense of attachment 
to Singapore. CL Hari Dhoj Gurung related that he cannot forget Singapore because he 
went there at a very young age, and continues to be connected to Singapore by reading 
online newspapers.211 ASP Madan Gurung asserted that he loves Singapore more than 
Nepal because he was a former Singapore bhānjā turned Singapore lāhure.212
                                                 
210 Translates into “I can understand and know how to speak Malay. I can’t speak English well but I 
understand what you are saying when you speak in English”. INSP Dhanpati Gurung and wife. Interview.  
Pokhara, Nepal. 23 May 2009. 
 Tek 
Gurung, an older retiree, said that he felt very sad leaving Singapore and since he 
 
211 CL Hari Dhoj Gurung. Interview.  Pokhara, Nepal.  24 May 2009. 
 
212 ASP Madan Kumar Gurung. Interview. Pokhara, Nepal. 29 May 2009. 
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continues to receive his pension from Singapore, he feels like a Singaporean too. He 
candidly added that if he had a little bit more money and a chance to go back to 
Singapore, he would buy a sari for his wife and a gold ring for himself.213
 
 In the course of 
resettling in Nepal, many of them nostalgically long to return to Singapore.  
The affective bond that some of these lāhures have towards Singapore is evident 
in the environmental landscape of Nepal. In Pokhara, an entire locality is named after 
Singapore. ‘Singapure Tole’ is a vicinity that is home to numerous retired Singapore 
lāhures. Based on further observations and topographic related research, it became 
apparent that there is no ‘Britain Tole’, ‘Brunei Tole’, or ‘Hong Kong Tole’ equivalent to 
that of the ‘Singapure Tole’, considering that lāhures have served in those countries too. 
The creation of ‘Singapure Tole’ demonstrates the topophilic bond that the retired 
Singapore lāhures have had, and continue to have towards Singapore. At the corner of 
‘Singapure Tole’, there is a bench which locals have termed the “Singapure lāhures 
bench” since many of the retirees gather frequently in the evenings to reminisce about 
Singapore.   
 
Based on further observations made during my visits to some of the residences of 
the lāhure families, their topophilic connection to Singapore became more apparent as 
their homes often contained framed pictures depicting their life in Singapore; Singapore-
style studio photos of their family hung on the wall, including various displays of 
memorabilia from Singapore, e.g., Merlion, Singapore inspired Wall Runners, mementos, 
etc.  
                                                 
213 CPL Tek Bahadur Gurung and wife. Interview. Pokhara, Nepal. 23 May 2009. 
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          Figure 35: 2009. ‘Singapure Tole’ in Pokhara, Nepal.  
 
   





Upon repatriation to Nepal, some lāhure families have created an enclave for 
themselves by vicariously living in Singapore through their own house that has been 
decorated to project their topophilic bond to Singapore. Reversely, repatriation and 
resettlement in Nepal have enabled lāhure families to shed their foreigner positionality, 
and neutral role personas in Singapore. Institutionally forbidden to be Singaporeans, the 
interior decorations of their houses, and the ‘Singapure Tole’ locality in Pokhara, 
arguably serve to conciliate a Singapore identity among the lāhures. Paradoxically, just 
as how outsiders (i.e Singaporeans) going into Mount Vernon Camp in Singapore will 
step into a mini-Nepal world, local Nepalese stepping foot into the houses of retired 
Singapore lāhures in Nepal will step into a mini- Singapore world.   
 
Arguably, upon repatriation the Gurkha families form a Singaporean diaspora in 
Nepal. ‘Singaporean’ in this sense, is not linked to having a citizenship but it is connoted 
through an emotive sense of one’s attachment to Singapore. Usually, diaspora studies 
base the notion of ‘homeland’ as one’s ancestral territory, and this would negate the 
possibility of a Singaporean diaspora in Nepal since the Gurkhas were born in Nepal. 
Here, the notion of ‘homeland’ requires a reconfiguration since it is an inherently abstract 
notion given that one may as well regard his/her country of sojourn as his/her homeland.  
In this context, ‘homeland’ is defined based on one’s perceptions rather than 
preconceptions that epistemologically render the homeland as one’s ancestral territory. 
Homeland in this sense is ideologically bound rather than territorially determined.  
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From the perspective of many Gurkha families, Nepal constitutes a homeland that 
they had left behind to earn a living, and Singapore constitutes a place of attachment in 
an imagined sense of a homeland. This attachment does not simply refer to one particular 
Gurkha’s twenty year tenure in Singapore. It is a traditional attachment binding the 
families that have long served in Singapore; one where the grandfathers, fathers and sons, 
vividly recollect their personal life and times, and the larger history of Singapore from 
the 1940’s right up to the Mas Selamat incident that raised the profile of the Gurkhas in 
2008. Their collective memories about Singapore precedes Singapore’s independence in 
1965, thus indicating the longevity of their nostalgia towards Singapore. Their nostalgia, 
complemented with feelings of exclusion from Singapore, is what makes the lāhure 
families a Singaporean diaspora in Nepal.  
 
Lāhure Children: Embrace or Efface Dual Identities? 
 
The narrative concerning lāhures children is embedded within a larger discourse 
of citizenship controversy, adaptation struggles, identity dislocation, and education 
prospects. While there are those that have found a niche for themselves in Singapore 
during the formative years of Singapore, contemporary lāhures children who return to 
Nepal experience difficulties adapting after having lived in modern Singapore for almost 
a quarter of their lives.  
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Having attended government schools214 in Singapore, lāhure children experience 
language difficulties with their mother tongue. The bhitra school in Mount Vernon Camp 
offers an opportunity for lāhure children to learn their Mother Tongue. However, it is not 
a compulsory school, and many of the children speak bigriyo Nepali and have little or no 
knowledge of the written script. Being accustomed to English, or rather Singlish while 
they schooled in Singapore, these children lack the fluency in conversing in Nepali, and 
this has crippled their ability to adapt in Nepal. Two bhānjās both commented that when 
all of them get together in Nepal, and speak Singlish or use slangs that they had learnt 
from Singapore, local Nepalese will be so confused and they tend regard them as 
foreigners.215 ASP Kishor Gurung remarked that inspite his efforts to coax his children 
into attending the bhitra school, his children were unable to reconcile their Nepali 
identity, and felt like Singaporeans living in Nepal.216
 
  The children’s misfit in Nepal is a 
major issue plaguing lāhure families.  
Relating how his attempts at applying for a student visa for his children failed, 
CPL Dambar Shrestha, whose son is presently in England, exclaimed that there is no 
student visa for Gurkha children after the father retires.217
                                                 
214 Surrounding Mount Vernon Camp include schools like  Bartley Primary School, Bartley Secondary 
School, and McPherson Secondary School that are home to many lāhure children. 
 Kiran Gurung recollected that 
although he qualified to study in Nanyang Junior College, he was disallowed to pursue 
 
215 Uday Gurung and Singapore bhānjās. Interview. Kathmandu, Nepal. 11 June 2009. 
 
216 ASP Kishor Kumar Gurung, INSP Budhi Bahadur Gurung, and Mr Bhakta Bahadur Thapa. Group 
Interview. Pokhara, Nepal. 25 May 2009. 
 
217 CPL Dambar Bahadur Shrestha. Interview. Kathmandu, Nepal. 10 May 2009.  
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his education in Singapore.218 Like many retired lāhures, Gauchan iterated how difficult 




There is a stark disparity between a lāhure’s desire to continue schooling their 
children in Singapore after his retirement, and his inability to do so given the nature of 
his contract in Singapore. Undoubtedly a sensitive issue that lāhure families often repine 
about, there is unfortunately little that they can do to change the prevailing situation. It is 
ambivalent though, how some lāhures despite retirement have managed to work around 
the stringent terms and conditions of their contract and secure a place in Singapore for 
their children’s tertiary education. Furthermore, many respondents similar to SGT Tulsi 
Gurung vexed that while international students from Nepal are able to study in private 
institutions in Singapore, Gurkha children are largely unable to pursue their education 
after their father retires.220
 
 
There are unique ways in which the lāhure families attempt to address the social 
impact that service in Singapore has had on their children. Firstly, the inability to adjust 
into a mainstream school in Nepal, has left numerous lāhure children to find a means to 
go abroad to study or to enroll in an international school in Nepal. Uday Gurung 
expressed that while many of his bhānjā and bhānjī friends are studying in Australia, he 
                                                 
218 Kiran Gurung. Interview.  Pokhara, Nepal. 29 May 2009. 
 
219 Lalit Man Gauchan. Singapore lāhure. Interview. Kathmandu, Nepal. 1 May 2009.  
 
220 SGT Mr Tulsi Prasad Gurung. Interview. Pokhara, Nepal. 22 May 2009.  
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is schooling in an international school in Kathmandu.221 Furthermore, having witnessed 
the adverse impact that sudden dislocation from Singapore would have on the children, 
some lāhures have found a way to work around the constraints imposed upon them. 
Rather than schooling their children in Singapore for an extended period of time, some 
have chosen to discontinue their children’s study in Singapore at an early age and to 
school them in Nepal.222
 
  
Secondly, among the bhānjās, many of them attempt at being a lāhure just like 
their father. Uday Gurung expressed that he wanted to become a lāhure since it was 
family tradition, but unfortunately got rejected twice in the final stage.223 Kiran Gurung 
lamented at how he was rejected at the last stage of the extensive and intensive selection 
process when the uniforms were given to the selected recruits. Thereafter, he  started  his 
own business to help train prospective boys wanting to enlist into the British Army or the 
Singapore Police Force.224
 
   
Thirdly, an increasingly popular option among the bhānjās is to marry, what has 
been termed, a “Citizenship/Identity Card (ID) girl”. In other words, a girl whose father 
served in the British Army, thus making her the daughter a British citizen. Marrying into 
                                                 
221 Uday Gurung. Interview. Kathmandu, Nepal. 11 June 2009.   Similar to these children those who 
schooled in British Gurkha schools in Hong Kong and Brunei now find themselves in Nepali schools with 
far lower standards. Maladjustment, uprootness, and societal disapproval, has linked many Gurkha children 
to gang robberies and acts of hooliganism. For further information, see, Manisha Aryal. 1991. “To Marry a 
Lahuray.” HIMAL, (July/August): 19. 
 
222 ASP Kishor Kumar Gurung, INSP Budhi Bahadur Gurung, and Mr Bhakta Bahadur Thapa. Group 
Interview. Pokhara, Nepal. 25 May 2009. 
 
223 Uday Gurung. 
 
224 Kiran Gurung. Interview.  Pokhara, Nepal. 29 May 2009. 
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a British lāhure family offers an avenue for Singapore bhānjās to address their identity 
issues since they are unable to adapt to the local environment. Similarly, lāhure daughters 
who were born in Singapore, either through love or arranged marriage (more common), 
would be match-made with an outgoing Singapore lāhure recruit, and thereafter return to 
Singapore as wives of lāhures. Alternatively, they would be married to a British lāhure, 
and thereafter move to the United Kingdom; a means through which they could continue 
their further studies or become homemakers.  
 
This unique phenomenon is commented on by lāhure families. A retired lāhure 
said that his daughter is married to a British lāhure, and she is studying Home Science in 
the United Kingdom.225 Similarly, Kiran Gurung expressed that arranging a marriage to a 
British lāhure daughter was the best option for his brother who could not adapt to 
Nepal.226
 
 Marriages between Singapore and British lāhure families are common, and it 
offers an avenue for some children to address their adaptation struggle. Unfortunately, 
there are extreme cases of other Singapore lāhure children who are unable to cope in 
Nepal, and this has led them to engage in a range of vices, e.g., pub-crawling, smoking, 
drug consumption, etc.  
The identity quandary concerning lāhure children who generally effaced their 
Nepali identity while they locally schooled in Singapore, and presently face a struggle in 
shedding their Singaporean identity is poignant. Identity negotiation is an ongoing 
process. Bringing out the irony of his identity, Kiran Gurung exclaimed that when 
                                                 
225 Anonymous lāhure 4. Interview.  Pokhara, Nepal. 24 May 2009. 
 
226 Kiran Gurung. Interview. Pokhara, Nepal. 29 May 2009. 
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Singaporeans used to ask him where he was from, he would say he is from Nepal, and at 
present, when local Nepalese ask him where he is from, he would say he is from 
Singapore.227 Unfortunately, children of lāhures are twice displaced as they are relegated 
to the status of foreigners in both Nepal and Singapore. Within the context of South 
Asian diaspora studies, the notion of one being twice displaced usually refers to Indians 
who were expelled from Uganda, and thereafter moved to England, Canada or the United 
States to settle down.228
 
 However, in the context of Gurkha children, the idea of being 
twice displaced is different. Gurkha children return to Nepal although it is a homeland 
that resonates more with their parents.  
A Singaporean identity defined these children as they grew up in a country that in 
actuality was foreign to them given the nature of their father’s contract in Singapore. The 
reality of their temporary tenure in Singapore sinks in after their repatriation to Nepal. In 
the process of attempting to shed their Singaporean identity, and rebuild a Nepali 
identity, they are once again perceived as foreigners in their own homeland. The locals 
regard these children as foreigners since they were raised in Singapore for almost twenty 
years; furthermore, they speak and behave differently from the locals. Indoctrinated to 
accept Nepal as their homeland while they lived in Mount Vernon camp as foreigners, 
these children feel twice-displaced in both Singapore and Nepal.  
 
                                                 
227 Kiran Gurung. Interview. Pokhara, Nepal. 29 May 2009. 
 
228 The displacement of the Ugandan Indians who do not return to India, but choose to re-migrate to other 
countries, and the consequent identity struggles they encounter as a result of being twice displaced is an 
aspect that has been explored by some scholars. For further information, see Mehta 1996; Koshy and 
Radhakrishnan 2008. 
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Lahure Wives: “Part of me is still in Singapore...”  
 
               With regard to lāhure wives, a dual identity has plagued those women who 
transcended from daughters of lāhures to wives of lāhures in Singapore. Most of them 
have lived in Singapore for about thirty to forty years. Echoing the views felt by many 
women of this background, Sita Gurung shared: 
…People will ask me, “How long have you been back in Nepal?”. I will say 10 
years, and they will tell me, “How come you are still so lost?” I don’t think I 
can ever be 100% Nepali, and on top of that attach a Gurung identity. I will still 
say that I am a Singaporean although I am a Nepali passport holder. Some 
people will ask me, “Are you Singaporean?”, and I will say “Yes!” very 
spontaneously. A huge part of me is still in Singapore… 
 
While many of these women embrace both identities, especially by holding on to a 
nostalgic vision of Singapore, there are just as many lāhure wives who solely identify 
themselves as Nepali, and have chosen to efface a Singaporean identity in order to cope 
with their lives in Nepal. Broadly speaking, most of the wives of older lāhures are 
uneducated as compared to the new batch of lāhure wives who generally possess some 
level of education.  Based on the interviews with bhānjīs who returned to Singapore as 
lāhure wives, most of them had completed their GCE O’ levels in Singapore when their 
fathers served as lāhure.  
 
Despite an awareness among lāhure families about the triumphs and travails of 
being a lāhure wife in Singapore, a curious paradox is the prevalence of marriages 
between Singapore educated bhānjīs and Singapore lāhures. For one, life security 
(material gains) and social prestige attached to marrying a lāhure has taken precedence 
over other aspects. In addition, the Singapore government has attractively packaged a 
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pro-Gurkha family policy. Notwithstanding its temporariness, the blissful idea of living 
as a nuclear family, with all the modern facilities provided by the government, has 
appealed to prospective lāhure families with marriageable daughters. This momentary 
bliss is short-lived when the reality of what it entails to be a lāhure wife sets in. Many 
bhanji-wives have felt cloistered by their inability to seek employment in Singapore. In a 
group interview with former bhānjī – wives, they voiced out:  
During marriage proposals, it will be like Singapure lāhures ! Oh O! Gold 
mine! Going back to Singapore, I felt I was going back to my own home 
country…Eventually, I got very frustrated. In Singapore, we even had a welfare 
committee and proposed that we would like to work but they will always give 




Sharing similar sentiments with the aforementioned situation, Sita Gurung expressed that 
getting married and going back to Singapore was a huge mistake, and in trying to escape 
from Nepal she was creating a bigger problem for herself. She added that:  
I just had to be a lāhure’s wife. “Depression” is a taboo thing to talk about; it is 
hardly talked about. I think most of them are happy and unhappy at the same 
time.  
 
Highlighting the predicament facing lāhure wives in contemporary Nepal, 
Manisha Aryal argues that in the past wives underwent the “waiting worrying” as the 
primary fears then was that of death of their loved ones in foreign wars, widowhood and 
orphanhood. At present, different worries - urban dislocation, women right’s, the impact 
of military life upon the children’s prospects, and employment prospects - have taken 
precedence.230
                                                 
229 Maya Gurung., Laxmi Devi Gurung, and Mrs Kamala Gurung. Group Interview. Kathmandu, Nepal. 14 
June 2009.  
 These worries mirror the predicaments facing the Singapore lāhure wives. 
Many lāhure families would appreciate the provision of firstly, a Work Permit that will 
 
230 Manisha Aryal. 1991. “To Marry a Lahuray.” HIMAL, (July/August): 18.   
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enable serving lāhure wives to work, and secondly, widow’s pension once their husband 
passes away. Whether or not these desires will gain fruition remains to be seen.  
4.2: Sustaining a Nepali Identity in Singapore  
 
Diversity in Conceiving Nepali-ness 
 
The Nepalese migratory trajectory to Singapore is textured as it is a diverse 
community comprising of Gurkhas, professionals, restaurateurs, middle-skilled workers, 
and students that embody a set of disconnections between and within each group in terms 
of their religious beliefs (Nepalese Hindu/Buddhist/Christian); ethnic, caste and clan 
belongings; regional orientations (amongst those who hail from Eastern and Western 
parts of Nepal there are cleavages in terms of village and district backgrounds); and sub-
linguistic identities ( i.e., Newari, Gurung, Rai, etc). The everyday lived experiences of 
this fissured community bring attention to the myriad strands that contribute to creating a 
complex sense of being Nepalese in Singapore.  
 
Clifford questions how diaspora discourses depict the experiences of 
displacement and construct a home away from home. Developing Gilroy’s argument that 
diaspora discourses articulates, or bends together, both roots and routes to construct an 
alternate public sphere, Clifford illustrates that diasporic communities reside in their host 
countries with a difference when they form community consciousness and unity that 
sustain identifications outside the national time/space231
                                                 
231 James Clifford. 1994. “Diasporas.” Cultural Anthropology, 9(3): 308.  
. Notwithstanding the contours 
that distinguish each individual, the collectiveness of the Nepalese community is 
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expressed through several modes; language, flag, cuisine and music that altogether shape 
a Nepalese nationalist sentiment in Singapore.  
 
In particular, the Nepalese ethnic restaurants serves as a kalaidescope to observe 
the shifting patterns of interaction among different groups of Nepalese; a realm that 
brings to surface the commonalities and differences that simultaneously bind and 
bifurcate the modes through which Nepalese maintain identifications with their 
homeland. An observation made is the participation though not full involvement of 
several Gurkhas in the festive celebrations held at the restaurants. Minimal interaction 
between the two groups is evident, with both groups seldom participating in each other’s 
events possibly since the Gurkha Contingent celebrate various traditions inside the Mount 
Vernon Camp.  However, even without having to go further than acknowledging each 
other, a common yet latent connection is forged between the Gurkha and non-Gurkha 
group when the former patronizes the restaurant.  Both groups of Nepalese share the 
same country of origin, have similar historical background, and speak the same national 
language. Tacitly, these elements bind the two groups and contribute to crystallizing their 
Nepali national identity in Singapore.  
 
Compared to the past, Nepalese food often dished alongside North Indian cuisine 
is now readily and easily available. Solomon Adhikari recollected that:  
…in the 1980’s when I used to walk along Little India, there were no Nepalese 
eateries or people to bump into other than the occasional sight of a few Gurkhas 
shopping with their families at Mustaffa. It is very different now.  
 
By means of setting up restaurants since the mid 1990’s, the Nepalese restaurateurs have 
marked out a space for themselves in multi-ethnic Singapore. News about upcoming 
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events organised by the Nepalese Singapore Society and posters for community related 
events are advertised in the respective restaurants. In recent times, concerted efforts are 
made to knit the diverse community closer together, and the ethnic restaurants serve as a 
medium to make this possible.  
 
                        Figure 37: Nepalese Dream Night poster at the ‘Gurkha Palace Restaurant’. 
 
National and cultural identifications with Nepal are transplanted to Singapore, and 
the restaurants serve as a prism through which one can gain a sense of the Nepalese 
national identity. In almost all the restaurants, the sight of a Nepalese flag and the sound 
of Nepali music first greets a customer. Framed pictures of Nepal’s snow-capped 
mountains, often the image of Mount Everest, are proudly displayed in most of the 
restaurants. Owners of the restaurants fondly remember their picturesque country and one 
of them jovially remarked that Nepal has so much more natural beauty compared to urban 
Singapore where Bukit Timah hill is the furthest one can scale to get a mountaineering 
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experience232
I never used to listen to Nepali music in Nepal. Now, I play it in my restaurant. 
I don’t put up my country flag in my own country, but I put it up here in my 
restaurant. I am proud to be Nepali. Our country was never conquered by 
another country. 
. Ironically, after immigrating to Singapore, the feeling of being Nepali is 
further anchored.  John Shrestha from ‘Mini Nepal: Khana Kajana’ also added that: 
 
The unflagging display of Nepal’s national flag in the various eateries coupled 
with the choice to eat an array of traditional food in a restaurant that exudes the charm of 
Nepal is like a “homecoming” retreat for the Nepalese in Singapore and it alludes to ‘how 
they translate their ‘nations’ or ‘home’ with them when they are on the move233
 
.   Apart 
from the eateries acting as a cultural signifier, the restaurants have become a site for the 
formation of a Nepali community consciousness. Festivals, wedding dinners, and 
community gathering are often conducted at the restaurants. For instance, annually, Dasaĩ 
and the Nepali Naya Barsa are commemorated at the ‘Kantipur Tandoori Restaurant’ and 
as of this year at the ‘Kathmandu House’ as well. The community is able to joyously 
celebrate their festivals over a wide buffet spread where traditional Nepali food like 
ghudru, dhal bhāt, sekuwā, and kālō dhal are served.  
 
                                                 
232 John Shrestha. Owner. ‘Mini Nepal: Khana Kajana’. Interview. Singapore. 24 March 2009. 
 
233 Beatriz P. Lorente, et.al. 2005. Asian Migrations: Sojourning, Displacement, Homecoming and Other 
Travels. Singapore: Asia Research Institute, National University of Singapore. p.3. 
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           Figure 38: 2009. Restaurants. Left - ‘Mini Nepal: Khana Khajana’. Right - ‘Everest Kitchen’. 
 
 
                              Figure 39: 2009 Nepali Naya Barsa celebration at Kantipur restaurant.  
 
A distant yet close affinity to their country of origin binds the various groups of 
Nepalese that reside in Singapore. Albeit recognizing their shared country of origin, 
common national language, dietary preferences, so and so forth, the conception of a 
Nepali identity in Singapore impinges upon other intricacies that define each migrants 
lived experience. Whilst sharing common national sentiments towards Nepal, the 
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distinctions within the Nepalese community are also made apparent. Within the space of 
the restaurant, an observation made is that Nepali dialects are spoken amongst certain 
ethnic groups. In a succinct article entitled “Passport Photos”, Amitava Kumar notes the 
absence of a language category in one’s passport, and accounts for the significance of 
language in defining one’s identity. Kumar argues that “it is in language that all 
immigrants are defined and in which we all struggle for an identity”.234  One respondent 
explained that there is a contradiction between his love of Nepal and his act of staying 
abroad in Singapore. So, he made it a point to anchor his children in their Nepali identity 
by learning the national language235. Nepali is used as unifying national language that 
binds various groups irrespective of their distinct identities. However, one informant 
exclaimed that his wife and he speak their dialect - Newari - as a means of articulating 
their ethnic identity236
 
, thus distinguishing themselves from other Nepalese. Likewise, 
within the Gurkha community, dialects used by the four clans - Magar, Rai, Limbu and 
Gurung - that largely constitute the contingent showcase how groups differentially shape 
their Nepalese sense of belonging in Singapore. The restaurants serve as a site where one 
can witness the amalgamation of different groups of Nepalese and hear the myriad 
vernaculars that gives a unique character to this minority community.  
Other aspects also serve to problemetize the conceptualization of a homogeneous 
Nepali identity in Singapore. When queried whether he attended the festive gatherings at 
                                                 
234 Amitava Kumar. “Passport Photos.” In Bill Ashcroft., Gareth Griffiths, and Helen Tiffin, eds., The Post-
Colonial Studies Reader. London; New York: Routledge. p.456. 
 
235 Anonymous Academic. Interview. Singapore. 24 March 2010. 
 
236 Anonymous Architect. Interview. Singapore. 20 April 2009. 
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Kantipur Restaurant, one Gurkha remarked that he is a Christian and thus does not 
celebrate the Nepali Hindu festivals that are commemorated inside or outside the 
camp237. Another informant shared that although he is able to relate to many of his Nepali 
friends, his personal culture and traditions are closer to that of Tibetan Buddhism, and 
thus exclaimed his disjuncture with the Nepalese Singapore Society that largely projects 
the Hindu identity of the Nepalese238
 
.   
In his seminal work on Imagined Communities (1983) Benedict Anderson 
centrally posits that the idea of a national identity is modular, malleable and portable over 
time and across space. Notwithstanding each group or persons individualized form of 
expression, certain symbols (i.e., national food, language, flag, and music) act as cogent a 
channel of communicating an idea of a Nepali nation within the context of Singapore. 
While ethnic restaurants have become emblematic of a Nepalese national identity, and 
have wittingly or unwittingly moulded the fissured Nepalese groups into a closer fold, the 
sustenance of a Nepali identity in Singapore is not a monolithic one.  The cleavages 
between and within the various groups of Nepalese illustrate the nuances in trying to 
make sense of how a Nepali identity is maintained in Singapore and how their lived 





                                                 
237 Anonymous, Serving Lāhure 1. Interview. Singapore. 12 March 2011.  
 
238 Anonymous Teacher. Interview. Singapore. 18 March 2010.  
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Negotiating a Misconceived Gurkha Identity in Singapore 
 
All Gurkhas are Nepalese but not all Nepalese are Gurkhas. However, the 
tendency to perceive Nepal as a nation comprising of only Gurkhas is a prevailing notion 
beset in the minds of many who then fail to appreciate Nepal’s social heterogeneity. 
Being Nepalese is synonymous with being a Gurkha, and this has become the namesake 
among the multi-ethnic Nepalese living in Singapore. A misconceived identity, but 
nonetheless a reality that the term “Gurkha” and “Nepalese” continues to be used 
interchangeably. 
 
Indra Bahudur was one of the most pioneer non-Gurkha Nepali who came to 
Singapore in the early 1950’s together with his brother, Chandra Bahadur, and brother-in-
law, Aita Singbir Thapa. They had set up a tattoo shop named ‘New Lucky Store’ at Bras 
Basar Road. Very quickly they shot to fame amongst the British who in turn contributed 
to making them renowned tattoo artist alongside tattooing upon them a misconceived 
Gurkha identity. Indra Bahudur, Aita Singbir Thapa, and Chandra Bahadur, became 
termed by the British as ‘Johnny Two-Thumbs Up’, ‘Johnny Gurkha’, and ‘Johnny 
Himalaya’ respectively.  
 
Harka Bahadur (renamed Richard Tan), son of the late Indra Bahadur said that: 
 
From 1942-1947, my father was tattooing British soldiers in Burma and he 
realised that they paid well. Contemplating between Singapore and Penang, my 
father decided to come to Singapore, and he came as a British subject. From his 
village, he walked for 2 weeks down a hill to Ghuati, then took a train to 
Kolcatta, and finally a freighter ship to Singapore. He was one of the most 
pioneer Nepalese to come to Singapore, and he was also the first tattoo artist to 
start up a shop in Singapore in 1950 - Richard Tan. 
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According to Richard, the locals in Singapore started to patronize the shop in the 1970s, 
thus making the British soldiers regular customers for a substantial period of time. Late 
Indra Bahadur is popularly remembered by numerous Singaporeans as ‘Johnny -Two-
Thumbs Up’; literarily because he had two-thumbs protruding from his right thumb, and 
figuratively due to his extraordinary talent in tattooing. Newspaper articles denoted this 
family of tattoo artists as Gurkhas, and further anchored a misconceived Gurkha identity. 
When asked how they felt about a Gurkha identity being imposed upon them, children of 
these legendary tattoo artists in Singapore remarked that: 
 
Well, at that time, the British just gave the name because they were closely 
working with the actual Gurkhas during the early years of Singapore. When 
they met my father, and realised that his talent was just as striking as the 
militant Gurkhas, and considering that he was Nepali, they named him ‘Johnny 
Two-Thumbs-Up’. My father did not mind it, he just accepted it, though he 
knew he identified himself differently - Richard Tan. 
 
It just became our namesake although it is wrong because we don’t really like 
to be regarded as Gurkhas per se. But, when my father started to run his own 
shop at Nee Soon Camp area, where the former British camp was, they 
perceived him as a Gurkha too and called him ‘Johnny Gurkha’. So, my father 
named the shop was “Gurkha Store”, and it remains so till today- Madan Thapa. 
 
The Gurkha identity defining this family of tattoo artists is as ineradicable as the tattoos 
that they root on the bodies of individuals. Madan Thapa, son of the late Aita Singbir 
Thapa fondly remembers the Gurkha identity ingrained upon his father and recollected 
that: 
 
A few years ago, some of the former British soldiers had come on a holiday to 
Singapore where they’d visited the places that remembered former veterans of 
the war. One of them, this really old British man, came to my shop and said to 
me, “Look, at this tattoo. Your father, ‘Johnny Gurkha’ had done this for me”, 
and I smiled. He took a photo with me, in front of my shop, “Gurkha Store”, 
and then left - Mr Madan Thapa. 
 
Contrary to the identity bestowed upon them, this family of tattoo artist embody a 
different identity; one that is multi-racial in composition. Alongside the overarching 
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Nepali identity that the family acknowledges, they have embraced various other races 
into their family through inter-marriage. Late Indra Bahadur married a Burmese, and his 
son Richard Tan is married to a Chinese. The three late pioneer tattoo artists became 
Singapore citizens in the 1960’s, and their children have largely married into Chinese, 
Malay and Indian families, and perceive themselves as Singaporeans with a fallible 
memory of Nepal.  
 
Both Richard and Madan have been inspired by their fathers and they have 
followed in their footsteps. They have continued the family tattoo business although they 
operate individually in Orchard Road and Nee Soon respectively. Developing into a third 
generation business, is Richard’s niece, Sumitra Debi, who runs her own tattoo shop at 
Far East Plaza in Orchard. ‘Johnny -Two-Thumbs Up’, and ‘Johnny Gurkha’ have left an 
indelible memory in the minds and bodies of numerous former British veterans and 
Singaporeans, and some of their children continue to carry forth the family legacy.  
 
Apart from the Nepali family of tattoo artists who continue to have a 
misconceived Gurkha identity etched to them, the miscomprehension of homogenising all 
Nepalese as Gurkhas is a notion that pervades across all the Nepalese living in Singapore. 
Gorkhā is the name of a small hill town in central Nepal. The term “Goorkha” and 
“Gurkha” was coined by the British to refer to the men who enlisted in their army. A 
Gurkha incarnation is taken when one puts on his uniform, his ubiquitous Gurkha cap, 
and holds his legendary khukurī knife. It is a vocational identity that represents the 
military service undertaken by a Nepali man.  
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A Gurkha otherwise identifies himself in accordance to his ethnic and caste 
affiliations (e.g., Magar, Rai, Limbu and Gurung), linguistic dialects, and village 
orientations. As such, the term “Gurkha” neither denotes a racial category nor an ethnic 
or caste category. However, it has transcended to represent a Nepali national identity. 
Several Gurkhas clarified that the term ‘Gurkha’ does not refer to a race, but it is often 
the case that on their children’s Singapore birth certificate, “Gurkha” is printed under the 
race category (see Figure 27). Many of them emphasized that this has for long been a 
misconception, and affirmed that they are Nepali nationals. 
 
The Nepali national identity is further undermined by stereotypical notions that 
symbiotically render all Nepalese as being Gurkhas. Various new lāhures would raise 
this miscomprehension by citing a common conversation that they have with taxi drivers 
in Singapore.  
Taxi Driver: Where are you from?           
Professional: I am from Nepal. 
Taxi Driver: Huh? Where is that? 
Professional: You know Mount Everest? 
Taxi Driver: Oh, Yes! Nepal! So you must be a Gurkha?!  
Mr Lee Kuan Yew’s bodyguard?  
Professional: No, I am not. I am an engineer.  
 
As examined in Chapter Three, most of the professionals in Singapore are Newars from 
the Kathmandu Valley, and apart from the overarching Nepali national identity that binds 
the Gurkhas and the Newars, the latter group has different ethnic and identity 
orientations. Even amongst the Gurkha families, the issue of identity is teased out 
differentially. One of them qualified that: 
My father was a Singapore Gurkha, and my brother is now a British Gurkha. 
However, I am doing a medical doctorate Singapore. I do not attach a Gurkha 
identity to myself. I am a Nepalese - Anonymous bhānjā 2. 
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In both case studies, the heterogeneous complexion of the Nepali identity in Singapore is 
evident, and it also alludes to the miscomprehension of typecasting all Nepalese as 
having a Gurkha identity.  
Are you Chinese, Malay or Indian? : “Appearing” to Adapt  
 
The Nepalese community in Singapore phenotypically resembles the three major 
races in Singapore. Upon questioning respondents on how they have adapted to 
Singapore, a majority of them voiced out how their physical appearance has enabled them 
to outwardly assimilate into the tripartite races that define Singapore’s multiracial 
identity. Based on stereotype social constructions defining racial categories, many 
Singaporeans at the outset would perceive a Nepalese as being Chinese, Malay or Indian.  
 
James Fraser describes the Gurkhas as having “in appearance resemblance to the 
Malay or Chinese physiognomy”.239
Singaporeans will ask me why I have a bindi on my forehead as they think that 
I am a Chinese trying to wear a Hindu symbol. They will look confused when I 
say I am Nepali. While explaining, they will say “Oh, you are Gurkha, like Mr 
Lee Kuan Yew’s bodyguards!” My husband looks more like an Indian, and 
when people ask him if he is Indian, he will just nod sometimes, to save the 
explanation - Ratna Devi Chettri. 
Generally, the Nepalese are able to blend into 
Singapore, and they are often misconceived as encompassing the three major races in 
Singapore. Many informants related that Singaporeans will mistake them as being Malay. 
Others shared that:  
 
My son Robin looks more Chinese. He was born in Nepal and was a Nepali 
citizen when I returned to Singapore. Then he became Singapore’s national 
player for football. Only, much later did the organisers realise that they were 
                                                 
239 Mary Des Chene. 1991. Relics of Empire: A Cultural History of the Gurkhas, 1815–1987, Ph.D. 
dissertation, Stanford University, Ann Arbor: University of Michigan International. p.60.  
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mistaken by his Chinese looks and had chosen a Nepali national to represent 
Singapore. It was after this incident in 1996 that I decided to get a Singapore 
citizenship for myself and my son -  Amar Pradhan Chitrakar. 
 
When the Nepalese remark that they have adapted to Singapore because it is a more 
Asian country, it is in effect their physical attributes that have cosmetically enabled them 
to integrate into Singapore society.  
 
            Inadvertently, the Nepalese have appeared to adapt to Singapore because of their 
physical outlook. However, this only superficially explains their adaptation. While 
admiration for Singapore is pervasively felt among the Nepalese, there are many who 
consider that forging relations with Singaporeans is difficult. Some of them shared: 
We Nepalese are very social people and community spirited. I did not feel that 
close-knit sense in Singapore. Even my neighbour, I don’t know whether to say 
hello or not, or if my neighbour will acknowledge me. There are many races 
cordially living together in Singapore but forging close ties with Singaporeans 
is difficult - Solomon Adhikari.        
 
The political, economic, and social climate in Singapore is viewed as an anti-thesis to the 
situation in Nepal, but there appears to be an underlying tension with regard to the social 
relations forged with Singaporeans. While there are a substantial number of Nepalese 
who do feel that Singaporeans are helpful and friendly, several others maintain that 
Singaporeans take a very long time to be friendly or simply choose not to get friendly 
with foreigners like them. Furthermore, the impact that a systematized lifestyle has had 
on regulating the nature of Singaporeans was highlighted by John Shrestha who wryly 
remarked that Singaporeans have been constructed to be law abiding. From tourist places 
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Contrary to those who experience difficulties in forging social ties are Nepalese 
who have integrated into Singapore. Among them, many have reinvented their notions of 
‘home’. In trying to conceptualize their longing for Nepal, many of the Singaporean 
Nepalese hold a fragmented memory of Nepal by regarding themselves as tourists of 
Nepal. Untangling the intangible notion of identity, Tul Bahadur Thapa commented that 
he considers Singapore to be his home, and he is Singaporean first, and then a Nepali. 
According to him, Nepal is a place of visit.241 Similarly, having changed his name from 
Harka Bahadur to Richard Tan for commercial reasons, Tan expressed that Nepal is just a 
















                                                 
240 John Shrestha. Owner.  ‘Mini Nepal: Khana Kajana’. Interview. Singapore. 24 March 2009. 
 
241 Tul Bahadur Thapa. Retired lāhure. Interview. Singapore. 28 March 2010. 
  
242 Richard Tan. Tattoo Artist. Interview. Singapore. 1 April 2009. 
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Integrating through Inter-Marriage 
 
There are numerous Nepalese who have integrated into Singapore through 
marriage to local Chinese, Malays or Indians. These include former Gurkha families 
(Gurkha children who settled in Singapore), travel agents/advisors, and to a lesser extent, 
professionals. 
 
In Chapter Two, the anomalistic presence of a handful of Gurkha families who 
settled in Singapore during the formative years of Singapore was examined.  Among 
these families are individuals who inter-married in the course of settling down in 
Singapore, and others who intra-married into the Nepalese community. Currently the 
Vice-Principal of Coral Primary School, Bhimbahadur Gurung related: 
I met my wife who is a Chinese at the National Institute of Education. We got 
married after dating for several years.  
 
Another informant who served as a lāhure during the Malayan Emergency, Indonesian 
Confrantasi, Brunei Rebellion, and thereafter worked as a driver to then Raja Muda, the 
late Sultan of Johor exclaimed:  
I have adapted to Singapore and I mingle with everybody. In Singapore, people 
call me a smiling Gurkha. My family is very international. All my four sisters 
married locals; one of them married Chinese, two of them married Malays, and 
the youngest married an Indian. My daughter-in-law is Malay too. We regard 
ourselves as Singaporeans - Tul Bahadur Thapa. 
 
An observation made about these Singaporean Gurkha families is their lack of 
involvement in the events organized by the Nepalese Singapore Society. In the course of 
amalgamating their ties with Singapore, a sense of aloofness to their Nepali identity has 
developed especially among their children who generally regard Nepal as a distant 
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ancestral homeland of their parent or parents. Most of the children took up Malay or 
Chinese as their second language as they schooled in Singapore, and have little or no 
knowledge of Nepali.  
 
Among the Nepali restaurateurs in Singapore is Dan Shahi, owner of ‘Everest 
Kitchen’ in Macpherson Road. Prior to being a restaurateur, Shahi owned a trekking 
company in Nepal during which time he had met his Singaporean Chinese wife who had 
gone to Nepal for a trekking trip in 1992.243 Set in the Himalayan region of Nepal, the 
love stories between some Singaporean ladies and Nepali trekkers had journeyed into 
Singapore.  Both Deepak Shrestha (boss of Divine International Explore and Treks), and 
Sudip Baniya (travel advisor at STA), have had their inter-marriage love stories 
publicized in the Singapore newspapers.244
We met during a trekking trip in Nepal, and fell in love. I was going to resign 
my job and migrate to Nepal but Dil came to Singapore instead. In Nepal, he 
used to scale mountains, but in Singapore he scales buildings since he works as 
a Rope Access Technician. We make it a point that our young children 
remember their Nepali heritage by visiting Nepal regularly. 
 Another couple includes Chin Min and Dil 
Gurung who now have 3 children. Chin Min, a teacher in Tao Nan Primary School, 
together with her husband remarked that: 
 
Inter-married into Chinese families, the couples in all three accounts also shed light on 
the Chinese identity of their Nepali spouses who participate in Chinese traditional 
festivities. Having scaled up the mountains of Nepal, right down to the island-city state of 
                                                 
243 Dan Bahadur Shahi. Owner. ‘Everest Kitchen’. Interview. Singapore. 3 May 2010.  
  
244 Tan Yi Hui. 2009. “Romance in the Rough: For some Newlyweds, Honeymoons are all about Having an 
Adrenaline Rush in a Rugged Environment.”  The Straits Times, 13 October. Ng Jing Yng. 2010. “Mixed 
Marriages: More Getting in on the Act.” TODAY, 11  February: 10. (See Appendix 6). 
 
2010. “Married for 5 Years.” The Straits Times, 14  February. 
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Singapore, these inter-marriage love stories have uniquely contributed to integrating 
some of the Nepalese into Singapore.  
 
Conclusion 
Configuring the lāhure families identities into a neat fold would be erroneous 
since identity negotiations is an ongoing process that is further interpreted differently 
amongst them. In Nepal, lāhure families sustain their Singapore identity in various ways. 
Repatriation has enabled many lāhures to assert their Singapore identity. Their topophilic 
bond to Singapore is evident through the construction of ‘Singapure Tole’ and through 
the interior decorations of their house. There exists a feeling of being twice-displaced 
amongst the lāhure children. The Singapore bhānjās and bhānjīs traverse a tight rope in 
negotiating their foreigner positionality in both Nepal and Singapore. Lāhure wives who 
were formerly Singapore bhānjīs continue to possess deep nostalgia towards Singapore.  
The manifold means adopted by lāhures families to address the social impact of their 
service in Singapore is a poignant aspect of their migratory experience.  
 
In Singapore, the new lāhures, while negotiating the multiple identities defining 
them, have also sought various ways to sustain their Nepali identity. The cleavages 
evident between and within each group (e.g., religion, ethnic, caste, clan, regional, 
linguistic, etc) contribute to creating a complex sense of being Nepalese in Singapore. 
Despite the variations, an overarching Nepalese nationalist sentiment is sustained through 
modes such as cusine, music, flag, and a common national language (e.g., Nepali).  
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The Gurkha identity has remained static in contemporary times, and there is a 
tendency to perceive Nepal as a land comprising only Gurkhas. The misconception over 
the term ‘Gurkha’ has lent itself into typecasting all Nepalese as being Gurkhas. The 
narratives of the various informants shed light on the heterogeneous complexion of the 
Nepali identity in Singapore. Furthermore, inspite of physiologically appearing to 
resemble the major ethnic groups in Singapore, social relations with the locals are loosely 
treaded thus elucidating the challenges that some Nepalese encounter in fully integrating 
into their host country. 
 
On the contrary, others have integrated into Singapore through inter-marriages 
with local Singaporeans, thus adding yet another dimension to their identity. Affinity to 
Nepal is incongruously defined as other identities have come into their personal fold. 
Apart from their own Nepali ethnic identity, they have embraced other ethnic identities 
(Chinese, Malay or Indian), and a larger Singaporean identity in the course of inter-











There are two groups of Nepalese who ‘reside’ in Singapore. On one hand, the 
Nepali historical trajectory includes the lāhures who have formed part of the Singapore 
Police Force over the last sixty-one years. Their residence at Mount Vernon Camp 
showcases their function as a gated community.  On the other hand, over the last twenty 
years, the new lāhures - professionals, restaurateurs, middle workers and students - have 
added a different dimension to the Nepalese community in Singapore.  
 
The migratory experiences of the Nepalese community in Singapore 
problemetizes some key concepts on diaspora. The community also offers an explanatory 
rubric to understand the complexities and contradictions defining the Nepalese in 
Singapore, and further underscores a realm to discuss the critical discourses on race, 
ethnicity, citizenship, and identity.  Parallels can be drawn between the Gurkha 
Contingent and the maistry system which existed in Burma between the 19th - mid 20th 
century.  Arguably, the Gurkha Contingent is a contemporary version of the contract 
labour structure that defined the maistry system. The notion of ‘contract labour’ and 
‘labour camp’ exudes the image of slavery, forced labour, and imprisonment. On the 
contrary, the Mount Vernon Camp albeit its function as a labour unit is a sophisticated 
and customized camp that projects a Nepali landscape and contains various amenities to 
address the comforts of Gurkha families.  
 
Notwithstanding differences in terms of a debt culture and enslavement, the 
Gurkha Contingent bears resonance to the maistry system of labour recruitment because 
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the British function as a middleman is centrifugal in determining the recruitment of 
Gurkhas from Nepal to Singapore. It is poignant that the British facilitate the recruitment 
process and they are contracted by the Singapore government to not only supply the 
Gurkha labour force but to also maintain and command the Gurkha Contingent. Also, a 
certain number of Gurkhas join the Singapore Police Force annually and their contracts 
stipulate a specified period of time to serve in the host country.   
 
Within this parameter, the tension in conceiving the Gurkha Contingent as a 
disporic community is apparent. The theory predicates that people of the diaspora settle 
in new countries and thus the incompatibility of the notion of repatriation necessitates a 
renewed understanding of diasporic communities. Whilst recognizing that the Gurkhas 
are sojourners and politically disenfranchised individuals, the Gurkha Contingent as a 
community has thrived in Singapore for 61 years and the longevity of the Nepalese 
‘settlement’ in Singapore vis-à-vis Gurkha families associates them as a diasporic 
community.  
 
Another important aspect of diaspora theory is the issue of return and the exhilic 
nostalgia that communities project while living abroad. Contrary to the myth of return, 
Gurkha families return to Nepal after living in Singapore for 20 to 25 years. This then 
questions the notion of ‘homeland’ that diaspora theory rigidly defines as one’s ancestral 
homeland.  The nostalgia experienced by various Gurkhas towards Nepal during their 
service in Singapore is just as salient as their exhilic nostalgia towards Singapore when 
they resettle in Nepal. Ironically, while the policies aimed at excluding Gurkha families 
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from Singapore has fostered a Singaporean diaspora in Nepal among the Gorkhāli 
community, the policies aimed at including the Nepali ‘foreign talents’ into Singapore 
has created an avenue for furthering their transnational journeys.  
 
Within the context of Gurkha families, their divided loyalties between Singapore 
and Nepal, and their larger emotive quandary over whether Nepal or Singapore is their 
homeland necessitates a redefinition of the ‘host country – homeland’ nexus that tends to 
place emphasis on the former as a means to understand the struggles faced by diasporic 
communities. The double depoliticization (historically underrepresented in the political 
sphere of Nepal and politically disenfranchised in Singapore) of the Gurkhas is a further 
element to substantiate the sense of loss and displacement experienced by them. The 
Gurkha diaspora in Singapore serves to highlight the significance of the homeland 
(Nepal) in playing out the oscillating sentiments that Gurkha families harbour towards 
both their ‘host country’ and ‘homeland’. In this context, notions of ‘host-country’ and 
‘homeland’ undergo complex negotiations thus shaping a dual sense of belonging.  
 
Chapter One focused on situating the Nepalese in Singapore, and argues that the 
Nepalese community forms a quasi-diaspora in Singapore. In the Singapore state’s 
tripartite foreigner taxonomy - ‘foreign talent’, ‘foreign student’, and ‘foreign worker’ - 
the Nepalese are generally represented in the ‘foreign talent’ and ‘foreign student’ 
categories. However, in trying to situate the Gurkhas against this paradigm, the 
problematic positionality of the Gurkhas in Singapore is apparent. In order to ensure that 
the Gurkhas remain permanent foreigners, they are disallowed from obtaining a 
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Singapore citizenship, and they are immediately repatriated to Nepal upon the completion 
of their service. The Gurkhas stand in stark contrast to their fellow countrymen, namely 
professionals, skilled chefs, restaurateurs, and even a handful of older generation Gurkha 
families, who have been given the opportunity to integrate into Singapore.   
 
Typecast to be fearsome in battle and loyal to their masters, the situation 
confronting the Singapore Gurkhas begs the question of whether they are invincible or 
invisible Gurkhas. What are the implications of their settlement that is perceived to be 
detrimental to the social structure of Singapore? What exceptionalism does a Gurkha 
settlement in Singapore signify? Does the neutral force rhetoric validate a Gurkha’s 
inability to become a Singapore citizen? Or are their guarding roles to ablest politicians 
sufficient to explain their sojourner position in Singapore? Given the policy secrecy 
pertaining to the Gurkhas, the other possible reasons determining a Gurkha’s sojourner 
position will remain beyond one’s imagination. 
 
In an attempt to address the above questions, Chapter Two closely analyzed the 
Singapore state’s neutrality rhetoric pertaining to the Gurkhas.  Famed as bodyguards to 
key political personnel, the neutral force rhetoric pertaining to the Gurkhas forms the 
basis of their sojourner position in Singapore. During the 1950’s and 1960’s racial riots, 
the Gurkhas played a key role in maintaining Singapore’s internal security. Subsequently, 
the state has constructed the Gurkhas to be ‘neutral’ and ‘politically impartial’ in 
Singapore, and this underscores their disengagement from Singapore and Singaporeans. 
To maintain this impartiality, the Gurkha Contingent continues to be commanded by a 
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British officer. The Gurkhas are disciplined in various ways by the state, and the Mount 
Vernon Camp is an extension of the labyrinth control imposed by the state. It 
architecturally elucidates how Gurkha families are engineered towards their Nepali, or 
even neutral identity.  
 
Chapter two also contributed to understanding how the martial race theory 
intersects with the Singapore states discourse in maintaining a multiracial society. The 
martial race theory formed the premise through which Gurkhas were fashioned as brave 
and loyal men and the reiteration of these qualities by political leaders in Singapore 
(Minister Mentor Lee Kuan Yew and Professor Jayakumar) exhibits how the state 
perceives the Gurkhas as possessing inherent talents. The Gurkhas are valued as 
exceptional servicemen and paradoxically, the unique qualities of the Gurkhas serve to 
disfavour them in various other ways.  The Gurkhas are a manifestation of the state’s 
vigilance to maintain racial harmony in Singapore.  
 
In light of the impact that history has on the identity formations of individuals, 
Stuart Hall raises the question of ‘what we have become’ since history has intervened and 
argues that we cannot speak very long, with any exactness, about ‘one experience, one 
identity’.245
                                                 
245 Stuart Hall. 2006. “Cultural Identity and Diaspora.” In Bill Ashcroft., Gareth Griffiths, and Helen 
Tiffin, eds., The Post-Colonial Studies Reader. Abingdon, Oxford; New York: Routledge. p.434.  
 However, history continues to plague the Singapore Gurkhas who have 
erroneously been projected to encompass a unitary Gurkha identity. Mount Vernon Camp 
offers an insight into how the Gurkhas, comprising four major ethnic/clan groups, e.g., 
Magar, Rai, Limbu, and Gurung, have been essentialised into ‘Gurkha/Nepalese race’ 
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that is believed to reflect their identity. Clan, caste and ethnic distinctions are 
downplayed, and Gurkha families are perceived as a homogenous entity.  
 
Among the new lāhures, the cream of the crop, e.g., those who are highly skilled 
and professionally qualified, are deemed to have a Singaporean ‘likeness’ regardless of 
whether they are Magar, Rai, Limbu, or Gurung.  Ironically, these ethnic attributes 
disfavours the Gurkhas, and their ‘otherness’ predicates their temporary stint in 
Singapore. While the Gurkha identity has remained static in the imagination of the 
Singapore state, other groups of Nepalese, despite sharing similarities to the Gurkhas are 
perceived to have a more fluid and dynamic Nepali identity. The Gurkha’s sojourner 
position remains a paradox within the context of Singapore where immigrants are 
welcomed from various parts of the world including Nepal and yet a unique set of 
policies continue to discrepantly govern the Gurkhas families. This differential intra-
communal discourse pertaining to the Nepalese community contributes to shaping 
distinct positionalities of Nepalese in contemporary Singapore.  
 
Having loyally served in Singapore for approximately twenty years only to be 
repatriated back to Nepal, a pervasive sense of exclusion, alienation and even 
discrimination is felt by many retired Gurkhas. Their love for Singapore and veneration 
for Minster Mentor Lee Kuan Yew coexists with feelings of unappreciation, and a lack of 
hospitality in their host country. Many retired Gurkhas assert that they are law abiding 
people and politically innocuous. They feel that they deserve to be a part of Singapore, 
and if that fails they contend that their Singapore born children should be duly granted 
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permanent residency or citizenship. Despite their dissident voices being expressed 
through the SGPA, the appeals made by the retired Gurkhas are unlikely to gain fruition 
in the near future.  
 
In Chapter Three, the development of the new lāhures in Singapore was studied 
against the state policies in Singapore and Nepal, the role of kinship networks, and the 
role of intermediaries that facilitated the movement of a different pattern of Nepalese into 
Singapore. It was established that a majority of the new lāhures are not a permanent part 
of Singapore. Among those interested in settling down in Singapore many are hindered 
by immigration stipulations, and this is usually the case among the middle-skilled 
workers. Also, their transnational character implies their amorphous loyalties as 
Singapore is just one of the many countries that they have ventured into or are intending 
to venture out of if better opportunities arise.  
 
Chapter Four illustrated how a Singapore identity is sustained in Nepal vis-à-vis 
the Gurkha families, and further explored how a Nepali identity is sustained in Singapore. 
Lacking full membership in Singapore, many Gurkha families have created a Singapore 
consciousness within the realm of their house in Nepal. Furthermore, their topophilic 
bond and nostalgia towards to Singapore is evident through the construct of ‘Singapure 
Tole’ in Pokhara. In Singapore, the Nepalese Society organizes various events to 
maintain their Nepali tradition, and festivals such as Dasaĩ and the Nepali Naya Barsa 
are commemorated in the Nepali restaurants. Based on observations made over the last 
two years, it was clear that majority of the participants are either the serving lāhures or 
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comprise new lāhures. Although the expansion of Nepalese ethnic restaurants has latently 
bridged the gap between the lāhures and the new lāhures, it also serves as a realm to 
unfold the expansiveness and intricacies that differentially shape the diverse Nepalese 
community in Singapore.  
 
Although this thesis has tended to diametrically postulate the two groups of 
Nepalese, there are ways in which we can collectively understand the lāhures and the 
new lāhures. Firstly, despite undertaking different jobs in Singapore, poverty in Nepal 
and the desperation to make a livelihood are the primary motivations of the Nepalese 
movement to Singapore. Regardless of whether one chooses to become a Gurkha or work 
at a restaurant, the need to find an alternative source of income lies at the root of both 
their routes into Singapore. There is an element of tradition involved in the Gurkha 
recruitment with many exclaiming that they decided to become a Gurkha sipāi because it 
is family tradition. However, beneath the purported traditional standpoint lies the reality 
of their inability to find a good job in Nepal.  
 
Secondly, there is a small number of Singapore citizens from both groups. It is 
evident that the number of Nepalese who are Singapore citizens pales in comparison to 
the other South Asian immigrants in Singapore, e.g., Indians and Sri Lankans.  Chapter 
One highlighted that among the estimated figure of one thousand new lāhures in 
Singapore, only about thirty of them are Singapore citizens. Parallel to them are a handful 
of Gurkha families who settled in Singapore by taking up the citizenship that was offered 
to them by the British, and in some cases by the newly independent Singapore 
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government during 1960’s up till the 1970s. Many of the older generation Gurkhas who 
served in Malaya, and thereafter worked in Singapore from the 1960’s onwards have 
passed away. Only a few Gurkhas are living testimonies to the transitory history of 
Gurkhas who phased out from being sipāis to Singaporeans. Their families have 
integrated into Singapore society, and their stories speak of the continuities of Gurkha 
families in Singapore. Moreover, it sheds light on the negation of a Gurkha identity 
amongst the Gurkha children who regard themselves in other term 
 
Thirdly, the transitory nature of the Nepalese migratory movement to Singapore is 
an aspect that binds both the groups. Following their repatriation to Nepal, most lāhures 
would seek employment in another country to continue supporting their family. Also, in 
most cases, their children - due to their inability to adapt to Nepal look forward to going 
abroad to pursue their tertiary education. Similarly, most of the new lāhures also return to 
Nepal after a substantial period of time, or venture into another country. 
 
In all, through the prism of a minority community in Singapore, the institutional 
parameters that simultaneously include and exclude select groups of Nepalese from 
Singapore is poignant. The controversies conditioning a citizen and non-citizen Nepalese 
renders visible the intra-communal state discourse pertaining to this minority group. 
Despite their contrasting positionalities in Singapore, the overall transitory nature of the 
Nepalese “settlement” in Singapore reinforces the notion that both groups live in a 
situation of permanent temporality. The Gurkha Contingent is a permanent fixture in 
Singapore but lāhure families live in a state of impermanence. Similarly, given indefinite 
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shape of the new lāhures migratory intents, they are more apart from Singapore. 
Theorizing them as a quasi-diaspora in Singapore alludes to the permanent transience of 
the Nepalese movement to Singapore, and validates the paradoxical notion that they are 
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The British Army’s Brigade of Gurkhas in Singapore 
 
 
The Brigade of Gurkhas in Singapore formed part of the British Army during the 
1950’s and 1960’s. They were stationed at Slim Barracks near Portsdown road, and in 
Pulau Blakang Mati - now better known as Sentosa. According to Duncan Forbes, Slim 
Barracks was one of the oldest battalions, and the building was named after Field 
Marshal Slim who was a Gurkha officer. Slim barracks was located within close 
proximity to ‘Nepal Park’ and ‘Nepal Circus’ at Portsdown road near North Buona Vista 
area. In contemporary Singapore, the street name ‘Slim Barracks Rise’ is testament to the 
Gurkhas who were once a part of the British Army in Singapore. Forbes further relates 
that when the Singapore Artillery Regiment disbanded, the 2nd/10th Gurkha Rifles were 
introduced, and these Gurkhas were stationed in Pulau Blakang Mati which translates to 
“Behind the dead”.246
 
  Pulau Blakang Mati has been renamed to Sentosa, and it is one of 
the major tourist destinations in Singapore today. 
According to Tul Bahadur Thapa, 2nd/7th and 2nd/10th Gurkha Rifles were from the 
eastern part of Nepal comprising Rais and Limbus, and there were popularly termed 
pūbar ko palṭan which means eastern regiment. The 2nd/6th , and  1/2nd and 2/2nd Gurkha 
Rifles were from the Western part of Nepal comprising Gurungs and Magars, and they 
were termed paścim ko palṭan which translates to western Regiment.247
 
 
                                                 
246 Duncan Forbes. 1964. Johnny Gurkha.  London, R. Hale. p.151.  
 
247 Tul Bahadur Thapa. Interview. Singapore. 28 March 2010. Mr Thapa came to Singapore in 1949, and he 




Appendix Figure 1.1: 24 October 1960. Field Marshall Sir Gerald Templer reviewing march-past of 
Gurkha Unit at Pulau Blakang Mati. Source: Singapore Press Holdings.  
 
 
          
 
Appendix Figure 1.2: 1967. Main barracks of Pulau Blakang Mati, Singapore. Source: Gurkha Memorial 





Appendix Figure 1.3: 18 March 1953. Inspection of the Gurkha Regiment at Slim Barracks, Singapore.  
Source: Ministry of Informations, Communications, and the Arts. Courtesy of National Archives of 
Singapore.  
 
        
 
Appendix Figure 1.4: 1961. 2/2nd Gurkha Rifles. Slim Barracks, Singapore. Source: Gurkha Memorial 




‘Illegal’ Recruitment of Gurkhas to Singapore 
 
In light of the absence of a bilateral treaty between Singapore and Nepal, advocate 
Om Prakash Aryal filed a Public Interest Litigation to the Supreme Court of Nepal on 27 
December 2004 alleging that the recruitment of Gurkhas to Singapore is illegal. The 1959 
trilateral agreement between Singapore, Britain and Nepal states that:  
…the Government of Singapore, with the agreement and assistance of Her 
Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom and by arrangement with the 
Government of the Kingdom of Nepal, recruits Gurkhas in Nepal for service in 
its Police Force.  
 
The Gurkha Unit of the Singapore Police Force forms, and will continue to 
form, an integral part of the internal security arrangements of Singapore…(my 
emphasis) 248
 
In contemporary Singapore, Britain continues to play an integral role in the Gurkha 
Contingent. According to former non-resident Ambassador to Nepal, Ong Keng Yong, 
“neither does Singapore and Nepal, nor Singapore and Britain, have a bilateral agreement 




 An agreement or treaty between 
Singapore and Nepal, will formalise the relationship between the two countries, and 
further enable a direct correspondence between the two countries on matters concerning 
the Gurkhas.    
Aryal has alleged that since the Tripartite Agreement between Nepal, India and 
Britain on deployment of British Gurkhas does not allow the British government to send 
                                                 
248 Letter of correspondence between Alan Lennox-Boyd, Former Secretary of State for the Colonies, and 
The Hon. Tun Lim Yew Hock from Singapore. POL 94/25/01. 24 March 1959.  
 
249 According to Mr Yong, since recruitment of Gurkhas is market driven and it does not necessitate a 
formal agreement. Ong Keng Yong. Interview. Director of the Institute of Policy Studies, Singapore. 4  
May 2010. Mr Yong was appointed as Singapore’s non-resident Ambassador to the Kingdom of Nepal in 
1997.   
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British Gurkhas to serve in other countries, the British government is “illegally” 
recruiting Gurkhas to Brunei and Singapore.250 He is seeking an order for the Nepalese 
government to stop the employment of Gorkhas to Brunei and Singapore on contract 
basis, since Nepal does not have any treaty with those countries.251
 
   
While there are groups of people who are cynical about the cryptic nature of 
Gurkha recruitment to Singapore and Brunei, there are groups who positively regard 
Gurkha recruitment to these two countries and place Gurkha recruitment to Brunei and 
Singapore on a higher pedestal compared to elsewhere in the world.  Shrestha highlights 
that “examples of gainful employment for Gurkhas which seems politically acceptable to 
the Nepali State are the service of Nepalis in the Singapore Police, and the Gurkha 
Reserve Unit, an elite parliamentary unit of retired soldiers on the payroll of the Sultan of 
Brunei”.252
                                                 
250 The Supreme Court issued a show cause notice to the government over the British government’s practise 
of sending British Gurkhas recruited in the British Army to Brunei and Singapore. For further information, 
see, 2004. “Show Cause on Gurkha Deployment.” The Kathmandu Post, 30th December. Also see, 2004. 
“Notice on British Gurkha Case.” The Himalayan Times, 30th  December. In an interview with Mr Aryal, 
he exclaimed that the “latest” document relating to Gurkha recruitment to Singapore that officiates Nepal’s 
position dates back to 1959, and it is perplexing that no further treaty was reached thereafter. Aryal 
partially blames the failure of the Nepalese government for lacking protocol, and thus allowing for a 
clandestine corroboration between Nepal, Britain and Singapore. In a recent article, Aryal asserts that that 
the diplomatic role of the Nepal government is getting weak with other serious national issues at hand. Also 
see, Om Prakash Aryal. 2009. “Singapur Gorkha ko Bhaabi Disha.” (“The Future Direction of Singapore 
Gorkhas”), Gorkha Pathirikha, 17th June.   
   
 
251 2004. “Petition Against Gorkha Deployment in Brunei and Singapore.” The Kathmandu Post, 28th 
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Gurkhas in Singapore and Malaysia: A Comparative Perspective 
 
In many ways, Mount Vernon Camp serves as an antithesis to the struggle for a 
Gurkha Village in Selangor, Malaysia. Although in May 1947 the  Government of the 
Malayan Union had given up the idea of forming a Gurkha Police Contingent,253
 
 from 
1948-1963 the Gurkhas were deployed in Malaya to fight in the Malayan Emergency 
(1948-1960), the Brunei Rebellion of 1962, and the Indonesia’s Confrantasi in 1963.  
Evidently, Gurkhas were deployed in Malaya on a short-term basis because post-
independent Malaysia did not witness the formation of a Gurkha Contingent like that of 
Singapore.  
However, many Gurkhas who served from 1948-1963 did not return to Nepal as 
they decided to settle in Malaysia. Those who remained worked in the estates and gold 
mines at Raub, Pahang, and eventually became Malaysian citizens.254  In 1988, it was 
reported that 100-odd Gurkha families were widely scattered in Malaysia, and the 
Selangor and Federal Territory Gurkha Association were trying to establish a Kampung 
Gurkha that would unite Gurkha families.255
                                                 
253 Letter of correspondence on the subject of the enlistment of 850 Gurkha ex servicemen in the Singapore 
and Malaya Peninsula. No.695. 28 May 1947. 
 Association secretary Ganes Bahadur had 
commented that most Gurkha youngsters spoke Tamil better than their native language, 
 
254 Sarjit S.Gill and Lee Yok Fee. 2007.  “Gurkha Malaysia: Siapa Mereka?” Dewan Budaya. October: 9-
16.  
 
255 M. Karmegan. 1988.  “Gurkhas get ready to Fight their Last Battle.” New Straits Times, 15 August: 25.  
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and further added that his 13-year old son took part in a devaram (religious Tamil songs) 
competition and won first prize.256
 
 Fear of over assimilation into Malaysian society and 
loosing touch with Nepalese culture, led the Gurkha association in Malaysia to make 
requests to the government for a resettlement project that would enable Gurkha families 
to preserve their language, religion and tradition.  
By 1995, the “Selangor government granted the Selangor and Federal Territory 
Gurkha Association land at Sungai Bakau, Rawang, and this was considered to a 20-year 
dream come true by the Gurkha community. The new settlement serves as a tourist 
attraction as well”.257
 
 The long struggle for a Gurkha township in Malaysia by the former 
Gurkhas stands in stark contrast to the Gurkha community in Singapore. In Malaysia, 
former veterans had to rally for a Gurkha village and it was a personal initiative to 
mobilize members of the community to preserve their Nepalese culture and Gurkha 
identity that was borne out of fear of assimilation to Malaysian society. In contrast, the 
Mount Vernon Camp in Singapore is an elaborate state initiative to ensure that Gurkhas 
preserve their culture and identity and refrain from assimilating into Singapore society. 
Furthermore, commercialization of the Gurkha community in Rawang is evident since 
their realm serves as a tourist attraction. However, the strict regulations surrounding a 
local Singaporean  entering the Gurkha Contingent in Mount Vernon Camp makes it 
arduous for any Singaporean to catch even a glimpse of the Gurkha community.  
                                                 
256 Ibid.  
 
257 Rosnazura Idrus. 1995. “Gurkha Community to have their Own Settlement.” New Straits Times. 22nd 
November: 23.  
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Appendix 5 
Newspaper article on Inter-Marriage 
 
 
 
